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Introduction and overview

For more than two decades econometricians have applied vector 
autoregressive (VAR) models to analyze data in systems of variables. 
At the same time the theory has developed rapidly and the concept 
of cointegration was introduced by Granger (1983) in order to capture 
stationary relations between non-stationary time series. Much evidence 
suggest that many macro economic time series are not stationary but 
may be integrated of order one or two. The cointegrating vectors have 
been interpreted as long-run equilibrium relationships.

In international economics issues which have been of interest for re
searchers include tests of parities such as the Uncovered Interest Parity 
(UIP) and the Purchasing Power Parity (PPP). Cointegration meth
ods have turned out to be useful in these studies of non-stationary 
variables. Also studies of market integration - interpreted as sharing 
of stochastic trends - have benefited from the development of cointe
gration procedures.

Several methods have been developed to detect if two or more se
ries cointegrate and to estimate the coefficients of cointegration. These 
include ordinary least squares (Engle and Granger, 1987), nonlinear 
least squares (Stock, 1987), principal components (Stock and Watson, 
1988), canonical correlations (Bossaert, 1988), maximum likelihood in 
a fully specified error correction model (Johansen, 1988), instrumen
tal variables (Hansen and Phillips, 1990), spectral regression (Phillips, 
1988), three-step estimator (Engel and Yoo, 1989), and single-equation 
error correction model with leads and lags (Phillips and Loretan (1991), 
Saikkonen (1991), and Stock and Watson (1993)). The essays in the 
present thesis apply Johansen’s method, which has been shown by Gon- 
zalo (1994) to have the better properties of the first five methods men
tioned.

More recently it has been discovered that for particular variables, 
for example prices, the difference is integrated of order one so that the 
levels are integrated of order two. This has led to the development of 
VAR models for 1(2) variables, which have now been applied in several 
empirical studies.

l



2 1. INTRODUCTION AND OVERVIEW

Chapter 2 aims at linking two directions studying integration of 
stock markets. One direction of literature investigates market integra
tion - or the law of one price - under the assumption that stocks are 
priced according to the Capital Asset Pricing Model (CAPM). Another 
direction looks for common stochastic trends among stock prices. In 
chapter 2 it is shown that if stocks are priced according to the two fac
tor model developed by Black (1972), then tests of restrictions in the 
cointegrated VAR can provide evidence for or against integrated mar
kets. An empirical illustration is provided. This shows evidence that 
the stock markets of Denmark and the US are integrated. Chapter 2 is 
also printed as EUI working paper no. 2002/17 with the title ’Finding 
evidence of stock market integration applying a CAPM or testing for 
common stochastic trends. Is there a connection?’.

The empirical example in chapter 2 is a very simple one with only 
two variables, the real stock prices. Hence, an underlying assumption 
is that the PPP holds between the two countries. Evidence from many 
empirical studies, however, suggests that the PPP only holds rarely. 
This raises the very simple question ’’why?”. There are several answers 
to this. One might be that many studies are based on the assumption 
that prices are / ( l ) .  Since much recent research suggests that inflation 
rates are non-stationary, wrong methods have been applied. Another 
possible answer is that researchers may have been too optimistic in the 
sense that they test among countries too far away from each other. A 
third answer could be that prices are still adjusting to each other and 
have not yet reached a sustainable level.

In chapter 3 we investigate if these are indeed some of the reasons 
for the PPP not to hold. The PPP is tested within four areas in 
the US allowing for prices to be integrated of order two. In the 7(2) 
model, the stationary relations are multicointegrating, which means 
that they include levels as well as differences. These can be explained 
with a Linear Quadratic Adjustment Cost (LAQC) model, where policy 
makers aim at market integration and minimization of the inflation 
rate. The optimal solution implies a relation between price levels and 
inflation rates, which is called ’PPP with adjustment’ in this thesis. 
The name refers to the fact that prices are still adjusting to each other 
and have not yet reached a sustainable PPP level. In the empirical 
example, evidence is provided that among the four areas considered, 
the PPP with adjustment holds between the three areas which are 
geographically closer. The main part of chapter 3 is also printed as 
EUI working paper no. 2002/18 with the title ’Does the Purchasing 
Power Parity hold within the US?’.
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Testing the PPP in an ƒ (2) model is quite simple when the exchange 
rate is the same in the areas under consideration. When including an 
exchange rate in the system, the analysis becomes more complicated. 
Chapter 4 generalizes the analysis in chapter 3 by including an exchange 
rate.

An empirical discussion of whether or not inflation rates are sta
tionary is provided in chapter 4. Using US price data for a period of 
almost 90 years in a univariate framework it turns out that stationarity 
depends very much on the sample investigated. This also suggests that 
risk of structural breaks in a long sample is very apparent, which leads 
to the problem of constant parameters in estimations. Another issue 
raised in this chapter is what outcome we can expect when analyzing 
systems which include prices and exchange rates. A comprehensive 
scenario analysis is provided to deal with this. An empirical example 
indicates that the PPP with adjustment holds between the US and the 
UK in the post Bretton Woods period. The main part of chapter 4 
is based on a paper with the title ’Testing the PPP in a cointegrated 
VAR when inflation rates are non-stationary. With an application to 
the UK and the US’.

The analyses in chapter 3 and 4 are based on transformations of 
the systems from the 7(2) to the 7(1) space. Papers have treated this 
question in the stochastic sense but what is the role of the deterministic 
terms? The purpose of chapter 5 is to analyze this question.

Chapter 5 contains an analysis which is more technical than those 
of the previous three chapters. Explicit expressions are given for the 
deterministics in the 7(1) and the 7(2) models in stationary as well as 
non-stationary directions. Then the transformation of an 7(2) system 
into the 7(1) space is discussed and explicit relations between the sta
tionary and non-stationary directions are found. With these in hand, 
the relationships between the deterministic terms in the two spaces are 
found. It turns out that the deterministics in general are not the same 
in the transformed model and the original one. It is suggested that the 
tests for deterministics should be done in the original 7(2) model. A 
strategy for testing is proposed. This chapter is based on a paper with 
the title ’On the transformation from 7(2) to 7(1) in the cointegrated 
VAR with focus on the role of the deterministic terms’.

In chapter 6 the conclusions of analyses are summarized and possi
ble directions for future research are given.
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Stock market integration and the cointegrated
VAR

A bstract: In this paper it is demonstrated that if assets are priced 
according to Black’s (1972) CAPM, then tests on the cointegrated VAR 
can reveal evidence for or against integration of financial markets. If 
the market portfolios cointegrate one-to-one and share the same deter
ministic long-run trend, then the markets obey the law of one price. 
Furthermore, it is demonstrated how the driving force of the prices 
can be found. Evidence from an empirical example suggests that the 
Danish and American stock markets are integrated because US stock 
prices drive those of Denmark.

1. Introduction

The following analysis aims at combining two directions in the exist
ing literature of testing for stock market integration. It will be demon
strated how tests for integration assuming a capital asset pricing model 
(CAPM) and tests for common stochastic trends among stock price 
indices can be linked by restrictions on the cointegrated vector au
toregressi ve (VAR) model. The source of the common trends is rarely 
discussed in the existing literature. The present chapter takes up that 
discussion and shows how tests in the cointegrated VAR can provide 
information about it.

Relations between national financial markets have been of interest 
to researchers for more than a decade. Much effort has been made 
to find empirical evidence for or against links among stock markets 
in different countries, especially since the crash in stock markets in 
October 1987. Several studies of theoretical macroeconomic models 
have established many potential economic benefits from the integration 
of financial markets. The general consensus is that, because of better 
opportunities for risk sharing, the integration of financial markets can 
stimulate growth (see, for example, Pagano (1993) and Obstfeld (1989, 
1998)). Indeed, much effort has been made at the political level in 
order to put legal conditions in place which, in turn, facilitate the 
integration of national financial markets. The European Union is an

5



obvious example here (See Licht, 1997). This has led to the important 
question of whether or not financial markets have in fact become more 
integrated.

Various authors have suggested ways of testing for market integra
tion. One direction of the literature argues (assumes) that markets 
are integrated if similar assets - i.e. assets with the same risk-adjusted 
payoff profile - are priced identically. A CAPM can be used to deter
mine whether such assets have the same (theoretical) price. Another 
direction of research tests integration in terms of common stochastic 
trends (or cointegration) among international markets, which are mea
sured by indices representing the whole market. The more markets 
are cointegrated - i.e. the fewer common stochastic trends the markets 
share - the stronger the evidence of integration.

In the present paper it is assumed that assets are priced according 
to a version of the CAPM developed by Black (1972). Furthermore, 
it is assumed that the data generating process (DGP) of the market 
portfolios can be described by a VAR model. With these assumptions 
in hand it is shown how evidence can be found for or against market 
integration simply by testing restrictions on the VAR model.

The rest of the chapter is organized as follows: Section 2 discusses 
the concept of the integration of financial markets on the basis of pro
posed definitions in the financial literature. In section 3, the statistical 
model is set up and discussed followed by a discussion of the theoret
ical asset pricing model in section 4. The restriction on the statistical 
model, based on the CAPM, is treated in section 5, and section 6 pro
vides a discussion of the source of the stochastic trends in stock prices. 
It is also demonstrated how a simple test on the cointegrated relations 
can reveal information of where the common trends come from. In sec
tion 7, an empirical example is given, and the analysis is summarized 
in section 8. 2

6 2. STOCK MARKET INTEGRATION AND THE COINTEGRATED VAR

2. In tegration  o f financial m arkets

In the financial literature a formal definition of market integra
tion does not seem to exist. Nevertheless, many proposals have been 
put forward: see, for example, Jorion and Schwartz (1986); Wheatley 
(1988); Gultekin et al. (1989); Bekaert and Harvey (1995); Chen and 
Knez (1995); and Hardouvelis et al. (1999). In general there seems 
to be some consensus that two financial markets are considered inte
grated if assets with the same risk-adjusted return cash-flows are priced 
similarly. Some authors also refer to this as the law of one price. It
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follows from this that integration is related to convergence of risk aver
sion across markets in the sense that the difference between investors’ 
degree of aversion on different markets narrows.

The question of integration is not only relevant in an international 
context. When considering national markets, tests of integration among, 
for example, IT-stocks and industrial stocks are also relevant.1 In the 
empirical analysis which follows, the focus is on integration between 
stock markets in different countries, but a similar analysis could easily 
be conducted using data for different industries. In fact, it might be 
the case that if national markets are perfectly integrated, then investors 
might prefer to diversify their portfolio between industries rather than 
countries.2

In practice, many stocks are not traded at more than one (or occa
sionally a few) stock exchange(s), which complicates the testing inte
gration. So, how can we even talk about stock markets being integrated 
and, furthermore, is it possible to test this at all? This leads to the 
question of how stock prices are determined. If, for example, stock 
prices in general are determined only by domestic fundamental factors, 
then an examination of convergence in the development of appropriate 
fundamentals could serve as a test for integration. In practice, however, 
there seems to be more factors involved than fundamental variables in 
terms of influencing stock prices. The October 1987 crash in the Amer
ican stock market, which spread to many other countries despite the 
fact that the development in the fundamentals were very different, is 
an example of this. Furthermore, the sharp increase in US stock prices, 
which started in 1995, seems to have spread to other countries as well, 
as can be seen in Figure 2.1, which shows the development in real stock 
prices in the US, the UK and Germany. * 2

:Of course, comparing sectors in a national market is somewhat easier since 
fluctuations in exchange rates do not exist.

2This point was also noted by Hardouvelis et al. (1999).
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Index (I970Q1—100)

Testing integration empirically raises the difficult question of how 
to measure risk-adjusted return cash-flows. Several studies test inte
gration by applying theoretical pricing models such as CAPM and APT  
(Arbitrage Pricing Theory). Both models price assets in general equi
librium. In CAPM the rates of return on all risky assets are functions of 
their covariances with the market portfolio (the portfolio consisting of 
all assets in the market). In APT models the returns of risky assets are 
linear combinations of various factors that affect asset returns. Hence, 
APT is more general than CAPM and it can be shown that CAPM is a 
special case of APT.3 In the analysis below, a version of the CAPM is 
used to illustrate the meaning of risk-adjusted prices, and to describe 
the link between cointegration among prices and market integration.

3The CAPM and the APT model are described in standard text books on 
financial theory such as Copeland and Weston (1988).
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3. T he statistical m odel

We consider the unrestricted VAR(k) model (k is the number of 
lags), which is written in error correction form:4

k - i

AXt =  TlXt-i +  5 3  TiAXi-i +  fi0 +  mxt +  £■(,£( ~  iid(0,0),
i=i

where X t represents the data vectors of dimension p, for example con
sisting of stock price indices from different countries. The matrices II, 
Ti, and Mi include coefficients to be estimated. To simplify nota
tion possible dummies are disregarded. The first thing to investigate is 
whether Xt is / ( l )  and if any of the time series share the same stochas
tic trend(s). These hypotheses can be formulated as a reduced rank 
condition on II:

Hi : II =  a(3f has reduced rank r < p,
H2 : Q h a s  full rank p — r,

where T = I — Y,i=i The ± notation indicates an orthogonal com
plement such that a*±a  =  0 and ¡3’±P =  0. The hypothesis H2 is about 
the / ( l )  space having full rank such that there are no stochastic 1(2) 
trends present. This hypothesis ensures that we have p —r independent 
common stochastic trends besides r cointegration relations. If H\ and 
H2 are accepted the prices share at least one common trend.

A test for the number of common trends is developed by Johansen 
(1988, 1991). He shows how to apply Anderson’s (1951) technique of 
reduced rank regression to form a likelihood ratio test, where the maxi
mized likelihood functions are found by solving an eigenvalue problem. 
More precisely, by making the reduced rank regression we get p eigen
values: 1 > Ai > ... > Ap >  0. The likelihood ratio (Trace) test for r 
cointegrating vectors (and hence p — r common trends) is given by:

(3.1) -21nQ (r |p )  =  - T  £  ln ( l -A i) ,
t=r+l

where T  is the number of observations. Johansen and Juselius (1990) 
derive the asymptotic distribution of the test and present critical values.

In the case of cointegration the moving average representation is, 
according to Granger’s representation Theorem, given by:

t
(3.2) Xt =  C 5 3  + Mo +  Mi*) +  Ci (L)(et +  Mo +  MiO +

«=1

4The approach used here was developed by Johansen (1988, 1991, 1996).



where C =  /?j_(a[Lr/?J_)_1a^L) A depends on the initial conditions and 
Ci(L) satisfies the conditions given in Johansen’s (1996) Theorem 4.2. 
Since a'L ^ ¡ = i e* ^ e  only non-stationaiy part of the process, this 
is defined as the common stochastic trends.5 The matrix a r± are the 
coefficients for the common trends and p ± are the loadings from the 
common trends into the variables. The latter indicates to what extent 
the variables are affected by the trends.

The cumulation of a deterministic trend is a quadratic trend. Since 
this is rarely (probably never) seen in economic time series this cumu
lation should be avoided. This can be achieved by restricting the trend 
to the cointegrating space. Formally this is done by decomposing 
(i =  1,2) such that =  ap{ +  Q±'yi. The restriction 7 j =  0 is then 
imposed. The error correction model can then be rewritten:

(3.3) AX, =  a ( J ) ' ( * ~  ) + . . . .

It can be shown that the linear trend in the process is given by6

(3.4) n  =  C a x7o +  (CT -  I p ) / W r V i .

Considering a process on the form X t =  To +  Tji +  stock, terms 
implies that £ (A X t) =  Ti, which will be used later. Note that in the 
long-run relations, P'XU the coefficient for the deterministic trend is 
given by P’t\ =  —p\. Hence, a test on the long-run trend is simply a 
test about px.

From (3.2) it follows that a test of the same impact from the com
mon trends should be performed on the C matrix. Tests should reveal 
whether the rows of C are identical. Since (a^F/JJ“1 is only a normal
ization, the test for identical rows in C  can be performed as a test for 
identical loadings from the stochastic trends, i.e. a test for that P± is 
proportional to (1 ,1 ,..., 1)'. If the prices share only one common trend, 
p ± will be a vector of p components. Alternatively we can perform the 
test on the P matrix. The test will be for one-to-one cointegration be
tween the variables. For example, in the case with p =  2 the test can 
be formulated as the hypothesis:

(3.5) / U - [ î ]  = >  * - [ _ } ] •

It is well known that in general P is not unique. In the case p =  3, 
the test of similar loadings from the common trends can be formulated

10 2. STOCK MARKET INTEGRATION AND THE COINTEGRATED VAR

5See Johansen (1996) Definition 3.7.
6See Johansen (1996) exercise 6.1.
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differently on ¡5 as illustrated below:

T 1 0 ' 1 1 “
(3.6) 0 ± = l

_ l  _
- 1  1 

0 - 1
or (3 =

i
1

0
 •-

»
1 t-*

 o
 

1__
__

_

Testing hypotheses formulated as (3.5) and (3.6) is straightforward 
using the procedure described in Johansen and Juselius (1994). Fur
thermore, testing hypotheses on ¡3 is standard procedure in software 
packages such as PCFIML (Doomik and Hendry, 1997) and CATS in 
HATS (Hansen and Juselius, 1995).

4. B lack ’s C A PM

This chapter operates on the assumption that integration of mar
kets is a long-run feature. It seems reasonable to believe that two 
markets remain integrated regardless of whether or not the integra
tion is punctuated by short periods of divergence. Furthermore, when 
applying an equilibrium model to price assets, short-term divergence 
from the equilibrium prices is likely to occur in the data. Prices in the 
long run - or in equilibrium - should, however, be the same for similar 
assets traded on different markets if these are perfectly integrated.

The original version of the CAPM was - among others - developed 
by Sharpe (1963, 1964). In this model it is assumed that investors 
have the opportunity to invest in a risk-free asset, which gives a risk
free return. Black (1972) shows that the results of the standard model 
also apply if no such risk-free asset exists. Another asset (or portfolio) 
which is unrelated (zero-correlated) with the market in general can take 
the place of the risk-free asset.

For practical purposes there might be reasons not to consider in
vestments in risk-free assets. One reason is that no unique definition 
of a risk-free asset exists. Empirical testing of the CAPM often uses a 
money market rate as a proxy for the risk-free rate of return. Whether 
this is really a risk-free return or not can be subject to discussion.

This issue will not be touched upon further in this analysis since 
it is doubtful whether investors really take into account the risk-free 
rate of return when trying to determine the price of a stock. Assuming 
that stocks are priced according to Black’s CAPM has the advantage 
that one does not have to make any decision about the role of the risk- 
free asset. Hence, when looking for evidence of whether two different 
markets would price identical assets similarly, we need only consider 
the stochastic properties of the stock prices themselves and not take 
into account the developments in, say, money market rates.
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The assumptions of the model are the following: (i) investors are 
risk-averse agents, who maximize end-of-period expected utility of wealth; 
(ii) they are price-takers with homogenous expectations of jointly nor
mal distributed asset returns; (iii) assets are available in a fixed quan
tity and are all tradable and divisible; (iv) markets are frictionless and 
all information is free and available to all investors; (v) there are no 
market imperfections nor restrictions on short selling. As mentioned 
before, in the standard CAPM it is also assumed that a risk-free asset 
exists. In Black’s version this is not the case. Instead there exists a 
portfolio with a return which is independent (zero-correlated) of that of 
the market portfolio. Examining a model with no risk-free asset allows 
us to investigate the integration of markets, in which all assets bear a 
risk. Black’s version is more general than the standard one and has 
Sharpe’s model as a special case.

The underlying assumption of the model is that an investor only de
mands additional return as compensation for any risk that is correlated 
with the market as a whole. This is referred to as systematic risk. For 
other risks, called unsystematic, the investor requires no compensation. 
The market as a whole is referred to by the market portfolio m. This is 
defined as the portfolio, which consists of all assets of the market held 
in proportion to their value weights. Hence, the proportion of asset i 
in the market portfolio is:

W i  =
Vi

E " = i V
where V{ is the market value of asset % and n is the total number of 
assets. The idea is to measure the price of an arbitrary risky asset i as 
a price adjusted for the systematic risk.

Given the assumptions mentioned above, all investors will hold an 
efficient portfolio, i.e. a portfolio which minimizes the risk given the 
required rate of return or equivalently maximizes the rate of return 
given the risk the investor is willing to take. Hence, the set of all 
efficient portfolios is the solution to the problem

(4.1)

mmW'X:W= cr2) w '
s.t. (t) r* =  W 'K

(ii) W 'l =  1
(Hi) r* > r'mvp,

where W  is a n x  1 vector consisting of the portfolio weights for each 
of the n assets, £  is the covariance matrix of returns, re is the re
quired expected return (a number), Re is a n x  1 vector containing the 
expected return of all assets, 1 is a n  x 1 vector of ones and rj, is
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the return of the minimum-variance-portfolio, i.e. the portfolio which 
solves the problem (4.1) disregarding the constraints (i) and (iii). In 
appendix A it is shown that the set of solutions to (4.1) disregarding 
(Hi) graphically represents a hyperbola in the a — re space. This set is 
called the frontier. The constraint (in) ensures that investors always 
choose a portfolio on the upper part - i.e. the efficient part - of the 
frontier.

Since all investors hold an efficient portfolio, the market portfolio 
is also efficient as this is just the sum of all portfolios. In fact, it can 
be shown that the set of efficient portfolios is convex and, hence that 
any linear combination of efficient portfolios is also efficient.7

As the existence of a portfolio uncorrelated with the market port
folio is essential for Black’s CAPM, it will be shown formally that this 
does exist. The zero-correlation portfolio, which will be called z, fulfills 
corr(r^,r|) =  0, where is the expected return of the market port
folio and rf is the expected return of the z-portfolio. As demonstrated 
in appendix A, the necessary and sufficient conditions for the solution 
of (4.1) implies

(4.2) W  =  g +  hre

and (m ), where g and h are n x 1 vectors defined in Appendix A. Using
(4.2) the covariance between two arbitrary frontier portfolios, p and ç, 
is given by8

(4.3) cov(r‘p, r‘) =  WjfiW, =  g  f (r | -  r'mvp)(r'q -  r*mvp) +  £ )  ,

where C and D are real numbers defined in Appendix A. Setting (4.3) 
equal to zero defines the unique zero-correlation portfolio corresponding 
to an arbitrary frontier portfolio:

(4.4) ' z 9 mvp
D /C 2

From (4.4) it follows that all frontier portfolios, except the minimum- 
variance portfolio, have a corresponding zero-correlation portfolio.9 Par
ticularly, the market portfolio has a corresponding z portfolio, assuming 
that \Vm ^ Wmvp.

7 See Huang and Litzenberger (1988) Chapter 3.
8See Appendix B.
9The zero-correlation portfolio for the market portfolio can also be found by 

solving problem (4.1), disregarding constraint (in) and changing (i) to W ^ W m —
0.
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14 2. STOCK MARKET INTEGRATION AND THE COINTEGRATED VAR

The idea of the CAPM is to form a portfolio consisting of the market 
portfolio m in proportion 1 — a and the rest in a risky asset i. This 
portfolio, p, has the following mean and variance of the return:

(4.5) r‘ =  arf +  (1 — a)r‘m,

(4.6) o% =  a2 of +  (1 -  a f trj, +  2a(l -  a)<7im,

where aim is the covariance of the returns of asset i and the market 
portfolio. Note that p can be thought of as an artificial portfolio. This 
follows from the fact that in equilibrium all portfolios are efficient and 
hence, as argued above, m is also efficient. As m consists of all assets, 
including z, a must be the excess demand of asset i. Now the idea is 
to investigate what happens when approaching equilibrium, i.e. when 
a approaches zero.

The ratio between the partial derivatives of the mean in (4.5) and 
the standard deviation in (4.6) for a — 0 gives us the slope of the 
frontier evaluated in market equilibrium:

(4.7)
dr*/da 
dap/ da for a =  0.

We apply the same trick and form an (artificial) portfolio consisting 
of the portfolios m and z. The expected return and variance of this 
are:

r! =  arez +  (1 -  a)r\eTO>
r2 =  a2al 4* (1 — a)2cr2_2 

m '
Evaluating the slope of the risk-return trade-off in market equilib

rium yields:

(4.8)
d r y  da 
daq/da

for a =  0.

In equilibrium (4.7) must hold between the market portfolio m and 
the risky asset i. At the same time (4.8) must hold between m and the 
zero-correlation portfolio z. Equalizing (4.7) and (4.8) and reorganizing 
gives us the expected return of i, expressed as a linear combination 
between the expected return of z and the expected return of m:

(4.9) „ e  ___

rt - r* + re
m*

Black’s model is also called a two-factor model, since we can deter
mine the expected return of any risky asset by two factors. The ratio 
Pi = 0im/Pm is the quantity of risk in the model. Formula (4.9) is
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5. INTEGRATION AND THE RESTRICTIONS ON THE VAR MODEL 15

the expected risk-adjusted return of asset i. To find the risk-adjusted 
price, we apply the definition of the return:

(4.10) PiO =
E(Pi')

! +  ( l -  0 i ) T‘,  + P i K > '

where pi0 is the start-of-period price and E(pie) is the expected end-of- 
period price.

Evaluating (4.10) for two different markets can tell us something 
about the degree of integration between the markets. The idea is that 
we want to price two identical assets in two different markets. By 
identical assets are meant that the expected end-of-period prices are the 
same in both markets and the covariances with the market portfolios 
are equal. If the start-of-period prices are equal then the markets are 
perfectly integrated.

5. Integration  and th e  restrictions on the V A R  m odel

For simplicity, integration between only two markets is considered 
here. This can, however, easily be extended to consider three or more 
markets. From (4.10) it appears that equally risky assets will have 
the same price in market 1 and market 2 if the denominators are the 
same. Since the assets are assumed to be similar (ffi,,m =  <J2,im and 
E(pi,ie) =  £(P2,«)), this will occur if (i) the expected returns of the 
market portfolios are the same, m =  r |>m; (ii) the variances of the 
returns of the market portfolios are equal, a\ m =  cr| m; and (iii) the 
expected returns of the zero-correlation portfolios are equal, rf =  r | z.

Consider the prices of two market portfolios and assume that the 
development in these can be described by a VAR model. Furthermore, 
it is assumed that the prices are integrated of order one, 1(1), and 
cointegrate, i.e. they share the same stochastic trend. Hence, the 
system has p =  2 and the restriction r =  ranfc(II) =  1 is imposed. 
This can be tested applying the Trace test (3.1). The system of prices 
can then be written:

Pu
P2,t

Cl
C2 5 > +

»=i

d\ +  ki 
¿2 +

t *f stat,

where pift, i — 1,2 is the logarithm of the series of prices for the market 
portfolios and stat represents the stationary components of the process, 
which will be unimportant in the following. In general, u, = f(£u, £2¿),
i.e. some function of the residuals of the process such that E(ut) =  0 
and var(ut) = <j \. The coefficients d\ and d2 refer to that part of 
the deterministic trend which is not automatically eliminated in the 
cointegrating relation (the long-run trend), whereas k\ and ¿2  refer to



the part which will disappear. The long-run trend is the important 
one here as we are considering pricing in a steady state. Hence, when 
relating this model to the cointegrated VAR, (di,d2)' =  —@(0p)~lpl 
such that Pi =  d2)' and (fci, k2)f =  Ti+(ch, d2)'. The coefficients
Ci and (di +  ¿¿), i =  1,2 are to be estimated. The returns of the two 
market portfolios are given by:

**i,t — &Pi,t — CiUt +  di +  +  ... ~  1(0),
r2,t — Ap2>t =  c2ut +  ¿2  +  k2 + . . .  ^  /(O),

which are stationary. Since the expected value of a stationary process 
is constant over time, the expected returns are:

Tltt =  E(ru ) =  di +  k1, 
rl t  =  E(r2,t) =  d2 +  h2.

In the long run ki and k2 are eliminated, i.e. &'(hi, k2) =  0, such 
that the expected returns of the two market portfolios are equal if 
the coefficients for the long-run trends are the same: d\ =  d2. This 
implies that there will be no trend in the cointegrating relation if the 
cointegrating vector is ¡5 =  (1 ,-1 ) ' (see below). Hence, in this case 
imposing the restriction o f equal expected returns implies px =  0 in
(3.3).

For calculation of the variance of the returns it should be noted that, 
in the long run, the non-stationary part of the process dominates the 
stationary part with respect to the stochastic variation. The long-run 
variances of the returns are given by:

w rui(rl,t) =  c^ar(ut) =  cfcj,
varLR(rlit) =  c%var(ut) =

Thus, the variation of the returns of the market portfolios are equal 
if Ci — ± c2 and in particular if c\ =  c2, which is the most natural case 
and the one investigated here. In other words, the impact from the 
common stochastic trend are the same on both variables, that is the 
prices cointegrate one-to-one. The restriction imposed on the cointe
grating VAR is sp(j3) — sp( 1, —1).

The return of the zero-correlation portfolios will by definition fulfill 
that c o r r u t( r l t , r f z i ) ~  0 ,z  =  1,2. If C\ =  c2 the expected return 
of the zero-correlation portfolios will be equal. To see this, notice 
that for Ci =  C2 , r\ t and r \ t are perfectly correlated in the long run: 
corrlf i(r{|tlr ||t) =  1. Hence corrif i(rf t,r 'i t ) =  COTT1R(r| „  r f , ,) =  
0. And as the zero-correlation portfolio is unique it must hold that 
£ 0 1 . , i) =  £ 0 L ,t)  for Cl =  c2.

16 2. STOCK MARKET INTEGRATION AND THE COINTEGRATED VAR
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6. WHERE DOES THE COMMON TREND COME FROM? 17

The above discussion can be summed up as follows: If the time 
series of prices for two different stock markets have the same determin
istic long-run trend and they cointegrate one-to-one, then two similar 
assets will be priced equally on both markets. In other words, the 
markets are integrated in the sense that two assets with the same risk 
profile will be priced identically. The hypothesis of integrated market 
can be formulated as sp(/3, px) — sp(l, —1,0).

6. W here d oes th e  common trend com e from?

This section focuses on the source of the common stochastic trend 
in the situation where markets are integrated. Here, finding the driving 
force behind stock prices is regarded as an empirical issue. By the driv
ing force is meant the following: a variable, Xi say, is driven by another 
variable, Xi say, if the non-stationary part of x̂  is the cumulation of 
the errors of x\ only.

In this situation, where we are interested in market integration, we 
might want to look for factors driving the larger market - which could 
be another (bigger) market - to be the driving force. For example, if one 
finds evidence of integration between two relatively small stock markets 
such as those of Denmark and Sweden, then the common stochastic 
trend might come from a larger market like Germany, for example. If 
this turns out to be the case, the next step could be to investigate what 
drives the German market. For example, one could include German 
GDP as a variable. If this is the (only) driving force of the prices, we 
should still find evidence of only one common trend.

In what follows we investigate whether one of the two markets con
sidered drives the system. Formulated another way, we want to discover 
whether the common stochastic trend is coming from one of the vari
ables already included in the system. This can be formulated as a test 
on the coefficients for the common stochastic trends, i.e. on a±. The 
moving average representation (3.2) for the case (p, r) =  (2,1) can be 
written

x 2,t
?x
tx

[ o ±  “Ì ] E l= l £2,i .
4 -...,

where j3± =  If the driving force of the system is x it say,
the restriction on the VAR is sp(a±) =  sp(l, 0) or formulated on a, 
sp(a) =  sp(0,1). As with tests on the (3 vectors, tests on the a vectors 
are likelihood ratio and is a standard test in the software packages 
mentioned above. For a description of the procedure see Johansen 
(1996) Chapter 8.
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7. A n  em pirical exam ple

In this example we investigate whether the Danish and the US stock 
markets are integrated, examining data from the post Bretton Wood 
period. A priori one might expect a big market like the American one 
to have considerable influence on a small one like that of Denmark. It 
is unlikely, however, that there is any reciprocal effect.

The source for the data is IMF’s International Financial Statistic 
(IFS) and for a further description the reader is referred to the IFS 
manual. The stock price indices (ser. 62) do not cover the entire 
markets but are used as proxies for the market portfolios. To obtain 
real prices the stock prices are deflated with the consumer prices indices 
(ser. 64). The Danish data are converted to US dollars using the 
average exchange rate (ser. AF). The series are in logarithms and 
cover quarterly data from 1976Q1 to 1998Q4. The data axe illustrated 
in levels and differences in Figure 2.2. A first look at these could suggest 
that the series are ƒ(!).
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A VAR with 2 lags10 11 is applied and misspecification tests indicate 
no autocorrelation and no ARCH in the residuals. There is only small 
evidence of normality, which is mainly due to the US data. Since 
normality is not crucial for the result obtained below, the model is 
considered well specified.

The critical values for the test of rank (II) depends on the specifi
cation of the deterministic terms. The first model considered includes 
a trend restricted to the cointegration space given in (3.3) This model 
will be named H*(r).n  With a 10% significance level we can accept 
the hypothesis of one cointegrating vector. Accepting ranfc(II) =  r =  1 
means restricting a root of 0.91 in the companion form matrix to one. 
It is tested whether the trend should be included in the cointegrated 
space, i.e. whether the long-run expected returns of the market port
folios are equal.12 The hypothesis is formulated as:

us dk trend
Tii : ( * * 0 ) € sp(/3).

The test is accepted with test statistic x 2(l) — 3.96 (p —value =  
0.05). Hence the model is altered to include an unrestricted constant 
and is named ffi(r). The outcome of the Trace test is a bit lower than 
the 90% critical quantile but with the two largest eigenvalues in the 
companion form matrix being 1.02 and 0.65 we accept the hypothesis 
of one cointegration vector. The hypothesis of restricting the constant 
to the /3-space is accepted with p — value =  0.22 using the test statistic 
given in Theorem 6.3 in Johansen (1996) and the model is altered 
accordingly to Also in this model evidence is in favor of r =  1
and the hypothesis of zero-coefficient for the constant is accepted with 
test statistic x2(l) =  0-33 (p — value =  0.56). The acceptance of this 
hypothesis is due to the fact that the two indices have almost the same 
initial values. Hence, from the analysis of the deterministic terms it is 
concluded that the appropriate model in which to test hypotheses on /3 
and a is without any deterministic terms. This model is named H2(r).

The Trace tests in H2{r) are given in Table 2.1 and are in favor 
of r =  1 but the hypothesis of two stationary relations is a borderline 
case. Imposing the restriction r — 1 seems reasonable as the second 
largest root in the companion form matrix is 0.65.

10The number of lags was determined by considering successive F-test from 5 
lags and down as well as looking at the information criteria of Schwarz and Hannan- 
Quinn. All indications were in favor of 2 lags.

11 The name of this model, as well as the following considered, are the same as 
in Johansen (1996).

12That is assuming we find evidence of one-to-one impact from the stochastic 
trend.
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Table 2.1. TVace tests
Ho for rank Eigenvalues of II Trace Asymp. 95% quant.

r—0 0.12 15.44 12.21
r = l 0.04 4.13 4.14

The first hypothesis to be tested in the model ¿^ (l) is whether the 
common trend has the same impact on both markets. The hypothesis 
is formulated as

us dk
H2 : sp( 1 - 1  ) =  sp(0).

With test statistic x 2(l) ~  1-48 (p — value =  0.22) the hypothesis 
is accepted suggesting that the stock markets of the US and Denmark 
axe indeed integrated. To examine the source of the stochastic trend, 
the following hypothesis is tested:

us dk
f t3 : ( 0 * ) € sp{a).

The test is clearly accepted with test statistic x2(l) =  1.30 (p — 
value =  0.25), indicating that the development in the Danish stock 
market is determined by the American stock market. The joint hy
pothesis {f t2 ,fts}  is accepted with x 2(2) =  1-69 (p -  value =  0.43) 
and the restricted error correction model with t-values is given by:

The conclusion of the empirical analysis is that the US and Danish 
stock markets do seem to be integrated. That is, assets with identical 
risk-adjusted payoff profile have the same price on both markets. The 
integration seems to be caused by the fact that Danish stock prices 
follow those of America.

To see to what extent the role of the deterministic terms affected the 
conclusion, hypotheses on ¡3 and a  were also tested in all of the three 
other models: tf*(r), ff i(r ) , and ifj(r ) . In all cases the hypotheses of 
integrated markets and no adjustment of the US market were accepted, 
supporting the conclusion in the present analysis.

8. Sum m ary o f  resu lts

The main question analyzed in this chapter can be formulated in 
the following manner. If we assume that a risky asset is priced accord
ing to the CAPM, is it then possible to find evidence for or against 
market integration, by looking for common stochastic trends in the 
asset prices? This chapter has demonstrated that the answer is ”yes” .
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In the financial literature there is no commonly accepted definition 
of when two markets are integrated. However, there seems to be some 
consensus about the following: If the law of one price holds between two 
markets then they can be considered integrated. The present analysis 
shows that if the market portfolios cointegrate one-to-one and share 
the same long-run trend, then the LOP will hold.

To avoid taking a position on the issue of equalization of risk-free 
returns across markets, Black’s version of the CAPM is used. It is 
assumed that a portfolio with no correlation with the market portfolio 
exists. Using this model the price of an arbitrary risky asset is found. 
This tells us what conditions need to be fulfilled in order for two mar
kets to be integrated. It is then demonstrated how these conditions 
can be interpreted in terms of restrictions imposed on the VAR model.

An issue which seems to have been somewhat neglected in the liter
ature so far is the question of where the stochastic trends in prices come 
from. It is demonstrated how tests on the cointegrated VAR model can 
reveal information about this.

An empirical example is provided in order to illustrate the issues 
discussed. Evidence from this suggests that the American and the 
Danish stock markets are integrated. The reason for the integration 
seems to be that the Danish prices follow the American.

The CAPM, which was used to illustrate the concept of risk ad
justing, is a one-period model. It could be interesting to see if similar 
results apply when assets are priced with a dynamic model. Further 
empirical investigation should be undertaken to study the degree to 
which national stock markets are integrated. This issue might be of 
particular interest in the context of countries in the European Union. 
Furthermore, the actual timing of integration could be investigated 
making recursive analyses of the common stochastic trends. These 
issues will be left for future research.

9. A ppendix A

We consider the problem (4.1) disregarding (¿¿¿). The problem can 
be solved using several methods. Here it is solved applying the La
grange method. The Lagrangian is

£(w , xu x2) =  w 'm r  -  -  re) -  a2(iv 'i - i ),

where Aj,A2 > 0. The necessary and sufficient first order conditions 
are:

(9.1) —  =  r m  -  A,R' -  A ji =  o,
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(9.2) =  W I?  -  r'
aAi

(9.3)

Using (9.1) and (9.2) and (9.1) and (9.3) we find

(9.4) r* =  +  ^ ( « " I T 1! ) ,

(9.5) l  =  ÌA t( l 'E - ,B') +  Ì A ,( l 'E -1l ) .

To simplify notation we define13
A  =  B =  FTT.-'-R', 
C  =  l ' £ -1 l ,  D =  BC — A2.

The formulas (9.4) and (9.5) form a system of two equations and two 
unknown variables. This can be solved with respect to the Lagrange 
multipliers:

(9.6)
A

(9.7) A2 =  2
B - A r e

D •f

Inserting (9.6) and (9.7) in (9.1) yields the optimal portfolio: 
(9.8)

W  =  i  [B(E_11) - X (2 -1B')] +  i  [C(E_ ,B*) - ¿ ( I T 1!)]  r',

which is formula (4.2) with g =  [£?(E l l)  — and h —

Let us take a look at the graphical representation of the so-called 
frontier, which is defined as the set of portfolios W  which have the 
smallest possible variance WTiW =  a2 given the expected return 
W fRe =  r*. Using (9.8) we can find

r2 „  ^  / e A . 2 1
r ~ d {t ~ c ]

fr  -  Q)2

(yiTc)2
(r* -  A / C f

( v ^ / c ) 2

which is a hyperbola in the a — re space with center in (a, rc) =  (0, 

and asymptotes r€ =  d % (T'

13The short-hand notation of Huang and Litzenberger (1988) is applied.
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The minimum variance portfolio (mvp) is defined as the portfolio 
with the lowest possible variance, i.e. the portfolio with (a, re) =

? .* ) •(> /* .

10. A ppendix B

In this appendix it is demonstrated that the covariance between the 
rates of return of any two frontier portfolios, p and q, can be expressed 
as in (4.3). The covariance is defined as c£w(r*,rj) =  W£EiWq, with Wp 
and Wq given in (4.2). Using (4.2) we find

(g +  hr;)'X(g +  ArJ) =  g'Xg +  h’Xgr; +  g'Zkreq +  m ^ r j .

We apply the definitions of g and h given in appendix A and con
sider each of the terms separately:

sT£,g =  [§ (E -1l ) - £ ( £ - 1* ' ) ] ' [ § ! - £ * ' ]
B2C A2B

~  D2 „ D2 
_  B 2C - A 2B  _  B

A3B , A3B
W  ^  ~Dl

~W O’

h’Zgr'p =  [ £ ( E - ' f l« ) - A ( E- > i ) ] ' [ | i - ^ ] rj
ABC ABC  , A3 

D2 ~l~ Ô7
/43— j.e _  _ A ' P c

O'P’

A5C i4BC ,

r-e — _Ar«Ô2 /  « “  Or9’

[£(2-^) -  ¿(S-‘l)]' [§*e -  j>A r t
C 2B  _  i42Q
"Ô7" "Ô5"

_e_e _  Cr 're 
D3  ̂V fl “  O'pV

, A2C -DT +  -D*- r r fp V

The terms are collected and with some algebra we find

C0VW>r;) =  §  7  i rp ~ 4*1 +  § r X
~  D (TP ~  c ) \ r t ~  c )  C ’

which is the same as (4.3) since r^vp ~ ~ and — £ .

LUUlEJUmiLBBBflHffMIHg
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CHAPTER 3

Does the PPP hold within the US?

A bstract: This chapter investigates whether the PPP holds be
tween four metropolitan areas in the US applying a cointegrated VAR 
model. Three definitions form the basis of the empirical analysis. One 
relates the concept of underlying inflation to the sharing of common 
stochastic 1(2) trends. The second is simply an econometric formu
lation of the PPP, whereas the third allows for adjustment of price 
levels. Evidence is found in favor of the same underlying inflation in 
the four areas. Adjustment of price levels, however, has only taken 
place between the three geographically closer areas.

1. Introduction

The present chapter investigates the extent to which the Purchasing 
Power Parity (PPP) holds within the US. Evidence is found that prices 
are integrated of order 2 making it possible to take advantage of the 
rich structure of the cointegrated Vector Autoregressive (VAR) model 
for 1(2) variables. This chapter contributes to the existing literature 
by testing the PPP within an area with no trade barriers and where 
trade is associated with no risk of fluctuations in exchange rates. In 
this sense, it can also be considered as a benchmark case for what can 
be expected within the euro area with respect to the convergence of 
price levels.

Cassel (1922) was one of the first economists to pay attention to 
the question of whether or not goods are priced identically in different 
physical locations. He notes that ” When two currencies have undergone 
inflation, the normal rate of exchange will be equal to the old rate 
multiplied by the quotient of the degree of inflation in the one country 
and in the other. There will naturally always be found deviations from 
this new normal rate, and during the transition period these deviations 
may be expected to be fairly wide.”. Within the last two decades, 
in particular, extensive research has focused on how to measure and 
test the law of one price (LOP) between two identical goods traded at 
different physical locations. In the aggregated form this is known as 
the PPP. The development of strong econometric tools has intensified

25
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the research still further. Excellent reviews of literature and methods 
for empirical testing are given by Breuer (1994) and Froot and Rogoff 
(1995).

Much recent empirical testing of PPP has applied Johansen’s (1991) 
econometric method to detect cointegration between non-stationary 
time series in a multivariate framework. lYaditional studies focus on 
two or more countries with different currencies. These can be countries 
with either floating or fixed exchange rates. The present analysis, on 
the other hand, applies the Johansen technique to test whether the 
P P P holds within a currency union, i.e. an area with perfectly fixed 
exchange rates.

The data used here consists of monthly observations for the con
sumer price indices (CPI) for a period of 45 years from four metro
politan areas in the US. Based on evidence from earlier studies Froot 
and Rogoff (1995) note, among other things, the following: ”... it is 
easier to reject the no-cointegration null across pairs of currencies that 
are fixed than across pairs that are floating.”; ’’...tests based on CPI 
price levels tend to reject less frequently than tests based on WPIs.” ; 
and ”... cointegration tests seem to yield much more reliable results 
when estimated over long sample periods...”. Hence, a priori one might 
expect to find strong evidence in favor of PPP in the empirical analysis 
carried out in the present context. As will be revealed, however, this 
is not the case.

To my knowledge this is the first paper to study PPP within a sin
gle country applying a multivariate cointegration framework allowing 
prices to be integrated of order 2. Several papers have, however, in
vestigated whether the LOP holds within a single country. Engle and 
Rogers (1996) investigate price differences between cities in America 
as well as in Canada. They find that the distance between cities mat
ters in terms of relative prices, but geographical borders matter more. 
Parsley and Wei (1996) study 51 prices (traded and non-traded goods) 
from 48 US cities. They find evidence that the convergence rate to 
the PPP is higher than that which is typically found in cross-country 
studies. This rate, however, is slower the farther apart the cities are. 
Bayoumi and MacDonald (1998) apply a panel data framework and 
reach similar conclusions. They argue that relative price movements 
within countries are caused by real factors. Such results might throw 
doubt on the likelihood of finding strong evidence in favor of PPP in 
the present context. In a recent study Engle and Rogers (2001) surpris
ingly discover that variability in prices in the US are higher for traded 
than non-traded goods.
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The rest of the chapter is organized as follows: The next section 
contains a brief discussion of theoretical and empirical considerations 
with respect to the PPP theory in the context applied in this chapter. A 
new definition of PPP which takes into account that price levels might 
adjust to each other is introduced and explained by a small economic 
model. In section 3, the econometric methods used in the empirical 
analysis in section 4 are discussed, while section 5 summarizes and 
concludes the analysis.

2. Theoretical and empirical aspects o f  P P P

In theory the price of a good should be the same even though it 
is traded in different physical locations. If this were not the case con
sumers would simply purchase the good where it is cheaper, forcing 
the producers to equalize prices. In reality, however, this is not the 
case for a number of reasons, such as cost of transportation, taxes etc. 
Rigidities in prices (such that they do not adjust as fast as exchange 
rates change) might also be a reason for the PPP not to hold in the 
short run. Yet prices should adjust in the long run to avoid arbitrage. 
Hence, PPP is considered a feature most likely to hold in the long run.

Let us first consider a simple general form of the parity in absolute 
form. Letting P* be the price of a particular good - or more precisely 
a basket of goods - in country i and Etj the exchange rate between 
country i and j  (i.e. the price in country i ’s currency for one unit of 
country f  s currency), the PPP between country i and j  can be written 
as

P' z= P’E'3.
In the empirical analysis below it is investigated whether the PPP 

holds between four areas in the US. Since these use the same currency, 
we can simply set Etj ~  1. Letting small letters denote logarithm, the 
absolute PPP in the present context reads:
(2 .1) p ‘ = p * .

According to (2.1) the price levels should be the same in all areas 
within the US. The relative form of the PPP states that the inflation 
rate should be the same in these areas:

(2.2) Api =  A p>.
The relations (2.1) and (2.2) are based on theoretical relations and 

will only hold in specific cases. In general, there will exist a process ht 
such that the following relation will hold:

Pt ~  Pi +  h* +  const,

i!

?;
i!
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where ho =  0 and const =  PÔ — Po- The relative version of PPP will 
hold if ht =  0 for all t, and the absolute version holds if furthermore 
const =  0, i.e. if p£ =  p£. The term ht can be interpreted as the 
deviation from the PPP.

When testing theoretical formulations such as (2.1) and (2.2) em
pirically, a more flexible formulation might be needed.1 This refers to 
the stochastic properties of the time series. We will allow for the prices 
to be integrated of order 1 or 2. Hence, it follows that ht 
for d =  0,1,2. If d — 0 the PPP holds. Since indices are considered 
the condition const =  0 is not straightforward to interpret. It will be 
argued below that if price levels are adjusting towards each other, the 
process ht might be interpreted in terms of the inflation rate. Hence, 
we get a relation on the form

(2.3) p* = p J +  «Ap*,

where k is a coefficient which could be positive, negative or possible 
zero in which case (2.1) and (2.3) coincide.

The econometric implications of (2.2) and (2.3) depend on the prop
erties of the time series for the prices. Some empirical evidence suggests 
that inflation is non-stationary, i.e. that price levels are integrated of 
order 2. If this is the case and the impact from the ƒ (2) trend is the 
same, the properties of the series can be given interpretations related 
to the PPP. These are given in the three following (econometric) defi
nitions:2

D e f in it io n  1. Let us consider two time series for prices and let 
ri.Pt ƒ(2). If p\ and pi cointegrate such that p\ — pj ~  7(1), that is
A p\ -  APt 7(0), then we will say that the underlying inflation is the
same in areas i and j.

D e f in it io n  2. Assume that either pj,pj f(2) or p ip 1, ~  1(1) 
and that p} — pj ~  7(0), then we will say that the PPP holds.

D e f in it io n  3. pj,pj ~  7(2). Ifp\ —pj -HkApJ ~  7(0) for some 
k ^ 0 ,  then we will say that the PPP with adjustment holds.

Whereas the economic intuition of Definition 2 is quite apparent, 
further comments on Definitions 1 and 3 might be in place. In Defini
tion 1 it is important to notice that the stochastic variation in the price 
levels is dominated by the 7(2)ness. Hence, if the levels share the same

^ e e  also Haavelmo (1944) and Juselius (1995) for discussions of this point.
2The definitions are stated for the purpose of the present analysis such that 

the exchange rate is eliminated. They are, however, easy to  extend to the case of 
areas with different currencies, see chapter 4.
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stochastic 7(2) trend and the impact from this is the same, the devel
opment in the levels are similar from a stochastic point of view. This 
implies that the inflation rates are affected by the same impact from 
a common 7(1) trend and it will be referred to this as the underlying 
inflation is the same.3 There is some relation between Definition 1 and 
the relative form of the PPP expressed in (2.2). In fact, Definition 1 
can be thought of as the equivalence of the relative PPP when inflation 
is non-stationary. That the definition does not capture the economic 
concept of relative PPP is due to the fact that the price differential is 
7(1) so that the two levels in principle could diverge. Note that for 
two price series to obey the relative PPP (in it’s most strict form) it is 
required that Ap\ — Ap*t ~  7(0) with mean zero.

To explain Definition 3 in greater detail, we consider two economies 
which seek to integrate their markets.4 A measure for the degree of in
tegration could be the difference of price levels: if markets for goods 
are perfectly integrated, prices should be the same. Assume for sim
plicity, that the price level in i is lower than in j. Hence, the problem is 
to minimize p\ — pj. This, however, has a cost, namely inflation. The 
problem can be formulated in terms of a linear-quadratic adjustment 
cost model:

where 8 >  0 is the relative weight between the benefit of integration 
and the cost of inflation, 0 <  /? <  1 is a discount factor making today 
more important than tomorrow.5 In this type of model the variable 
Pt is referred to as the tracking variable and it will be assumed that 
pi = x[$+et, where xt is a vector of forcing variables and et ~  iid(0, a\). 
The information set at time t is Tt — {euPt-j,xt-j+i}jLv  However, et 
is assumed not to be known to the investigating econometrician, whose 
information set Qt C T t.

The Euler equation gives the first-order condition for optimum:

3The underlying inflation rate should not be mixed up with the core inflation,
which is the inflation rate when the most volatile components are taking out of the 
price index.

4The following discussion is motivated by Gregory et al. (1993) and Gregory 
(1994).

OO

(2.4) A p | =  (3 E ,A p \+l -  ¿(pi - p { ) -

5In this particular model ¡3 can be expected to be very close to one.
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Formula (2.4) constitutes a second-order difference equation and 
the characteristic polynomial for this is

/?z2 - ( l  +  /? +  <5)z +  l  =  0.

This has two solutions: One larger than one and one smaller. Here 
we are only interested in the stable root, which will be named A(< 1). 
The solution of (2.4) is then given by

(2.5) p{ =  Ap‘_ , +  (1 -  A)(l -  0 \)E t f > A ) * - 'p j
8—t

Two cases will now be considered. First, the one where the process 
for the tracking variable is integrated of order one and then where it 
is integrated of order two, i.e. xt ~  7(1) and xt ~  7(2). Case 2 is the 
interesting one in the present context. We consider for simplicity the 
case where a:* is a univariate process.

Case 1* xt ~  / ( l ) .  Let the stochastic process for xt be given by

A xt — £t, £t ~  Hd(0,<r2 *).

Then Et(xt+h) =  xt for h =  0 ,1 ,. . . ,oo. It follows that 
^t'H <aLt( ^ ) 9~tPi =  0/(1 — @X)xt +  ct-6 Inserting in (2.5) gives us 
the so-called partial adjustment model

(2.6) p\ =  Ap*.! +  (1 -  A)$xt +  (1 -  0 \)(1  -  A)et.

Rewriting (2.6) gives us the error correction form (ECM):
(2.7)

ApJ =  (A -  l)(pj_i — Oxt- i)  +  (1 — X)$Axt +  (1 -  /3A)(1 — A)fit.

In order to see the cointegrating relations, (2.7) is reparametrized:7

(2.8) pi =  Bxt -  +  (1 ~  0X)et.

Since the two last terms in (2.8) are stationary it follows that p\ and 
xt cointegrate with the vector (1, —9). Hence also p\ and pj cointegrate 
with this vector.

Case 2. xt ~  7(2). We now consider the case were xt is integrated 
of order two:

A 2xt =  et <&xt =  2xt- i  — xt - 2  +  ¿t, St ~  *»¿(0, a\).

6To obtain this the following relation has been applied
a + ak +  ak2 +  ... +  akn + ...  =  a / ( l  -  k) i f  j k |< 1.

7In the present case it boils down to multiplying the equation with 1/(1 — A)
and rearranging.
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We have that Et(xt+h) =  (h +  l)x t -  hxt- X =  xt +  hAxti for h =  
0 ,1 ,..., oo. We use this to find8 Et ¿ ~ t(/?A)--tpJ =  6/(1 — pX) *x t +  
0/3\/(l — pX)2 * Axt +  et, which is inserted in (2.5):

(2.9) p\ =  Ap U  +  0(1 -  A)x( +  d0^ ~ xX)Axt +  (1 -  A)(l - 0 \)e t.

Reorganizing (2.9) yields the ECM:
(2.10)

Ap\ =  (A -  l)(pj_j -  Bx,.!) +  Y T ^ Axt +  <1 -  -  A)e<-

Note that in (2.10) pi_i,Xt-i ~  7(2), Apj,Axt ~  ƒ( 1), and et ~  
1(0). Again we reparametrize:

(2.11) v\ =  Ox, -  y z j AP\ +  Y^~p\Ax‘ +  (1 _  -  A)e‘-

FVom formula (2.11) it appears - since et is stationary - that cointe
gration from 7(2) to 7(1) exists such thatp} —6xt ~  7(1). Furthermore, 
p\ — 0xt +  A /(l — A) Apj — PX/(1 — pX) Axt ~  7(0), which is a relation as 
in Definition 3 if 0 =  1. Since p\ and xt share the same 7(2) trend, Apj 
and Ax* share the same 7(1) trend and thus only one of the differences 
is needed to obtain stationarity.

Note that in definition 2 and 3 it will trivially hold that Apj — 
Ap>, 7(0). Hence if the PPP holds (possibly with adjustment) then
the underlying inflation rate in the areas must be the same. In other 
words, if prices are integrated of order 2 a necessary condition for the 
PPP (maybe with adjustment) to hold is that the areas have the same 
underlying inflation.

3 . The sta tistica l m odel

3.1. T h e 1(1) case. For the statistical analysis, consider an un
restricted VAR(fc) model which in error correction form is written as:9 10

fc—l
(3.1) AXt — FLXt-1 +  ^  ] FiA7iCi_i -I- $Dt Et,

i = 1

where et are identically independent distributed (iid) errors with mean 
zero and covariance matrix Q. The data vector Xt consists of the four 
price indices such that Xt =  {chi, ny^phil, la}t}° The matrices II, $

8See Appendix A.
9For a more formal and complete treatment of the procedures described below 

see, for example, the textbook by Johansen (1996).
10See section 4.1 for a detailed description of data.

I*
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and r* are parameters to be estimated while Dt includes the determin
istic terms of the model.

In the unrestricted version of (3.1), X t will in general be 7(0). The 
7(1) and 7(2) models are nested in this one. The hypothesis that Xt 
is integrated of order one can be formulated as the double requirement 
that II =  a¡3' has reduced rank r <  p(= 4) and a'±rp ± (T =  I  — 

Ft) has full rank p — r.u  The second part of the requirement 
ensures that the 7(1) space has full rank and hence that Xt is not 7(2).

A test for the number of common trends in the 1(1) model was de
veloped by Johansen (1988,1991). The principle of the so-called Trace- 
test is to maximize the likelihood functions under the null-hypothesis 
and the alternative hypothesis by applying the technique of reduced 
rank regression of Anderson (1951). The likelihood functions are max
imized by solving eigenvalues problems and a likelihood ratio test for 
the hypothesis of r cointegrating vectors against the alternative of p 
can then be formulated as:

-2 1 n Q (r |p )  =  - T  £  l n ( l - * ) .
i= r+ l

where At are the estimated eigenvalues and T  is the total number of 
observations in the sample. The asymptotic distribution and critical 
values for the test statistic are derived by Johansen and Juselius (1990).

If there exists p x r matrices of full rank such that II =  ap' and 
a'±Tp± has full rank, then the moving average representation for X t is 
given by:11 12

t
X, =  C + $D,) +  C(L)(e, +  $A) + A,

t= l

where C =  {3±(&'±Tfix )~1a,±, C(L) is a convergent power series such 
that the effect of a shock at time t will die out and thus will have no 
long-run effect, and A depends on initial conditions so that ¡3'A =  0. 
Since e* onty non-stationary part of the process these are
referred to as the common stochastic trends. Notice that the C  matrix 
has reduced rank p —r. The matrix a'± represent the coefficients for the 
common trends and represent the loadings from the common trends 
into the process. The term (a'j_I7?jJ“1 is simply a normalization.

11The notation X indicates an orthogonal complement such that a', a  =  0 and

12According to  Granger’s representation Theorem. See Engle and Granger 
(1987).
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The moving average representation gives a nice intuitive under
standing of test of hypotheses formulated on 0 and a  in the case of 
r =  p — 1 cointegration vectors. In this case both ax  and 0± are p x  1 
vectors. When r < p — 1 it is a more complicated matter since ax  
and 0L have more than one column and hence it is the span of these 
columns which should be interpreted.

An interesting hypothesis on a  could be whether it has any zero- 
rows. For r — p -  1 a zero-row for variable i in a  implies zeros in all 
rows except for i in ax . This can be formulated as weak exogeneity of 
AAtf for see Engle et al. (1983).

The matrix 0± represents the loadings from the common trends into 
the variables, i.e. the impact of the common trends. The dimension 
of /?x is p x (p — r) and for the case r =  p — 1 it is simply a p  x 1 
vector. In many econometric analyses an interesting hypothesis on 
¡3 is for some kind of homogeneity between all variables, i.e. if the 
coefficients for every pair of variables sum to one. This hypothesis 
can also be formulated in terms of whether the variables are equally 
affected by the common trend. In other words, under this hypothesis 
the coefficients in 0 ± are equal.

The techniques for testing hypotheses on a  and 0  were developed 
by Johansen and Juselius (1990, 1992, 1994). A general hypothesis 
of no adjustment to long-run relations can be formulated as a linear 
restriction on the columns of a  as a  =  where H  is a p x m design 
matrix imposing p ~ m  restrictions and ip includes m x r parameters 
to be estimated.

In the case of more than one cointegration vector, tests on 0  are 
often carried out in two steps. The first involves testing hypotheses on 
individual vectors. These can be formulated as 0 =  {/ƒ<£, where 
i f  is a p x m design matrix imposing p — m restrictions, <j> is a m x 1 
matrix of free parameters and ^ i s a p x ( r  — 1) matrix of unrestricted 
coefficients. The second step is a joint test of hypotheses accepted in 
step one.

3.2. T h e 1(2) case. For the error correction model in the 1(2) 
case (3.1) is reparametrized in accelerations, velocity and levels:

k - 2

A2*, = nx,_, -  TAX,., + Y , + $>A +
i=l

The parameters to be estimated are II, T, and $ . The data ma
trix Xt is ƒ (2) if II =  a0 t has reduced rank r <  p, a'±T0± = £rf has re
duced rank $i < p —r and the ƒ (2) space has full rank, i.e. arx2 0̂ ± 2  has

HHnmssmHICTmRnnmoouutjnuuiiunaRRnmnMMM MiiiajaiaMimamHHHmmfi
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full rank.13 In this case there are r (maybe multi or polynomial) coin
tegration vectors, s \  common 7(1) trends and s2 =  P — r -  Si common 
7(2) trends. The process can be rotated to separate direct cointegrat
ing, polynomial cointegrating and non-cointegrating directions. With 
the notation here p±2 is orthogonal to (P,P±i), sp(P, P ^ P n )  =  R p 
and P =  (Pq,Pi)- The same notation holds with respect to a.

If r > s2, r — s2 vectors cointegrate directly from ƒ(2) to 7(0) in 
the pQ direction. With the terminology of Engle and Granger (1987) 
these are CI(2,2). There are s2 vectors which multicointegrate - i.e. 
they require differences of data to obtain stationarity - from 7(2) to  
7(0) in the px direction. The associated stationary process for the 
multicointegrating relations are given by pflX t +  k'AXt ~  7(0), and 
this relates to Definition 3. Furthermore, Si directions cointegrate from 
7(2) to 7(1) - i.e. are C 7(2 ,1) - in the p xi direction.

If X t ~  7(2), then A X t ~  7(1) and the number of unit roots in the 
characteristic polynomial is Si +  2s2. Notice that the difference of a 
stochastic 7(2) trend is 7(1), whereas Si is the number o f’’independent” 
7(1) trends, i.e. those which are not associated with any 7(2) trends.

The moving average representation of an 7(2) process is given by:14

X i  =  c%  E U  E ' = i f e + * A ) + C ,  £ ! , , ( £ ( + * D *)
-\-C2(L)(et +  $7?() +  A +  Bty

where C2 =  P±2(a,±2Bp1j2)~1at±2, — “ (a 'a )-1rC2 and P'±iCi =
—ct±i (7 — 0C2). The terms A and B are functions of the initial con
ditions.15 The interpretation of C2 is equivalent to the C matrix in 
the 7(1) case. The matrix a±2 are the coefficients to the common 7(2) 
trends and p ^  are the loadings. The C\ matrix is a more complicated 
matter and does not have the same ’nice’ interpretation.

Whereas tests for adjustment to long-run relations in the 7(1) model 
is simply a test on the a  matrix, it is a more complicated matter in 
case of 7(2)ness. Paruolo and Rahbek (1999) show that not only will 
this be a test for restrictions on a but also on ajj. and (S± 1- The 
theory for testing hypothesis on p±1 and pX2 has been developed too 
(see Johansen (1997) and Paruolo (1998)).

13The short-hand notation of Johansen (1996) is used: $ =  r j fe T  +  5Z*J1 i l \ ,  
where in general - here and in the following - a  =  a ( a 'a ) -1 .

14See Johansen (1996) Theorem 4.6.
_ 15The matrices A  and B  satisfy the conditions (0, /3X1)'B = 0 and fi'A  —

= 9*
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3.3. Scenario analysis. When discussing price data there is some 
dispute between economists and econometricians. From a theoreti
cal point of view, it is not possible for the inflation rate to be non- 
stationary in the long run. On the other hand much empirical research 
suggests that the inflation rate does indeed seem to be integrated of 
order one, i.e. the price acceleration is stationary when analyzing a 
sample which consists of course of less than infinitely many observa
tions.16

Let us first consider the case where the prices are integrated of 
order 2. We consider a system with four variables: chi, ny} phil, and 
la. One implication of Definition 1  is that the four indices share the 
same 7(2) trend. In the case of one common 7(2) trend and, say, 
one (independent) common 7(1) trend, the system can be written as 
follows:

chit Cl t s
nyt
philt
lat

— c2
C3

.Ci.

EI> +
ä=i ¿=1

£¿12

£¿22

¿¿32
£¿42

+ stat,

where in general u* and v* are functions of £chi, £ny, £Phn and e\a. The 
term stat refers to the stationary part of the process. Note that in 
this case we have (r, s i, s2) =  (2 , 1 , 1 ) which implies three unit roots 
in the characteristic polynomial but only two zero roots in the matrix 
II. According to Definition 1 , it is required that Ci =  C2 =  C3 =  c4 
if the underlying inflation is the same in the four areas. In this case 
the system can be transformed into the 7(1) space with no loss of 
information, i.e. the likelihood functions of the two systems will be 
approximately the same. A transformed system could look as follows:

chit — nyt £¿11 ~  £¿21 £¿12 ”  £¿22
1chit — philt £¿11 “  £¿31 £¿12 — £¿32

ch%t lat £¿11 — £¿41 £¿12 — <¿42 EL,
A  chit Ct 0

In the transformed model interesting hypotheses can be formulated 
based on whether or not cointegration vectors consist of a price differ
ential and the inflation rate according to Definition 3. As an example 
we look for cointegration between chit — nyt and A chit. The combina
tion (1 ,0 ,0 , n)Xt will be stationary if kci =  — (du — d2i) and £¿12 =  £¿22* 
The implication is that not only is the underlying inflation the same in

16See for example Juselius (1999).
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the areas of Chicago and New York (Definition 1), but also the PPP  
with adjustment (Definition 3) holds. This is the case because, even 
though the price levels do not cointegrate directly to 1(0), they do mul- 
ticointegrate. Hence, the price levels seems to have adjusted, perhaps 
towards a sustainable PPP level.

In the case where Xt ~  7(1) the underlying inflation is determined 
by the 7(1) part of the process. Hence, areas have the same underlying 
inflation if they share one common 7(1) trend with the same impact. 
But in this case this follows trivially from the fact that the PPP (Def
inition 2) holds.

It should be clear that if the question of whether there is an 7(2) 
trend in data is in doubt (maybe there is an almost 7(2) trend), then it 
is better to treat the model as 7(2) in this case of examining multiple 
PPP. To illustrate this, let us - falsely - assume that Xt ~  7(2). The 
next step after detecting the nominal trend is to find the impact on each 
of the variables and figure out if it is possible to make a transformation 
of the model into the 7(1) space. Even though the variables in fact 
were all 7(1), this transformation would still be valid if the PPP holds. 
In this case we would end up with a stationary system. Hence, if the 
transformation cannot be made it is indeed evidence that the PPP does 
not hold between the areas.

4. Em pirical analysis

4 .1 . D ata  and  m isspecification  tests . The LOP is a theory 
stating that two identical goods should have the same price regardless 
of where they are traded. Arbitrage in good markets will equalize 
prices, in the case of areas with different currencies this could happen 
via the exchange rate. This of course makes no sense if the good is 
defined as an Arrow-Debreu good, which is - among other things - 
described by the time and location of the purchase.

In its aggregate form the LOP is referred to as the PPP. According 
to this all identical goods will be priced identically at different loca
tions. A more flexible formulation of this - which might be useful when 
testing the PPP empirically - could state that some kind of geometric 
weighted average of prices should be the same at different locations. 
This formulation allows for different demands in different areas to have 
an influence. For example, it makes little sense to compare prices on 
winter clothes in Greenland and Florida, as the demands are very differ
ent. Furthermore, the more flexible formulation might also to a greater 
extent mirror consumer behavior. Often consumers do not bother to 
go shopping in two supermarkets, even though two different articles, 
say bread and wine, are cheaper in different markets. An economic
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argument for this behavior could be a kind of shoe-leather effect: ’it is 
not worth doing the extra walking to save a few pennies’.

How should the prices be aggregated then? This question does not 
have an obvious answer and is still an issue for discussion. One answer 
is to aggregate with the weights of the consumption. This has the ad
vantage of comparing the cost of the consumption and in this sense a 
kind of ’cost-of-living’, which takes account of the fact that geograph
ical, cultural and other circumstances might require consumption of 
particular goods such as the example of winter clothes in Greenland. 
On the other hand, this could result in comparing prices on ” apples” 
and ”bananas”, which is not appropriate when testing the PPP.

Hence, a discussion of the data used in empirical testing of LOP 
and PPP is certainly important. In the present analysis indices for the 
development in consumer prices are considered. More precisely, four 
indices from major metropolitan areas in the US are used on a monthly 
basis covering the period from 1953 to 1997, which gives a total of 45 
years or 540 observations. The starting date of the period was chosen 
to avoid effects from World War II and to avoid using data from the 
beginning of the period which may be too imprecise (see below). The 
end-date is due to limitation in monthly observation in one of the series. 
The data was extracted from the US Bureau of Labor Statistic’s (BLS) 
homepage17 and is collected by local branches, as can be seen in Table
3.1.

Table 3.1. Description of data
Variable name Metropolitan area Region Branch of BLS

chi Chic ago-Gary- Lake County MW Chicago
ny New York-Northern N.J.-Long Island NE New York

phil Philadelphia-Wilmington-Trenton NE Philadelphia
la Los Angeles-A naheim-Riverside W San Francisco

The indices - named CPI-U by the BLS - cover all urban consumers, 
which represents around 87 percent of the population. When using 
official indices covering long periods, problems may arise with respect 
to the measurement. This is due to the fact that the base year of 
the indices from time to time is changed for ease of interpretation of 
the later observations. For the oldest data considered here, changes of 
base year has occurred four times. First, with 1947-49=100, then 1957- 
59=100, 1967=100, and latest 1982-84=100. The indices used in the 
present analysis have 1967 as base year. Since the indices are published

1
Ì!

*3

17http://stats.bls.gov/.

http://stats.bls.gov/
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with only one decimal, the accurateness of the changes in data in the 
beginning of the period - where the index number is relatively low - are 
less precise than for the later period. For example, the index from the 
Chicago area starts in January 1953 at 79.8 and ends in December 1997 
at 486.5. An index change of 0.1 in the early period implies a monthly 
inflation of 0.125 per cent whereas the same change in the late period 
requires the prices to change only by 0.021 per cent over the month.18 
Logarithm of the data are illustrated in levels and differences in Figure 
3.1.19
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Figure 3.1. Logarithm of price indices in levels and differences.

So, what information can we get from an analysis of these indices? 
The indices contain information of prices for more than 2,000 articles. 
These are arranged in eight major groups: Food and Beverages; Hous
ing; Apparel; Transportation; Medical Care; Recreation; Education

18The estimations were also done using data with base year 1982-84=100. The 
outcome was more or less the same as the one reported in the next subsection, 
suggesting that the choice of base year might not be of great importance.

19Figures 3.1 and 3.2 were made using Give Win and PcFiml (see Doornik and 
Hendry (1996, 1997)).
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and Communication; and Other Goods and Services.20 Hence, they 
contain traded as well as non-traded goods. Furthermore, they include 
taxes which are directly related to the purchase such as sales and excise 
taxes. The indices, therefore, measure the price of a basket of consump
tion chosen by the average consumer. The baskets are, however, not 
the same in the areas according to Table 3.2, which means that a direct 
comparison of the indices should be made with some caution.

Table 3.2. Weights of components in the CPI-U, 1997
chi ny phil la

Food and beverages 15.283 16.493 17.199 16.213
Housing 40.227 43.336 39.446 43.141
Apparel 5.331 5.295 5.353 4.667
Transportation 17.959 14.127 16.450 17.021
Medical care 5.082 5.218 5.359 4.011
Recreation 5.648 5.234 6.339 5.731
Education and communication 5.623 6.074 5.318 5.311
Other goods and services 4.844 4.223 4.536 3.905
Source: BLS: ’Relative importance of components in the consumer 
price index, 1997’.
Note: The area ’ny’ covers the same cities as in Table 3.1. For the 
other areas changes there have been made. In this Table ’chi* covers 
Chicago-Gray-Kenosha, ’phil’ covers Philadelphia-Wilmington- 
Atlantic City, and ’la’ covers Los Angeles-Riverside-Orange County.

The numbers in Table 3.2 are for a specific year, namely 1997. The 
BLS conducts consumer surveys every year and the weights are updated 
accordingly. As appears from the table the weights are a bit different 
between the areas. Since the baskets mirror the consumers’ choices 
between articles, which are made for given prices, the development 
in the indices does describe some kind of purchasing behavior which 
can be analyzed comparing the indices. One way to think about it is 
the following: If a consumer moves from one area to another, her/his 
consumption (i.e. the personal basket) is likely to change. For example, 
if a consumer moves from Chicago to New York the percentage of the 
entire consumption which is spent on Housing is likely to increase. 
Thus in this setting, testing PPP using consumer price data also tells 
us something about the degree to which consumers are mobile in order 
to equalize prices.

20For a more detailed description of the indices the reader is refered to BLS’ 
homepage. Especially a look at ’’Frequently Asked Questions” is worthwhile.
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Based on prior testing, the (»integrated VAR considered includes a 
constant term restricted to the a-space. Hence the ECM reads

1 ) -  TAX,., +  Y , V A 2X '- i  + e,.
'  i= l

The econometric methods applied rely on the assumption that er
rors are iid. Recent research (Hansen and Rahbek, 1999), however, 
shows that the methods are robust to ARCH effects in the residuals. 
The main concern is whether there is evidence of autocorrelation in 
the errors. Investigation of the residuals indicates that a VAR model 
of order three (k =  3)21 including four balanced impulse dummies and 
12 centered seasonal dummies is sufficient to restore residuals with 
no autocorrelation. Lagrange-multiplier tests for non-autocorrelation 
of order one and four are accepted with test statistics x2(16) =  26.6 
(p  — value =  0.05) and x 2(16) =  16.6 (p — value =  0.41).22

The four (balanced) impulse dummies are ¿559 (+1 in 1955:9; -1 
in 1955:10; and 0 otherwise), <¿658 (+1 in 1965:8; -1 in 1965:9; and 
0 otherwise), ¿802 (+1 in 1980:2; -1 in 1980:3; and 0 otherwise), and 
¿8710 (+1 in 1987:10; -1 in 1987:11; and 0 otherwise).

4 .2 . S ta tistica l analysis. The test for rank in the 7(2) model is 
a joint test for the number of cointegration vectors and the number of 
common stochastic trends. The low power of the test, however, has 
been demonstrated by Jorgensen (1998) and Johansen (2000). Hence, 
the final determination o f the number of common 7(1) and 7(2) trends 
should not be based solely on the outcome of this test. A look at 
the number of unit roots in the companion matrix can help to  provide 
insight into the properties of the process. These are reported in Table
3.3.

Table 3.3. Five largest roots of the companion matrix
Unrestricted r =  3 r =  2 r =  1

1.00 1 1 1
0.99 1.00 1 1
0.97 0.96 1.00 1
0.93 0.92 0.92 0.99
0.63 0.63 0.63 0.63

21 The choice of three lags was supported by Hannah-Quinn information criteria.
22 All estimating and testing were performed using the program package CATS 

in RATS (see Hansen and Juselius, 1995). 1(2) tests were performed using a routine 
developed by Clara Jorgensen.
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In the unrestricted model the four largest roots are quite large (more 
than 0.9) whereas the fifth one is somewhat smaller. In fact, the largest 
root is unity. Restricting the model to three cointegration vectors raises 
the second root to one and the same is the case for r — 2. For r =  1 
the fourth root is very close to one. In general, when restricting the 
number of unit roots in the process the following root raises towards 
unity which indicates /(2)ness as an ƒ (2) trend implies two unit roots. 
The fourth root seems to be quite stable, except for the case where it 
is the next root to the unit roots, which could suggest three unit roots 
and a root close to but less than one. Three unit roots are consistent 
with three 7(1) trends or one 7(2) trend and one 7(1) trend. From an 
economic point of view it might be reasonable to think that the indices 
might share a common nominal trend. The rank tests for the number 
of cointegration vectors and the number of common trends are given 
in Table 3.4.

Table 3.4. Rank test for the joint hypothesis Q(si,r)
p —  r r Q(s 1 ,r) Q(t)

A A 880.0 599.9 355.8 142.3 115.2
4 U 111.6 90.3 72.7 59.5 49.9
O I 507.5 263.1 48.5 44.5
0 1 67.0 5 I . 4 4 0 . 2 31.9
ft O 198.9 12.2 12.0
À 33.2 23.6 17.8
1 0 3.8 2.8
1 0 11.1 7.5

S2 =  p —  r —  Si 4 3 2 1 0

Note: Numbers in italics are 90% quantiles from Paruolo (1996) Table A I 
and Johansen (1996) Table 15.2.

Applying the technique of Pantula (1989) of starting from the most 
restricted hypothesis, the first hypothesis to be accepted is the case 
with two cointegration vectors (r =  2); one 7(2) trend (S2 =  p - r —Si =  
1) and one 7(1) trend (si =  1). This is consistent with three unit roots, 
and will be the choice for the continuation of the analysis. Hence, the 
model is restricted to (r, si, S2) =  (2,1,1).

To gain further insight into the 7(2) part of the process, the esti
mates of the loadings for the 7(2) trend: P±2 = f t r z ) ' 1 and 
the coefficient for the trend: 002 are considered. The estimates are 
given in Table 3.5.
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Table 3.5. Loadings and coefficients for the 7(2) trend

Variable ß±2 S±2
chi 1 -0.1187
ny 0.9948 0.2215

phil 0.9845 -0.1645
la 0.9806 0.0173

Note: The estimates are normalized on /?X21.

It is striking to note that the loadings into the variables are very 
similar. This is in line with economic intuition that the prices should 
share the same nominal trend and hence that the underlying inflation 
is the same in the areas (Definition 1). Indeed this indicates that it 
should be possible to transform the model to the ƒ(!) space by impos
ing restrictions of price homogeneity between the prices. The test for 
spifiiz) — sp (1j 1» 1j 1) or alternatively that

sp(ß,ß±i) =  sp

1 1 1 \
- 1 0 0

0 - 1 0
0 0 - 1 /

is x2(l)  distributed, and with a test statistic very close to zero the 
hypothesis is strongly accepted.23

The unit root consistent with price homogeneity between all prices 
is imposed and we consider a system with the data vector 
X t =  bi)P2»P3j Ac/it]f, where pi =  chi — ny\ P2 =  chi — phil; and 
p3 =  chi — la. This should give approximately the same likelihood 
function and we should lose no information about the price processes 
(see, for example, Juselius, 1996). To check if the errors in the trans
formed model are still iid , misspecification tests for autocorrelation of 
order one and four are performed. Both tests for non-autocorrelation 
are accepted with test statistics x 2{16) =  22.9 (p — value =  0.12) and 
X2(16) =  17.9 (p -  value =  0.33).

To perform a simple check on whether the 1(2) trend has indeed 
been removed, rank tests are performed on the transformed data set. 
The results are given in Table 3.6.

23The hypothesis was tested using Clara Jorgensen’s 7(2) program with Hams 
Christian Kongsted’s extensions. See Kongsted (1998).
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Table 3.6. Rank test for the joint hypothesis Q($i,r)
p — r T Q(si,r) Q(r)

1334.3 824.2 554.0 325.1 116.2
4 U 111.6 90.3 72.7 59.5 49.9

739.9 458.7 237.9 30.9
3 1 67.0 51.4 4 0 . 2 31.9

356.5 131.3 8.3
2 2 33.2 23.6 17.8

o 126.5 2.9
1 o 11.1 7.5

s2 = p - r  -  sx 4 3 2 1 0

Note: See Table 3.4.

Evidence from the tests reported in Table 3.6 suggests that indeed 
the ƒ(2) trend has been removed. The Trace test indicates r — 1 
cointegration relation but with r =  2 as a borderline case. The four 
largest roots in the companion matrix in the unrestricted model are all 
real: 0.99; 0.98; 0.96; 0.68. The question is whether or not 0.96 is a unit
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root. Consistent with the results from the 1(2) analysis r =  2 is chosen 
for the further analysis. This choice seems to be appropriate, also given 
the evidence from the sensitivity analysis reported later. The data in 
the transformed system are illustrated in Figure 3.2. Notice that the 
transformation could be made using any other area as numeraire. In 
this case the inflation rate from the numeraire area would be included 
in the system. This was tried and did not alter the results to a great 
extent as reported in the sensitivity analysis in section 4.3*

To identify the cointegrating space, hypotheses concerning Defi
nitions 2 and 3 as well as hypotheses regarding long-run exclusion, 
stationarity and adjustment to long-run relations are tested. The first 
four hypotheses tested concern exclusion from the cointegrating space. 
These are reported in Table 3.7.

Table 3.7. Tests for exclusion from stationary relations
Pi P2 Pz Achi const. p-val.

W i: (
0
0

*
*

*
*

*
*

*
* ) € sp(ß) X*(2)-=15.56 [0.00]

n 2 : (
*
*

0
0

*
*

*
*

*
* ) € sp(ß) X*(2)==17.88 [0.00]

n z : (
*
*

*
*

0
0

*
*

*
* ) e  sp(ß) X2(2)==5.85 [0.05]

n 4 : (
*
*

*
*

*
*

0
0

*
* ) €  sp(ß) X2(2)==79.32 [0.00]

It appears that p3, i.e. the price differential between the Chicago 
and the Los Angeles areas, are not significant in the long-run relations. 
The hypothesis of exclusion of the constant was also tested and rejected 
with test statistic x*(2) =  57.02 (p — value =  0.00).

Tests of hypotheses regarding the PPP (Definition 2) and (constant) 
stationarity of the inflation rate are given in Table 3.8. The hypotheses 
Tig — Tiio are hypotheses about the P P P between areas not including 
Chicago. All of the hypotheses are rejected.
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Table 3.8. Tests for the PPP and stationary inflation rate
Pi P2 P3 Achi const. p-val.

« 5 ( 1 0 0 0 * ) € sp{ß) V ( 2 )  =  19.41 io.001
« e  = ( 0 1 0 0 * ) €  spiß) ^ ( 2 ) =  16.68 [0.00]
n 7 : ( 0 0 1 0 * ) € sp(ß) X*(2) =  15.50 [0.001
n $ : ( 1 -1 0 0 * ) € sp(ß) **(2) =  16.71 [0 .00]
n 9 : ( 1 0 -1 0 * ) G sp(ß) X*(2) =  19.06 fo.ool
« 10 ( 0 1 -1 0 * ) € sp(ß) JC2 (2) =  18.06 [0 .00]
« 1 1 ( 0 0 0 1 * ) e sp(ß) Xs (2) =  6.24 [0.04]

Hypotheses regarding the PPP with adjustment (Definition 3) are
given in Table 3.9 . These are tested with and without a constant in
the relations. The presence of a constant could imply that the indices
start at different levels. Note, however, that even though the ndices
start at the same level convergence can take place if the ’’true’’ price
levels are different

Table 3.9. Tests for the PPP with adjustment
Pi P2 P3 Achi const. p-val.

« 1 2 ( 1 0 0 * 0 } € sp(ß) **(2) =  19.46 10.001

( 1 0 0 * * ) € sp(ß) xs ( i)  =  o .u [0.731
« 1 3 ( 0 1 0 * 0 ) € sp(0) X2(2) =  16.75 [0.00]
h \3 ( 0 1 0 * * ) € sp(i3) X2«  =  0.95 [0.33]
« 1 4 ( 0 0 1 * 0 ) € sp(ß) X2(2) =  15.27 [0.00]
n \ t ( 0 0 1 * * ) €  sp(ß) XJ(1) =  4.74 [0.03]
« 1 5 ( 1 -1 0 * 0 ) e  sp(ß) X*(2) =  14.47 [0.00]

( 1 -1 0 * * ) e  sp{ß) X*(l) =  0.09 [0.76]
« 1 6 ( 1 0 -1 * 0 ) e  sp(ß) X*(2) =  17.85 [0.00]
« Î 5 ( 1 0 -1 * * ) e  sp(ß) **(1) =  2.43 [0.12 ]
« 1 7 ( 0 1 - 1 * 0 )  e  spiß) X2(2) =  18.02 [0 .00]
« 1 7 ( 0 1 -1 * * ) €  $p(ß) ^ (1 )  =  5.68 [0 .02]

Hypotheses of the PPP with adjustment are accepted between the 
areas chi — ny, chi — phil, ny — phil and ny — la when allowing for 
a constant in the stationary relation. The hypotheses are rejected for 
chi — la and phil — la. All in all this indicates that when testing the 
PPP distance matters which, is in line with economic intuition and the 
findings in the studies of LOP mentioned in the introduction of this 
chapter. Furthermore, adjustment of price levels seems to have taken
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place between the areas of Chicago, New York and Philadelphia but 
not with the level in the Los Angeles area. There does, however, seem 
to be some adjustment between prices in New York and Los Angeles, 
but it should be kept in mind that pz is not significant in the stationary 
relations.

Finally, it is tested whether the variables adjust to the long-run 
relations. This seem to be the case for all of them as can be seen in 
Table 3.10.

Table 3.10. Tests for adjustment to long-run relations
Api Ap2 Ap3 A*chi p-val.

n l s : ( 0 1 0
*
*

*
*

*
* ) €  sp(a) X*(2) == 11.8 6 [0.00]

n 19: ( *' *
0
0

*
*

*
* ) e  sp(a) X2(2 )=- 23.79 [0.00]

n 2Q: ( *
*
*

0
0

*
* ) €  sp(a) X*(2) == 10.49 [0.00]

H 2 1 : ( *
*
*

*
*

0
0 ) é  sp(a) XJ(2 )== 53.59 [0.00]

The complete cointegration space is identified as the joint hypothe
sis $2, ^ 13}) which in turn coincides with Hz since it is just a matter 
of normalization. The identified space implies the following relations:24

chi ~ n y  — 41.212Ac/ii +  0.144
(A 1 \  (4.390) (0.019)
K * chi = phil -  22.396Achi +  0.082.

(2.256) (0.010)

4.3 . S en sitiv ity  analyses25. When making empirical analyses us
ing econometric models, one always has to make some choices with 
respect to the model specification. Tests can help but it is rarely the 
case that it is absolutely clear how the model should be specified. This 
section contains a discussion of the sensitivity of the results regarding 
the numbers of cointegration relations and common ƒ(2) trends with 
respect to inclusion of the impulse dummies, the chosen lag length, the 
sample period and the transformation of the system with the Chicago 
area as numeraire. Also the sensitivity with respect to exclusion of pz 
in the transformed model - given r =  2 - is discussed.

First, however, a brief remark regarding the deterministic term. 
Prior to the analysis reported in this chapter, the same experiments

24Numbers in brackets are standard errors.
25A more thoroughly investigation of the stability of the cointegrating vectors 

is given in Appendix B.
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were conducted using a model allowing for a linear trend in the coin
tegrating relations and an unrestricted constant. Evidence was found 
in favor of one common 1(2) trend, one 1(1) trend and two cointegrar 
tion relations. A transformation of the system similar to the one in 
the present analysis eliminated the 1(2) trend and the Trace statistics 
for the transformed system revealed clear evidence of two cointegrat
ing relations. Furthermore, a x 2 test strongly accepted the exclusion 
of P3. The two identified stationary relation were similar to (4.1) and 
the trend was not significant in any of them, A test for restricting the 
constant to the /3-space was strongly accepted with p — value =  0.35.

D um m ies. It should be noted that without the inclusion of the 
four dummies in the system the Lagrange-Multiplier tests for non- 
autocorrelation of order one were rejected in the original as well as 
in the transformed system. Hence, it is doubtful whether the residu
als are in fact iid. Having mentioned this, the inclusion of dummies 
does not change anything with respect to the conclusions. The first 
hypothesis accepted in the 1(2) case is for (r, s i , s 2) =  (2,1,1). In the 
transformed system the Trace statistic for the hypothesis of more than 
one cointegration relation rises slightly but is still a borderline case. 
The hypothesis of exclusion of p3 is accepted with p — value =  0.05.

Lags. The model was estimated with k =  4 ,5 ,6  lags and the 
relevant hypotheses were tested. Also with respect to the number of 
lags the results seem to be quite robust. In all cases the 1(2) analyses 
provided evidence of (r,Si,S2) =  (2,1,1). The TYace tests in the / ( l )  
model seem to decrease the more lags were included, and the relevant 
statistics were still borderline cases. For k =  4, the hypothesis for 
excluding p3 from the stationary relations was rejected with P —value =  
0.03 but was accepted for k =  5 ,6 .

T he choice o f  chi as num eraire. The model was estimated three 
times using each of the areas as transformation variable. In all cases 
rank tests indicated that the transformations removed the I (2 ) ness 
from the system. When using ny and phil as numeraire, the results 
were quite robust, i.e. the trace tests indicated that r = 2 was a 
borderline case and in both cases the variable including la could be 
tested out of the cointegration space. In the case where la was used as 
numeraire the test for r =  2 was clearly accepted. None of the variables 
were insignificant, which indicate that when making a transformation 
from the 1(2) to the 1(1) space similar to the one made in this analysis, 
one should carefully choose which variable to use as numeraire.

Sam ple period. The final sensitivity analysis performed here is 
with respect to the sample period. The analysis is made by fixing 
an initial period of 20 years and then adding one year of observations

,UMJUJt' *
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recursively. Hence, 25 point estimates were made. Furthermore, the 
model was estimated for the last 26 years of the sample only, i.e. from 
1972 to 1997. Rank tests for the joint hypothesis of the number of 
cointegration relations and the number of 7(2) trends are performed 
successively following the same principle as for the 7(1) case of Hansen 
and Johansen (1999). In all cases but two - the periods ending in 1979 
and 1980 - the rank tests indicated that one common 7(2) trend is 
present in the data. In the latter two cases the test statistics were bor
derline cases. The recursively performed Trace tests for the hypothesis 
of r =  2  in the transformed model are given in Figure 3.3.

1975 1980 1985 1990 1995
Note: The "plus'-line indicates 90% critical value.

Figure 3.3. Recursive Trace tests for the hypothesis of r =  2 .

In 14 cases the outcome of the Trace test supports the choice of 
two cointegration relations, and especially when the latter period is 
included in the sample the test seems supportive. This indicates that 
the choice of r =  2  in the transformed model is indeed appropriate, al
though it should be mentioned that the Trace statistic when estimating 
the model for the last 26 years is a borderline case with a value a bit 
lower than the critical. With respect to exclusion of p3 the hypothesis 
is accepted in 17 out of the 25 cases in the recursive analysis and also 
when estimating the model only for the latter period.
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All in all the results obtained in this chapter seem to be quite robust 
with respect to the specification of the model and the chosen sample 
period.

5. Conclusion

Does the PPP hold within the US? The evidence from the analysis 
in this paper indicates that when allowing for adjustment of price levels, 
it does hold between areas which axe geographically close to each other 
but not between areas far apart.

The empirical analysis is made on the basis of three introduced def- 
initions. Whereas one of them - although not formally defined - has 
been applied in more empirical studies the other two are new (to the 
best of my knowledge) in the literature. Definition 1  introduces the 
concept of sharing underlying inflation. This is the case if price in
dices share a common 1(2) trend with the same impact. Definition 3 
allows for price levels to adjust and is related to the concept of multi
cointegration in the cointegrated VAR model for ƒ (2) variables. It can 
be interpreted in terms of optimizing agents (policy makers) seeking 
integration of markets.

The price indices analyzed here seem to share one common ƒ(2) 
trend with the same impact on all variables. Hence, it is concluded 
that the underlying inflation has been the same in the areas of Chicago, 
New York, Philadelphia and Los Angeles. Furthermore, evidence is 
found in favor of two cointegration vectors. These can be identified 
as relations between the areas of Chicago and New York and between 
Chicago and Philadelphia. This suggests that price levels in these 
areas have adjusted to each other whereas the price level in the Los 
Angeles area seems to be more independent from the others. Hence, 
in accordance with other studies of the LOP and PPP, the evidence 
is that distance matters. A comprehensive sensitivity analysis reveals 
that the results are quite robust with respect to the specification of the 
statistical model.

The present analysis can be considered a benchmark case for what 
can be expected to happen with respect to PPP within the euro area. 
It suggests that there is reason to believe that the underlying inflation 
might be the same in the long run. On the other hand, there is no 
reason to expect that the PPP will hold between all the countries even 
though price levels can be expected to adjust between countries close 
to each other. Whether structural differences between the US and the 
euro area will lead to other conclusions is an issue which will be left 
for future research.
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6. Appendix A

C l a i m  1. Let p; =  9xt +  et with Et(et) =  etf E t (e t+ h ) =  0 (h =  
1 , ...,oo), and Et(xt+h) =  x t +  hAxt, for h =  0, 1 , oo. Then it holds 
that Et ¿ J l , =  0/(1 -  /?A) * +  et +  $(3A /(l — /?A)2 * Ax*

P r o o f . Using the formula in footnote 6 w e  find that 

£« X > A ) * - ‘p.* =  et +  Y Z n x x‘ +  e$XAx‘ +  29(/3A)2A i, + .. . .

looking apart from the first two terms and applying the formula in 
footnote 6 on the remaining terms we find

V1-/3A ̂
o m 2
1—j8A

___ £_ /
”  1-/3 A \

+  ^ + . . ) a *

— 1  ̂A xt =  (i_0,x)2 Axt.

7. Appendix B
This appendix expands the sensitivity analysis in section 4.3. It is 

investigated if the cointegrating vectors found in (4.1) are stable.
To investigate whether 0  is stable over the whole sample, the es

timated cointegrated space is fixed, 0 T, and it is tested recursively if 
sp{0) =  sp(0T) for the first t observations. The period covering up 
to 1977 is used to obtain the initial estimate. The results are given 
in Figure 3.4 where the test statistics are scaled by the 10% critical 
values. The line BZ represents the test statistics when the short-run 
parameters are re-estimated and BR are test statistics when short-run 
parameters are not re-estimated.

Indeed, the evidence from Figure 3.4 suggests that the cointegrated 
space given in (4.1) is not included in sp(0) when estimating over the 
early subsamples. A natural question then is if it is possible to find 
vectors which are stable. Investigation of the cointegrating vectors 
for different subsamples indicates that the coefficient for Acpi and the 
constant may be too large in (4.1). Several tests were made and it 
turned out that the vectors arising when estimating the model for the 
period 1953:2-1986:6 could be considered stable when applying the test 
procedure described above cf. Figure 3.5.
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Figure 3.4. Tests for ß  constancy.

The relations implied are

chi =  ny — 26.990AcAi +  0.094 
chi =  phil — 15.884Ac/u +  0.054,

and the hypothesis that this space span the same space as ¡3T was 
accepted with test statistic x 2(6) =  12.59 (p — value =  0.05).

However, making estimations on different subsamples revealed that 
the observations from 1965 to 1968 have great influence on the param
eter estimates. In Table 3.11 the estimates of the coefficients for A chi 
given r =  2  are reported for different subsamples. All samples start 
in 1953:2. Especially something strange happens with the observations 
1966:7 and 1966:8 where the coefficients even change the signs.

V

8■c
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_______ Table 3.11. Coefficients for A chi
End date Coeff. in CI1  Coeff. in CI2

63:12 -45 .1 - 20.0
(7.8) (3.8)

64:12 -7 3 .7 -4 5 .6
(11-9) (7.7)

65:12 -219.8 -131.1
(35.2) (21.3)

66:7 -198.9 -116 .8
(28.2) (16.7)

66:8 303.3 176.6
(43.6) (25.2)

6 6 :12 228.6 130.2
(34.2) (19.3)

67:12 78.1 42.7
(11.9) (6.4)

6 8 :12 48.9 28.1
(7-6) (4.2)

Note: N u m b e r s  in brackets are standard deviations.

The period investigated in Table 3.11 was an economic turbulent 
one for the US economy with expansive fiscal policy, high budget 
deficits, high growth of money not to mentioned the war in Vietnam.
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This seems to have affected the relative prices in the US to a high de
gree. Another turbulent period followed with the Smithsonian Agree
ment in 1971 which collapsed in 1973 and the first oil price shock. It is 
quite puzzling how one observation (1966:8) can have so great influence 
on the stationary relations. It might have to do with the normalization 
of the vectors but different normalizations were tried and it did not 
solve the problem. In the future it would be interesting to investigate 
this particular problem further.

It turned out that one can obtain a model with stable parameters 
if the period starts in 1976. The results of the empirical analysis for 
the period 1976-1997 are reported below.

Including an extra lag in the model for this period improved the test 
statistics for non-autocorrelation significantly. Hence, we consider a 
VAR(4) model with a constant restricted to the cointegrating space and 
1 1  unrestricted seasonal dummies. The tests for non-autocorrelation of 
order one and four were accepted with p-values 0.32 and 0.38. The 
joint rank tests are given in Table 3.12, indicating (r, s i, s2) =  (2,1,1).

Table 3.12. Rank test for the joint hypothesis Q(sx,r)
p — r T Q(su r) Q(r)

A A 436.9 296.0 171.9 104.7 96.5
4 U 111.6 90.3 72.7 59.5 49.9
Q 263.7 135.6 44.0 43.0o 1 67.0 51.4 4 0 . 2 31.9
o o 113.1 20.3 19.2z z 33.2 23.6 17.8
1 Q 28.8 5.3
1 0 11.1 7.5

s2 — p — r  -  si 4 3 2 1 0

Note: Numbers in italics are 90% quantiles from Paruolo (1996) Table A1 
and Johansen (1996) Table 15.2.

The loadings from the common 1(2) trend normalized on the first 
entry are given by

A l2 = (1; 0.96; 0.98; 1.00)#.

With the transformed data vector Xt =  (pi,p2)jp3, A chi)t = (chi — 
ny, chi — phil, chi — la, A chi)t the joint rank tests reject presence of 
ƒ(2 )ness and support the hypothesis of r =  2 . The hypothesis of exclu
sion of pz from the cointegration space is clearly accepted with p-value
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0.43 and the identified space implies the relations

(7.1)
chi —ny +  25.83A  chi -  0 .10

(3.34) (0.02)
chi — phii +  13.57A chi — 0.05.

(2.22) (0.01)

Note that the signs for Achi and the constant in (7.1) axe opposite 
from those in (4.1). With this sample the cointegrating space seems to 
be stable cf. Figure 3.6.



CHAPTER 4

PPP, cointegration, and non-stationary inflation

A bstract: It is demonstrated how to take advantage of the com
plex structure of the cointegrated VAR model for 1(2) variable in order 
to gain more information on relationships between prices. This is done 
in a comprehensive scenario analysis. An empirical example provides 
evidence that the underlying inflation is the same in UK and US but 
PPP does not hold. However, price levels have been adjusting.

pi

1. Introduction
In the present analysis it is discussed how to test the Purchasing 

Power Parity (PPP) in the cointegrated vector autoregressive (VAR) 
model when inflation rates are non-stationary. Three definitions gen
eralizing those made in chapter 3, are given in order to exploit the sta
tistical properties of data in a way which can be interpreted in terms 
of the PPP. As the cointegrating properties between two or more vari
ables are maintained when expanding the system, only systems with 
the variables in the PPP are considered in order to keep the analysis 
as simple as possible.

The literature of PPP has been developing for many decades. Economists 
have argued that, given standard assumptions, the theory states that 
prices, adjusted for the exchange rate, will be equal for similar goods, 
no matter where these are traded. Econometricians have applied sta
tistical tools to find empirical evidence for or against the PPP, and in 
general the results have not been in favor. It has then been acknowl
edged that the PPP is a feature most likely to hold in the long run 
because, among other things, it takes time for firms and consumer to 
get information about changes in prices. But even as a long run feature 
it has been hard to find empirical evidence in favor of the PPP. This 
has led to one of the many puzzles in the literature of international 
economics, the so-called Purchasing Power Parity Puzzle (See Rogoff, 
1996).

In many of the empirical studies testing the PPP it has been as
sumed that the inflation rates are stationary. That this may not be 
the case has been demonstrated in several recent empirical analyses
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including Juselius (1999) and the one in chapter 3 for the case of prices 
in the US. In order to apply the cointegrated VAR model for variables 
integrated of order one, some analyses include the real exchange rate 
as one variable instead of three variables: the two price levels and the 
nominal exchange rate. This is, for example, the case in the recent 
studies of Juselius and MacDonald (2000a, 2000b).

It might very well be the case, however, that important informa
tion about the time series is lost when including the real exchange rate 
as only one variable. Since statistical tools for treating variables inte
grated of order two have been developed, important information about 
price and exchange rate processes might be revealed applying these 
tools. On the other hand, well-tested software for testing hypotheses 
in the 1(2) model is only available to a limited extent, which makes 
the practical analysis of 1(2) systems more complicated. In the present 
chapter the impacts from the common ƒ (2) trends are investigated in 
order to find a suitable and economically interpretable transformation 
of the ƒ (2) model into the 1(1) space without too much loss of infor
mation. Well tested statistical software for making inference in 1(1) 
models has been available for several years.

The present essay contains eight sections. In the next one, a general 
relation between prices and the nominal exchange rate is stated and 
the standard PPP relations are derived from this. It is argued that 
if price levels adjust to each other, the adjustment process may be 
interpreted in terms of the inflation rate. Definitions are given in order 
to interpret the statistical properties of the time series in economic 
terms. Section 3 contains a discussion of whether inflation rates are 
stationary or not. US data for the consumer price index is used to give 
an empirical illustration. In section 4 the cointegrated VAR models 
for J (l) and ƒ (2) variables are briefly described and section 5 contains 
a comprehensive scenario analysis describing possible outcomes when 
inflation rates are 1(1) or 7(2). In section 6 a possible scenario for 
testing the PPP among three countries is given and section 7 contains 
an application testing the PPP between the UK and the US. Section 8 
summarizes the analysis.

■ i

2. Relationship between prices

Let Pt be the price of a particular basket of goods in a country 
at time t and let Pt* be the exchange rate corrected price of the same 
basket in another country. In general, there will exist a process Ht such
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that the following relation will hold:

with Ho =  1. Expressed in logarithms we get

Pt =  Pt +  A* +  c o n s t ,

where small letters denote logarithms and const =  Po~~Po- The relative 
version of the PPP holds if ht =  0 for all t and the absolute version 
holds if furthermore const =  0 i.e. p0 =  Vo- The term ht is the deviation 
from the PPP.

When testing the PPP empirically often indices are used and a more 
flexible formulation is needed. This refers to the stochastic properties 
of the time series. We will allow for the prices to be integrated of order 
1 or 2. Hence, it follows that ht ~  1(d), for d — 0 ,1 ,2 . If d =  0 the 
PPP holds. When price levels are expressed in indices, the condition 
const — 0 will in general not have any meaningful interpretation unless 
the underlying prices are exactly the same at the starting point.

If the price levels in two economies are adjusting toward each other, 
the process ht might be interpreted in terms of the inflation rate when 
this is integrated of order one. To see this, consider two economies 
where policy makers want to integrate the markets. Let the measure
ment for integration be the difference in the prices such that the mar
kets are perfectly integrated if the prices are the same. The problem 
to solve is to minimize the price differential as well as the inflation. 
This can be formulated by means of a linear-quadratic adjustment cost 
(LQAC) model:

minE, T /3,_i [<5 (p, -V'.Ÿ  +  A pJ],

where 6 > 0 is the relative weight between the benefit of integration 
and the cost of inflation, 0 < 0 < 1 is a discount factor. Let the 
tracking variable p* =  x[$ +  et, where xt is a vector of forcing variables 
and e* ~  rid(0,<7g). In the present analysis we assume for simplicity 
that xt is a univariate process. If xt ~  /(2 ) it can be shown that the 
solution to the problem implies that1

(2.i) p, = ex, -  -̂ A p , + j-rW A l« + (! -  W V  ~ *)e<-
where A is the stable root in the characteristic polynomial related to 
the Euler-equation.

l See chapter 3 for details.



Since et is stationary it is required that p% ~  7(2) and cointegrates 
with Xt with the coefficient 0 for the relation (2.1) to hold. In other 
words, pt — 0xt ~  7( 1). Then Apt and Axt will share a common 7(1) 
trend and in fact, only one of them, say Apt, is needed in order to reach 
stationarity. In this case, however, the coefficient for Apt will not be 
the same as in (2.1).

Based on this discussion three "econometric” definitions are intro
duced. These are extensions of the ones given in chapter 3. When the 
exchange rate is introduced the interpretation becomes somewhat more 
complicated.

Let p\ and pj be time series for price levels in country i and j, and 
let e]j be the time series for the exchange rate between the countries.

Definition 4. A: 7/p{,pJ,eJJ are integrated of order 2 and p\ — 
p?t — eJJ ~  7(1), that is A ft -  ApJ — Ae\j ~  1(0), then we will say 
the exchange rate adjusted underlying inflation is the same in country 
i and j .  B: Ifp\,p[ are integrated of order 2, e\J is at most integrated 
of order 1 and p\ -P t  ~  1(1), that is Ap\ — Api ~  I(0), then we will 
say that the underlying inflation is the same in country i and j.

Definition 5. If are at most integrated of order 2 and
p \—p t — ~  7(0), then we will say the PPP holds.

Definition 6. If p\ is integrated of order 2, and either pj or e]f - 
or possibly both - are also integrated of order 2, andp\— p*t -~e\3—K,Ap\ ~  
7(0) for some k ^  0, then we will say the PPP with adjustment holds.2

The concept of underlying inflation in Definition 4 relates to the 
stochastic variation of the time series. In the case where the underlying 
inflation is the same in the two countries (Definition 4B), the price levels 
are affected with the same impact from one common 7(2) trend. Hence, 
the stochastic variation in the prices are the same, as the stochastic 7(2) 
part of the process is dominating. When the exchange rate adjusted 
underlying inflation is the same (Definition 4A), we have a situation 
where p\ 1(2), (j4  +  e',j ) ~  7(2), and the impact from the common 
7(2) trend is the same. In other words, p\ and (pj +  eJJ) cointegrate 
one-to-one from 7(2) to 7(1).

The situation where p\ ~  7(1), Pt,e\j ~  7(2), and p{ +  e\j ~  1(1) 
is not covered by Definition 4 but might occur in the empirical work.
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2If p i,p i,e t ~  7(2), and they share two common 7(2) trends the PPP with 
adjustment holds if pi —p ( - e t -  ki Ap\ -  K2 &Pt ~  7(0) for either «i ^  0 or k2 ^  0. 
This situation is described in Case 6 in the scenario analysis in section 5.2.
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The reason is that the stochastic variation in the (exchange rate ad
justed) prices is the not same. Only in the case where pj and (pj +  etj ) 
cointegrate one-to-one from 1(1) to ƒ (0) does it make sense to say that 
Definition 4A holds. But in this case also the PPP, as stated in Defini
tion 5, will hold. In fact, if Definition 5 holds, Definition 4A will hold 
trivially.

Also if Definition 6 holds, Definition 4A will hold trivially. The 
situation is that the real exchange rate is integrated of order 1, p\ — 
pi — e\j ~  7(1), and it cointegrates with the inflation rate in country 
i. The name ”PPP with adjustment” comes from the fact that prices 
are allowed to adjust towards each other maybe to a sustainable level. 
To simplify notation let pj* =  pj — e[j be the exchange rate adjusted 
price level in country j .  It follows that p\ — pi* ~  7(1), which implies 
that the price differential could be increasing or decreasing. In case it 
is increasing it could be because the level in j  is lower than the one 
in i and is increasing towards the ¿-level. This is the adjustment term 
referred to in the definition. If the price differential cointegrates with 
the inflation rate, the adjustment term can be interpreted in terms of 
the inflation rate.

Note that if the underlying inflation in country i and j  is the same 
(Definition 4B), that is, the stochastic variation in the price levels in 
the two countries are the same, then the term «Apj in Definition 6 can 
be replaced with k Apj keeping the cointegrating properties unchanged.

2.1. A  com m ent on th e  determ inistic term . In Definition 4-6 
above it is not stated whether the combinations are trend-stationary, 
stationary around a constant or stationary with mean zero. Let us first 
consider Definition 4. If Apj — Apj — Ae\j is trend-stationary it means 
that a deterministic trend is present in at least one of the series. This 
implies a quadratic trend in the level which is most unlikely for prices 
and exchange rates. However, as a description of one of the series for 
a very limited period of time, it might be the case that it is described 
best as varying around a deterministic trend. For longer time series 
a deterministic trend in the changes seems very implausible. On the 
other hand, it could be the case that Apj -  Apj — Ae1/  is stationary 
around a constant. This would be the case if prices (corrected for the 
exchange rate) systematically grow more in one of the areas than in 
the other.

Now, let us turn to Definitions 5 and 6 and for simplicity keep the 
exchange rate constant. If p\ — pj is trend-stationary it implies that 
the series have different deterministic trends. If this is the case, the 
series will in fact diverge and it makes little sense to say that PPP

m



holds. In Definition 6, however, it could be the case that - as a small 
sample property - the series have different deterministic trends and 
still converge because of the adjustment term /cApj. Again, however, 
this is a description of the processes one should be very careful about 
interpreting and it should definitely not be used for forecasting.

3. Is the inflation ra te  non-stationary?
Several empirical studies find evidence that inflation rates are not 

stationary. For the case of the US these studies include Juselius (1999) 
and the one in chapter 3. Also in a recent study Stock (2001) notes that 
”... inflation has been highly persistent for the past three decades, and 
stably so.”. In this section it is investigated whether the US inflation 
rate has been stationary or not since 1913. Furthermore, the statistical 
properties of the series are investigated with respect to the frequency 
of the data as well as stochastically structural breaks, i.e. parameter 
stability.

As is well-known, a time series Xt is said to be (covariance or weakly) 
stationary if the following requirements are fulfilled:

E(xt) =  p Vt
E(xt -  v)(xt- j - f i )  — 7j Vt and any j.

Or in words, the expected value at any time is constant and the co- 
variance between xt and xt~j depends on the length between the dates 
and not on the dates themselves. In this section we refer to weak sta- 
tionarity, whereas in the VAR model applied later, the cointegrating 
relations are strict stationary, i.e. for any the joint distri
bution (xt, Xt+jn..., %t+jn) depends only on j i ,  j 2> — ,in and not on t. If 
the process is strict stationary and have finite second moment it is also 
covariance stationary, but the other way is not necessarily true.

A non-stationary time series, in the present context, is a series 
integrated of order one, which implies that the first order difference is 
stationary. Since the inflation rate itself is a difference, non-stationarity 
implies that the level is integrated of order two, i.e. a second order 
difference is needed to obtain stationarity.

A property of non-stationary time series is that the expected value 
and /  or the variance vary over time. In fact, the variance goes asymp
totically towards infinity. Because of this, macroeconomic authors have 
often claimed that inflation rates cannot be non-stationary. On the 
other hand, many econometric authors find statistical evidence that 
the inflation rate often is 1(1). One argument for this could be that 
the behavior in limited samples is like an / ( l )  process. This in turn 
might imply that the inflation rate has different stochastic properties at
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different periods of time, which can be interpreted as different regimes. 
This should be taken into account when testing the hypothesis of a 
unit root, as the test requires parameters to be constant over time.

Since the concept of stationary is a statistical one referring to the 
stochastic properties of a time series, it should be tested empirically 
if the inflation rate is stationary applying statistical tools. To gain 
further insight in whether stationarity depends on the length of the 
sample, the period of time considered, or maybe the frequency of the 
data examined, an empirical investigation is provided. The longest 
price time series with monthly observations I could find, is the US 
consumer prices index from the Bureau of Labor Statistics. The series 
is named CPI-U and data is not adjusted for seasonality. The period 
considered here covers 1913 to 2000, which gives a total of 1056 monthly 
observations. In order to obtain quarterly and annual observations, 
indices are calculated as the average of the monthly data. This gives 
352 quarterly and 88 annual observations. The inflation rates, given 
the three frequencies, are illustrated in Figure 4.1.

Monthly
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Figure 4.2. Inflation rates. Monthly observations.

In order to examine the stochastic small sample properties and the 
effects from the choice of sample period, the monthly and quarterly 
data are divided into periods of respectively 10 and 20 years. The 
inflation rates for these subsamples are shown in Figure 4.2 and 4.3.

The hypotheses of non-stationary inflation rates, or if the levels 
are 7(2), are tested with an augmented Dickey-Fuller (ADF) test in 
differences:

k ~ 2

A  2xt =  (p -  1) Axt-i  +  ^ 2  +  4>$t +
j=i

where p, tpj and 4> are parameters to be estimated and st are seasonal 
dummies used in the analyses of monthly and quarterly observations. 
The choice of lag length k is based on Schwarz information criteria.

The null hypothesis that xt is 1(2) is formulated as p =  1, implying 
a unit root in differences, and the alternative is p <  1. If the parameters 
are constant, the asymptotic distribution is the standard Dickey-Fuller 
and critical values for the relevant sample sizes are given in Table 4.1.
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Figure 4.3. Inflation rates. Quarterly observations.

Table 4.1. Critical values in the DF distribution3
Observations Critical values

1% 5%
T =  50 -2 .6 2 -1.95 -1 .61
T  —100 -2 .6 0 -1.95 -1 .61
T —* oo -2 .5 8 -1.95 -1 .61
Source: Hamilton (1994).

Tables 4.2 to 4.4 report the tests for the hypotheses of /(2)ness for 
respectively monthly, quarterly and annual observations.

3Note that the simulations are made under the assumption that ^  =  0 (i = 
1,..., k - 2 ) .  Hence, it might not be quite accurate for the illustrations in this section 
but will be used as an approximation.
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Table 4.2. Augmented Dickey-Fuller tests for monthly observations
Period Estimate (p) DF test statistic T

Full sample 0.81 -6.98 1051
1921-1930 0.37 -4.44 115
1931-1940 0.64 -3.28 115
1941-1950 0.80 -2.11 115
1951-1960 0.57 -3.60 115
1961-1970 0.96 -0,70 115
1971-1980 0.98 -0.52 115
1981-1990 0.89 -2.09 115
1991-2000 0.94 -1.09 115

Note: Test statistics in italics indicate that the null is accepted with a 
5% significance level.

Table 4.3. Augmented Dickey-Fuller tests for quarterly observations
Period Estimate (p) DF test statistic T

Full sample 0.78 -6.62 350
1921-1940 0.54 -5.12 78
1941-1960 0.72 -3.56 78
1961-1980 0.98 -0.50 78
1981-2000 0.87 -2.58 78

Note: See Table 4.2.

Table 4.4. Augmented Dickey-Fuller tests for annual observations
Period Estimate (p) DF test statistic T

Full sample 0.70 -3.89 85
1913-1956 0.55 -3.40 41
1957-2000 0.94 -1.28 41

Note: See Table 4.2.

When estimating over the M l sample, regardless of the frequency, 
the null is rejected. In other words, the hypothesis of stationary in
flation rate is accepted. It is doubtful, however, if we can apply the 
limited DF distribution, as the assumption of constant parameters is 
most likely violated. In many of the sub samples the tests indicate 
that the inflation rate is not stationary. Particularly in the latter sub 
samples, i.e. the subsamples after 1960, and in particular with monthly 
observations the hypothesis of unit root is accepted. In fact, there is 
strong evidence that parameters are not constant over the sample. In 
other words, the critical values reported in Table 4.1 are not valid, and 
the interpretation of the test statistics for the full sample cannot be



made on this basis. This indicates different regimes of inflation rates 
in the period considered. A simple look at the estimates of p could in
dicate that a possible split point is around 1960. Further investigation 
of this point is beyond the scope of the present analysis and will not 
be carried out here.

The conclusion from this analysis seems to be, that when analyz
ing inflation rates with a limited data sample, it could very well be 
the case that the inflation rate is non-stationary. Furthermore, when 
considering a very long sample it is very likely that parameters are not 
constant and the test statistics cannot be compared with the standard 
distributions.
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3.1 . R obustness o f  th e  results. To examine the robustness of 
the results obtained above it is investigated if similar conclusions can be 
obtained applying different methods. First, we look into the description 
of the DGP. In the section above it was assumed that Xt could be 
described by an AR process. In the next section we examine if in fact 
also MA terms should be included to describe the process and if this 
will change the conclusion of non-constant parameters. Then we look 
further into the question of non-stationary inflation rates applying a 
KPSS test. The hypothesis is in this case turned around and the null is 
that the inflation rate is stationary as opposed to the ADF test, where 
the null hypothesis is non-stationarity.

3.1.1. Fitting an ARI MA model In this section we try to fit an 
ARIMA(p, d, q) to explain the variation in the US consumer price in
dex for the period 1913-2000. We consider monthly observations and 
to get a first impression of the properties of the time series, we take 
a look at the autocorrelations and the partial autocorrelations. These 
are given for n =  1,2, ...,24 in Figure 4.4 where the dotted lines in
dicate 95% confidence intervals.4 The autocorrelations decrease very 
slowly whereas the partial autocorrelations are insignificant for n > 2 
indicating that AR is present in the time series, and that there is at 
least one unit root.

4The Box-Jenkins procedure in RATS by ESTIMA was used for estimations in 
this section.

H
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Figure 4.4. Autocorrelations and partial autocorrelations

An ARIMA(pt 1, q) model is fitted starting with p =  q =  2 and 
testing down by means of likelihood ratio tests. To examine stability 
of the coefficients, ARIMA(p, 1, q) models are fitted for each decade 
in the sample. The results are given in Table 4.5 where the p-values 
are for the reduction of the model in the row given the alternative 
of an ARIMA(2 ,1 ,2 ) model. In two cases convergence could not be 
obtained. This may have to do with lack of invertibility of the MA 
terms of the model. In these cases the alternative model has q <  2.

The evidence from Table 4.5 seems to suggest that indeed the pa
rameters are not constant over the full sample. Furthermore, in one 
case (1941-1950) it is not clear if the DGP should be described by 
an ARIMA( 1 ,1 ,0) or an ARIMA(0 ,1 ,1 ). In four decades there does 
not seem to be MA components present in the process and in the last 
decade the process seems to be ARIM A(0,1,1).
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Table 4.5. Estimations of ARIMAjp, 1, q) models
const AR(1) AR( 2) MA( 1) p- v̂alue

Full sample 0.0027
(0.0009)

1.2023
(0.0574)

-0.2413
(0.0475)

-0.7970
(0.0445)

0.28

1921-1930 -0.0011
(0.0008)

0.2703
(0.0826)

- - 0.43

1931-1940 -0.0007
(0 .0 0 1 1 )

0.4825
(0.0799)

- - 0.16*

1941-1950 0.0049
(0 .0 0 1 2 )

0.4159
(0.0848)

- - 0.26

0.0048
(0 .0 0 1 0 )

- - 0.3837
(0.0859)

0.07

1951-1960 0.0012
(0.0003)

0.2231
(0.0844)

- - 0.20

1961-1970 0.0026
(0.0004)

0.3107
(0.0896)

0.3000
(0.0892)

- 0.06**

1971-1980 0.0072
(0.0013)

0.9227
(0.0454)

- -0.6101
(0.0979)

0.79

1981-1990 0.0035
(0.0005)

0.5158
(0.0775)

- - 0.80

1991-2000 0.0022
(0 .0 0 0 2 )

- - 0.2780
(0.0897)

0.08

Notes: Numbers in brackets are standard deviations. * The alternative
model is ARIMA(1,1,1). ** The alternative model is ARIMA(3,1,0).

3.1.2. Tes ting for stationarity. In this section it is discussed whether 
the conclusions in section 3 depend on the testing procedure applied, 
i.e. the ADF test. The same question is here analyzed when the hy
pothesis is the opposite. Here the null is that the inflation rate is sta
tionary. The test applied is developed by Kwiatkowski et al. (1992), 
commonly referred to as the KPSS test.

Assume that the time series xt can be decomposed into the sum of 
a deterministic trend, a random walk, and a stationary error:

(3.1) xt — i t  +  rt +  eu et ~  iidN(0, of).

The term rt serves the role of the random walk: rt =  rt_i +  ut, with r0 
fixed and ~  wd(0, crj). In general (3.1) is an 1(1) process unless a \ ~ 
0 in which case it is trend-stationary. Hence, the null of stationarity is 
formulated as the hypothesis a \ — 0.

Taking the difference of (3.1) yields:

Axt = £  + wt,
where wt = ut +  Aet is the error for Ax*. If ut and £t are independent 
of each other, wt can be expressed as an MA(1) process: Wt = vt +9vt-i 
and (3.1) is seen to be equivalent to the ABIMA model

X t =  £  + w ti



with {3 =  1. The difference between the DF test and the KPSS test is 
that the first tests the hypothesis /? =  1 with 0 =  0, whereas the KPSS 
test considers the hypothesis 0 =  — 1 with /? =  1.

Since it is unlikely that prices have a quadratic trend in levels, we 
consider the test where £ =  0, in which case the KPSS test coincides 
with the locally best invariant (LBI) test of Nyblom and Makelainen 
(1983). KPSS refer to the test statistic for the null in this model as 
7}t . The same tests as in section 3 are carried out. The values of the 
lag truncation parameter, which is used for estimation of the long- 
run variance, is allowed to vary from 0 to 8. The results for monthly 
observations are reported in Table 4.6, for quarterly observations in 
Table 4.7, and for annual data in Table 4.8. The 5% critical value is 
0.146 and the 10% critical value is 0.119. A ’*’ indicates acceptance of 
the null at the 5% level.
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Table 4.6. KPSS tests statistics. Monthly observations.

Period
Leg truncation parameter (L)

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

Full sample 0.883 0.568 0.439 0.364 0.312 0.275 0.248 0.226 0.209
1921-1930 0.420 0.333 0.298 0.281 0.263 0.244 0.229 0.216 0.206
1931-1940 0.548 0.381 0.311 0.272 0.248 0.233 0.224 0.213 0 .2 0 1

1941-1950 0.233 0.167 0.141* 0 .1 2 2 * 0.107* 0.098* 0.093* 0.089* 0.085*
1951-1960 0.223 0.182 0.160 0.149 0.144* 0.144* 0.144* 0.142* 0.137*
1961-1970 0.147 0.143* 0.140* 0.143* 0.146* 0.143* 0.140* 0.142* 0.142*
1971-1980 0.421 0.289 0 .2 2 1 0.183 0.159 0.143* 0.131* 0 .1 2 1* 0.113*
1981-1990 0.496 0.328 0.273 0.249 0.235 0.226 0.223 0.219 0.214
1991-2000 0.068* 0.059* 0.065* 0.073* 0.083* 0.087* 0.083* 0.077* 0.075*

Table 4.7. KPSS test statistics. Quarterly observations.

Period
Lag truncation parameter (L)

0 l 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

Full sample 0.481 0.285 0,213 0.174 0.150 0.133* 0 .1 2 1* 0 .1 1 2* 0.105*
1921-1940 0.252 0.174 0.139 0.117* 0 .1 0 2* 0.092* 0.087* 0.083* 0.080*
1941-1960 0 .1 1 0 * 0.073* 0.061* 0.055* 0.051* 0.049* C.048* 0.048* 0.050*
1961-1980 0.124* 0.076* 0.059* 0.049* 0.043* 0.040* 0.039* 0.039* 0.040*
1981-2000 0.135* 0.097* 0.089* 0.080* 0.073* 0.069* 0.068* 0.067* 0.066*
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Table 4.8. KPSS test statistics. Annual observations.
Lag truncation parameter (L)

Period 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

Full sample 0.189 0.116* 0.095* 0.086* 0.080* 0.076* 0.072* 0.069* 0.067*
1914-1956 0.263 0.166 0.140* 0.129* 0.125* 0 .121* 0.116* 0.113* 0 .1 1 1*
1957-2000 0 .668 0.366 0.271 0.224 0.194 0.173 0.157 0.146* 0.139*

The results from the present analysis differ at certain points from 
the analysis in section 3. When using monthly observations the full 
sample test rejects that the inflation rate is stationary, which differ 
from the outcome of the test using ADF. This is also the case when 
testing in the subsamples covering the first two and the seventh decades 
in line with the outcome of the ADF tests. Also the outcome of the 
test for the third decade is in line with the ADF outcome whereas in 
the fifth and last decade the hypotheses are accepted where the ADF 
indicates non-stationary inflation rates. In the rest of the subsamples 
the outcomes depend on the value of L.

When using quarterly data there is more evidence supporting the 
null, but for the full sample and the first subsample the outcomes 
depend on the value of L. The outcome here is more or less in line 
with the ADF test which, however, rejected stationary inflation rates 
in the period 1961-1980.

When using annual data the outcome of the KPSS test depends on 
the value of L in all periods. However, there is some evidence that 
the inflation rate might be stationary in the early period and non- 
stationary in the late in line with the ADF test.

The overall conclusions in section 3 are not altered by the present 
analysis. Also the KPSS test for the full sample is very doubtful since it 
seems that parameters are not constant. Furthermore, also the present 
analysis suggests that inflation rates may indeed be non-stationary 
when considering certain periods.

4. The VAR models for 1(1) and 1(2) variables
In this section a brief description is given of the 1(1) and the ƒ (2) 

models. The intention is by no means to give a fully detailed description 
of estimation and testing procedures but simply to present the error 
correction and moving average representations in order to introduce 
some notation, which will be useful for the scenario analyses in section 
5 and 6, and the empirical analysis in section 7. For a more detailed 
description - which also include estimation and testing in the 1(1) case 
- the reader is referred to the textbook by Johansen (1996)



4.1. The 1(1) model. It is assumed that the data generating pro
cess (DGP) can be described by a VAR model. Let us consider the most 
general case of an unrestricted VAR(A:) model. The error correction 
model (ECM) reads:

k-1
(4.1) AXt =  n x ,- i  +  +  4>A +  e„

i= l

where et ~  iid(0, f&). The data vector Xt is of dimension p and Dt 
are the deterministic terms of the model. The matrices II, T* (i =  
1,..., k — 1) and $  are of dimension p x p  and include parameters to be 
estimated.

In the unrestricted form of (4.1) Xt ~  1(0). The 7(1) and 7(2) 
models are nested in this one. If ranfc(II) =  rank(aj3') =  r <  p, 
cointegration exists and the number of cointegrating relations are r, or 
equivalently, there are p — r common 7(1) trends. The vectors in ¡3 are 
the cointegration vectors and a includes the adjustment coefficients. 
When cointegration is present, the process can be formulated in the 
moving average (MA) representation:

t
Xt =  +  $ A )  +  C(L){et +  m )  +  A,

i - l

where C =  P A a'jJ'ft±)~la>±i T =  I  — I \, C(L) is a convergent
power series and A depends on the initial conditions such that ¡3'A =  0.5 
The term a x J2i=i ei *s the only non-stationary part of the process and 
is referred to as the common stochastic 7(1) trends. The term /?x 
includes the loadings from the stochastic trends into the process.

Besides the reduced rank requirement mentioned above it is re
quired that ranfc(a,_Lr^ 1) =  p — r, i.e. the matrix has full rank. If this 
is not the case the process contains stochastic 1(2) trends.

4 .2 . The 1(2) model. The ECM for the 7(2) model is written as
k—2

A5X, = -  rAX,_i + + Et,
1=1

where again et ~  idd(0, H). The matrices II, T, ^  (i =  — 2)
and $  include the coefficients to be estimated and Dt contains the 
deterministic terms. The requirement for cointegration in this model is
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5The notation X indicates an orthogonal complement such that a xa  =  0 and
£ l£ = 0.
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rank(II) =  rank(aj3') =  r <  p and rank(af±Tp±) =  -ranker}') =  $\ < 
p — r. In this case the MA representation reads

x» = c2 EU  Hui*  + <u>i)+<h E  L te +M i)
+C 2 (£)(£* +  $7^) +  A +  Bi,

where C2 =  0±2 (a i 2 ̂ 1 2  )-1 a ±21 the terms 0,C1,C 2(B),A and B are 
described in Johansen (1996) Theorem 4.6. The (3 and (3± matrices 
are decomposed such that (3, f3±l and /?±2 mutual orthogonal and 
s p ( {3 ,/3 /?12) ~  R p- The same decomposition is made for a  and a± 
Furthermore, ¡3 is decomposed such that ¡3 ~  (/50,/^i). The common 
stochastic 7(2) trends are a'±2 S î= i  5Z*= 1 €* “ d a X2 are the coefficients 
whereas /?X2 =  ^12(a/±20/?_L2)_1 are the (normalized) loadings.

In this model we have r cointegration vectors, Si common 1(1) 
trends and s2 = p —r —s 1 common 7(2) trends. If r >  s2, r —s2 relations 
cointegrate from the 7(2) space to the 7(0) space such that (3'oXt 
7(0). Furthermore s2 directions multicointegrate to stationarity, i.e. 
(3[Xt ~  7(1) but 0 \X t + «'AXt ~  7(0). If, on the other hand, r < s2 
then there will be no directly cointegrating relations and r directions 
multicointegrate from 7(2) to 7(0). The cointegrating relations are 
summarized in Table 4.9.

Table 4.9. Cointegrating relations
Direction Dimension Associated stationary process

0'OX, ~  /(0)

& x t ~  7(1) 
Æli* .  ~  'U )
0'±,X t ~  7(2)

r — s2 
(if r > s2) 
min(s2,r) 

si 
S2

f ix ,  +  K'&Xt ~  7(0) 
tfnA X , ~  7(0) 
0±i&2Xt ~  7(0)

From Table 4.9 it appears that if 7(2) is present in a system of vari
ables and cointegration exist, then it will always be the case that at 
least one of the cointegrating relations is multicointegrating, whereas 
there might not be any direct cointegration relations. But, strictly 
speaking, this would rule out the case that in a system with two vari
ables they cointegrate to stationarity, which of course is very possible. 
In this case the estimate of k in the multicointegrating relation will 
be insignificantly different from zero. Hence, in the multicointegrating 
relations it might be the case that k =  0 and they will, in fact, be 
directly cointegrating.



5. Possible scenarios
In this section possible scenarios are described. Juselius (2002) 

chapter 12 also contains a scenario analysis for testing PPP in the coin- 
tegrated VAR. The value-added of the following analysis is a more ex
tensive treatment of the multicointegrating relations in case of ƒ (2) ness 
in order to explain Definition 4 and 6 in greater details. Furthermore, 
more possible scenarios are treated and emphasis is on transformation 
of the system from the 7(2) to the J(l) space.

First, the cases with stationary inflation rates in both countries are 
considered. In these cases the exchange rate can be at most 7(1) for the 
PPP to hold. Then, the cases where inflation rates are not necessarily 
stationary are discussed. As will appear, in these situations it might 
be required that the exchange rate is 7(2) for the PPP to hold. The 
notation used in this section is p1 and p2 for (the logarithm of) the price 
levels in countries 1 and 2 and e is (the logarithm of) the exchange rate. 
Hence, the data matrix considered is XÏ =  [p\i>2,e]t. The scenarios 
considered are summarized in Figure 4.5.
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Figure 4.5. Possible scenarios.
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5.1. Stationary inflation rates and exchange rate changes. 
The situation where price levels are stationary is ruled out, since this 
is unlikely to occur in reality. The exchange rate, on the other hand, 
will be allowed to be stationary, which could be the case if the two 
countries have the same currency, or if they have a fixed exchange rate 
policy. Note that for the cases described in this subsection, the relevant 
hypothesis to test is that of the PPP (Definition 5). Testing for same 
underlying inflation and the PPP with adjustment makes little sense 
as none of the variables are integrated of order 2.

For the PPP to hold it must be the case that there exists at least one 
cointegration relation or equivalently maximum two common stochastic 
trends. Thus, the general system considered can be written as

p1 " d 11 ¿12 r
P2 — ¿21 ¿22
e t _ ¿31 ¿32 _

5Zi=i +  stat,

where v*ft =  /*(£pi, ep2,ee), k =  1 ,2  for linear functions ƒ*, and stat 
refers to the stationary components of the process. Two cases are 
considered: Case 1  where the exchange rate is stationary and Case 2 
where the exchange rate is 7(1).

Case 1 : p1,^  ~  7(1) and  e ~  7(0). In this case no adjustment 
takes place through the exchange rate and it is therefore required that 
the prices move in a similar manner. As the exchange rate is stationary 
(¿3i =  ¿32 =  0), the system can only have one common trend for the 
PPP to hold (¿12 =  ¿22 =  0)- Hence for the PPP (Definition 5) to hold 
it is required that ¿n  =  ¿21.

Case 2: p^ p^e ~  7(1). If the prices do not move together the 
difference should be captured in the development of the exchange rate. 
Hence, the exchange rate has to be integrated of order one to capture 
different movements in two non-cointegrated 7(1) series. In the case of 
only one cointegrating relation it is required that ¿n  =  ¿21 +  ¿ 3 1  and 
¿12  — ¿22 +  ¿32 for the PPP to hold.

If, on the other hand, only one common trend is driving the system 
(¿12  =  ¿22 =  ¿32 — 0), we have two cointegrating vectors. An example 
of two cointegrating vectors that fulfill the requirement of the PPP are

— [1, —-|,0] and — [0, — 5 , —1]. More generally, it is required that 
(1, —1, —1) € sp(/?) or that ¿n  =  d2\ +  ¿31.6

6The latter folows from the fact that we can normalize the two cointegration
and $ 2  =  [0, — 1 ,-^ j-] . It then follows thatvectors such that 8[ =  [1 , 0, —

+  f e  ”  1 ** d n  = ¿ 2 1  +  ¿31-



5.2. N on -st at ionary  inflation rates a n d /or  exchange rate 
changes. When inflation rates are non-stationary, price levels are in
tegrated of order two, i.e. we need to take differences twice in order to 
reach stationary. If the impact from one common 7(2) trend is not 
the same on the prices, the exchange rate also needs to be 7(2) for the 
PPP to hold.

When the system includes a variable which is 7(2) the analysis 
becomes somewhat more complicated. In fact, if one variable is 7(2) 
at least two must be, and cointegration is needed between them for 
the PPP to hold. Two general situations need to be considered. One 
where only two variables are 7(2) and one where all three variables are. 
In the first one, there must be at most one common 7(2) trend and 
one independent 7(1) trend for the PPP to hold. In the latter also 
the situation with two 7(2) trends and no independent 7(1) trend is 
a possibility. Case 3 to 5 below describe the first situation and the 
general system reads:
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V  " Cl " t »
P2 = C2 ¿ ¿ « ¡  +
e ( - C3 . «=1 »=1

du
¿21
¿3i

¿12

¿2 2

¿32

[ E L , *
I s . . *

+  stat,

where ut =  ƒ 1 (epi , ep2 ,£«*)> vt =  / 2(epi , £p2 , £et) and ƒ1 and ƒ2 are linear 
functions. Note that when one considers a three dimensional system 
with 7(2)ness present it is only possible for the PPP with adjustment 
to hold since there will be (at least) one multicointegrating relation 
according to  section 4.2. However, if « =  0 we can apply Definition 
5. In the case where the system is designed for testing PPP between 
three or more countries, direct cointegration is possible. An example 
of this situation is described in section 6.

Four cases are considered: Case 3, where both inflation rates are 
non-stationary and the exchange rate is stationary; Case 4, in which 
we consider a situation similar to Case 3 but with the exchange rate 
being 7(1). The fifth case is in terms similar to Case 4. However, in 
Case 5 one o f the price series is assumed to be 7(2) whereas the other 
is 7(1). In this case it is needed for the exchange rate to be 7(2) for 
the PPP to be fulfilled. The last case considered is where all three 
variables are 7(2). Case 3 could be relevant for two countries with 
fixed exchange rates. The last three cases are more standard in the 
sense that exchange rate adjustment is needed to capture (stochastic) 
difference in the price developments.

Case 3: p^p2 ~  7(2) and e ~  7(0). As the exchange rate is 
stationary it is neither affected by the 7(2) nor the 7(1) trend. Hence,
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C3 =  ¿3 1 =  (¿32 =  0. Or in other words, there is a cointegration vector 
consisting only of the exchange rate: (0,0,1) €  sp((3) or with the 
notation in Table 4.9, $Q =  (0,0,1). For the PPP with adjustment 
to hold it is therefore required that the system has two cointegrating 
vectors, (r, Sx, S2) =  (2,0,1). Thus, neither of the prices can be affected 
by the independent 7(1) trend: ¿12  =  ¿22 =  0. Note that in this 
situation it trivially follows that Ae* ~  1(0). The underlying inflation 
is the same in the countries if pi — Pt rw 7(1). Hence, Definition 4B 
holds if ci =  C2. To make the analysis more illustrative, we impose the 
restriction of the unit root associated with the 7(2 ) trend. The system 
is then mapped into the 7(1) space:

(5.1)

It appears at once that the PPP with adjustment holds if ¿u — 
di2 — kc\ =  0 or k =  (dn — di2)/c i. If k — 0 the PPP holds.

C ase 4: p*,p2 ~  /(2) and e ~  7(1). In this case we have c3 =  
0. We have to consider two situations, namely those of one and two 
cointegration relations (r =  1 and r =  2). First, the case of r =  1  and 
hence (si, S2) =  (1,1). As in the former case, Definition 4B holds if 
Ci =  C2- Imposing the 7(2)-unit root, the 7(1) system becomes:

’ p1 - p 2 " ¿11  — ¿21 ¿12  — ¿22
e — ¿31 ¿32

Ap1 t cl 0
E i= i “*

[ E L *  J
+  stat.

For ff =  (1, 1 ,k), it must hold that k =  (dn — d2i —¿3i) /c i  and 
¿12  — ¿22 =  d32 in which case Definition 6 holds. Furthermore, if k =  0 
Definition 5 holds.

Now, let us consider the case (r ,si,S 2) =  (2,0,1). Note that in 
this situation we will have one directly cointegrating relation and one 
multicointegrating. Also note, that the exchange rate share the 7(1) 
trend, which is associated to the 7(2) trend. Le. we have ¿n =  ¿22 =  
¿32 =  0. Hence, the transformed system (when imposing a unit root 
on the prices) looks like the one in (5.1 ) except for the zero on the 
right hand side of the equality which is ¿31. Formulated another way, 
we have p\ -  pj =  (¿n -  ¿21) m +  stat, et =  ¿3i u* +  stat, 
and ApJ =  ci Y l l = i +  stat. Following the same line of arguments 
as in case 2 , it follows that the PPP holds if (1,1,0) € sp(0), i.e. 
¿31 =  ¿2 1 — ¿li- The PPP with adjustment holds for (1,1, n) €  sp(/3), 
i.e. for k ~  (¿21 — dn — ¿3i ) /c i .  In this case we have that ¿3j ^  ¿2 1 — ¿n 
and Ci ^  0 such that k ^  0.

p l - p 2 ¿11 — ¿21 t j
e — 0 Ui +  stat. j

Ap1 t Ci t=! j

ii
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C ase 5: p \ e  ~  7(2) and p2 ~  1(1). This case is in turn very 
fiiirnW to Case 4 and is just included for the sake of completeness. The 
desired transformation can be made only if the impact from the 1 (2 ) 
trend is the same on p1 and e but with opposite sign, i.e. C\ ~  — C3 . 7  If 
this is the case the system can be mapped into the 1 (1) space:

p1 +  e
?

Ap1 t L

Ó11 +  ¿ 3 1  

¿21 
Cl

¿ 1 2  +  ¿32 
¿22 
0 . £ i = l v*

+  stat.

Applying an analysis similar to the one above it follows that in 
the case ( r ,s i ,s 2) =  (1 ,1 ,1) the PPP with adjustment holds for k — 
(¿11+ ¿ 31—¿2i) /c i and ¿22 =  ¿12+ ¿ 32, and the PPP holds if furthermore 
k  =  0.

For (r, s i, S2) =  (2 ,0 ,1 ) Definition 6 applies if (1, - 1 ,« )  €  sp({3) or 
expressed another way, if k — (¿2i — ¿n — ¿3i)/cj. The PPP holds if 
¿2 1 =  ¿1 1  +  ¿ 3 1  hi which case k =  0 .

Case 6 : pl ,p2,e  ~  7(2). When all three variables are integrated 
of order 2 , it is possible that the PPP holds even though the system 
is driven by two common ƒ (2) trends. Let us first, however, consider 
the more simple case of only one 1 (2 ) trend. For Ci =  c2 +  C3 we 
have a situation were the exchange rate adjusted underlying inflation 
is the same in the countries (Definition 4A), i.e. p1 — p2 — e ~  7(1 ) or 
Ap1 — Ap2 — Ae ~  /  (0). One unit root is imposed and the transformed 
system could look like the following:

p1 — p2 — e ¿11 — ¿ 2 1  — ¿31 ¿12 — ¿22 “  ¿32 r
Ap1 = Cl 0

_ C2P 1 -  CiP2 _ t ^ ¿ 1 1  — Cid^l ^ ¿ 1 2  — Ci ¿22
+ siat.

The last variable is put in the system in order not to loose any 
information there might be in the independent 1(1) trend. The sit
uation illustrated in the formula above is with (r, s i ,s 2) =  (1,1,1) 
in the original system and (r, s) =  (1,2) in the transformed system. 
The requirement for the PPP with adjustment to hold is that the 
sp(/3) =  sp( 1, k, 0) which implies that c2dn =  ^ ¿ 2i, c2di2 =  cjd22, 
¿12  =  ¿22 +  ¿32, and k =  (¿21 +  d3i -  du)/ci. The PPP implies further 
that k =  0.

If there is no independent 7(1) trend present, i.e. with r =  2 coin
tegrating vectors (¿i2 — ¿22 +  ¿ 3 2  and c2di2 =  ^ ¿ 22) two situations can

7If we instead had considered the situation p*,e ~  7(2) and p1 ~  7(1), the 
impact from the 7(2) trend should be the same, i.e. c2 = 03.
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arise: one where c2pl — Cip2 is significant and one where it is insignif
icant. In the first case, one of the cointegrating vectors includes this 
variable and the interpretation might be difficult. For Definition 6 to 
apply it is then required that (1, k, 0) is the other vector. If, on the 
other hand, C2P1 — C1P2 is insignificant the PPP with adjustment holds 
if (1 , k, 0) e  sp(0) and - as usual - the PPP holds if k =  0.

Now let us turn to the situation with two common 1(2) trends and 
no independent 7(1) trend in the system, which then reads:

i p 1 ! C11 Cl2

p 2 = c 2 i C22
e

t C31 C32 _

¿11 ¿12

+ ¿21 ¿22

¿31 ¿32

E L ,S .,« u
£*=1 X3i=l U2i

£ji=l ul*
u2i

+  stat.

In this case there can be only one cointegration vector. Hence, if 
the PPP (possibly with adjustment) holds it must be the case that the 
combination p1 — p2 — e eliminates both 7(2) trends, i.e. Cn =  C21 +  C31 
and Cj2 =  C22 +  C32. In this case Definition 4A applies. Imposing the 
two unit roots from the 7(2) trends the transformed system could look 
like the following

p1 -  p2 -  e
Ap1 =
Ap2 t

+

d u  — ¿21 — ¿31
cu
C21

¿12  — ¿2 2  ~  ¿32

Cl2
C22

52i=i uu
. S i = l U2i .

Note that to keep as much information as possible in the trans
formed system two differences are included. For example, it might be 
the case that C12 =  0 in which case Ap1 would only contain infor
mation of the first 7(2) trend. Now the PPP with adjustment holds if 
K1C1 1 +K2C&1 =  ¿31 + ¿ 2 1  “ ¿11  and K1 C12+K2C22 =  ¿32+ ¿ 22“ ¿12  possibly 
with either «1 or n2 equal to zero.8 The PPP holds if K\ = k2 =  0.

6. Testing multiple PPP: An example with three countries
A test of multiple PPP when inflation rates are non-stationary can 

provide evidence of how prices adjust between three countries. For 
example, it could be the case, that two of the countries have the same 
level of prices, whereas the third country is still adjusting towards the

8Solving these two equations with respect to «1 and «2 gives k\ — (022(̂ 31 +  
¿ 2 1  ~ ¿ l l )  — C2i(d32 + ¿ 2 2  — ¿ 2l))/(CllC22 “  C12C2 1 ) and « 2  =  (Cl 1 ( ¿ 3 2  + ¿ 2 2  — ¿ 12) —
^ ( ¿ 3 1  +  ¿21 -  ¿ll))/(CllC22 -  C12C21).
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common level. In this case one might expect the PPP (Definition 5) to 
hold between country 1 and 2 and the PPP with adjustment (Definition 
6) between these and area 3.

Testing the multiple PPP between areas where the currency is the 
same or fixed is quite simple compared to the case where the countries 
in question have different currencies. When the countries have different 
currencies, the system easily becomes very big. Here a simple three 
country model is considered. The data vector consists of five variables: 
X't =  [p1,p2,p3, e12, e13]e, where p\ (i =  1 ,2,3) is (the logarithm of) 
the price level in country i and elj (j =  1,2) is (the logarithm of) the 
exchange rate between country 1 and j.  For simplicity, we consider 
a situation where price levels are 7(2) but exchange rates are 7(1). 
Furthermore, we assume that the prices share the same 7(2) trend and 
there are two independent 7(1) trends in the system:

p1 Cl

p2 C2

pz = C3
e12 0

_ e13_ t 0

¿ii
¿21
¿31

¿41
¿51

, . i  £ ? = 1

¿12 ¿13
¿22 ¿23
¿32 ¿33
¿42 ¿34
¿52 ¿35

2 i= i  vn
T h * * .

+  stat,

where ut =  f t  (epi , ep2 , e^ , eei*, e*« ), and vkt =  f t  (epi , , ep*, Etu , eci3 ),
k — 2,3, with ƒ 1 and f k being linear functions. We have a situation 
with two cointegration relations, one directly cointegrating and one 
multicointegrating. In this model country 1 is taken as the numeraire 
country without loss of generality.

If the impact from the 7(2) trend is the same on all prices (ci =  
c2 — c3) then the underlying inflation is the same in all of the countries 
(Definition 4B). Imposing this unit root, the system can be mapped 
into the 7(1) space:

p  - v 2 ¿11 ¿21 ¿12  ”  ¿22 ¿13 ~  ¿23
P 1 “ P 3 

A p l
¿11 ~  ¿31 

Cl
¿12  “  ¿32 ¿13 ~  ¿33 

0  0
E U » .  1

e lN 
eo 

"<D '"(U

______1 t

¿41

¿51
¿42 ¿43
¿52 ¿53

L e l . « * J

+ stat.
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The PPP (Definition 5) holds between 1 and 2 if d41 =  ¿n — ¿ 21, 
¿42 — ¿12  — ¿22 and ¿43 =  ¿13  — ¿ 23. The PPP with adjustment holds 
between 1 and 3 if k =  ( ¿ n  — ¿31 -  ¿5i) /c i, ¿52 — ¿12 -  ¿32, and 
¿53 =  ¿13  — ¿33 for k / 0. Hence, this illustrates an example of two 
countries maintaining the same relative price level and a third country 
in which prices adjust toward the common level.

7. Empirical example: The UK and the US
Other research studying the PPP relation between the UK and the 

US include Edison (1987), Kim (1990), and Crowder (1996a, 1996b). 
Applying annual data for the period 1890-1978, Edison (1987) sets 
up a theoretical monetary model and tests hypotheses with univariate 
autoregressive (AR) models. She does not find evidence in favor of the 
PPP but the results do indicate that forces in the economy drive the 
exchange rate towards the PPP equilibrium. She also split the sample 
in two subsamples, one covering the period of the gold standard and 
one covering the Bretton Woods period. Estimations in these periods 
reinforce her results.

Kim (1990) supplies an extensive study of PPP between the US 
and five industrial countries, including the UK. Using data for whole
sale prices (WPI) as well as CPI covering the period from 1900-1987 
(1914-1987 for the case of the CPI) he reports evidence that both ex
change rates and prices are integrated of order one (he does not test for 
7(2)ness). In the case of the UK he finds, by means of cointegrating re
gressions, that the exchange rate expressed in dollars cointegrates with 
both WPI and CPI whereas the pound rate only cointegrates with the 
WPI. With univariate test procedures he furthermore finds that the 
real exchange rate follows a random walk when CPI is used but not 
when it is the WPI.

In a study with annual WPI data (1900-1991) and CPI data (1869- 
1991) Crowder (1996a) analyzes the PPP relations between Canada, 
the UK and the US. He finds evidence of cointegration - using the 
Johansen method - in the three dimensional system which includes the 
WPI from the UK and the US but not in the system which includes 
the CPI.

The PPP between 15 OECD countries including the UK and the 
US is the subject of another paper by Crowder (1996b). He applies 
monthly data from January 1973 to February 1992 using the CPI as 
price variables. For the cases of the US and the UK he reports evi
dence, by means of Augmented Dickey-Fuller (ADF) tests, that prices 
in both countries contain two unit roots. Applying Johansen’s test for 
cointegration he finds no support for cointegration (from 1(2) to 1 (1))

i1
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among the two price series. But estimating a relative price level in any 
case, he does find some evidence of cointegration between this and the 
nominal exchange rate.

The present analysis is more in line with the one by Crowder (1996b) 
as it is allowed for the variables to be integrated of order two. Also 
because monthly data is applied for a period starting in 1972.

7.1. D a ta  and te s t  for m isspecification . Data is extracted 
from IMF’s CD-rom containing International Financial Statistics (IFS). 
The British and American consumer prices (puk and pus) have the se
ries number 64 and the exchange rate (exc), which is the average rate 
of GBP expresses in USD, is series ah. According to the written ver
sion of the IFS, the American CPI series coincide with the one used in 
Section 3. Observations are monthly and cover the post-bretton wood, 
January 1972 to December 2001. Hence, a priori there are T =  360 
observations. The CPI data is not adjusted for seasonality and loga
rithms is taken of the data prior to the analysis. Illustrations of data 
in levels and differences are given in Figure 4.6 from which it seems 
hard to determine whether the inflation rates are stationary. Also it is
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not clear if the exchange rate is 1(1). Thus the analysis starts from the 
assumption that the data might be integrated of order 2.

As is well-known, the critical values of the test statistic for the 
number of cointegrating vectors and common /(1 ) trends depend on 
the deterministic terms. The analysis here starts with the most gen
eral model which does not allow for quadratic trends in levels. The 
restrictions imposed on the model are given in Rahbek et. al (1999). 
Tests for exclusion of the linear drift were clearly accepted regardless 
of the number of cointegrating vectors.9 Also the test of the model 
with a constant restricted to the 0  space against the alternative of an 
unrestricted constant was strongly accepted. Complete exclusion of 
the constant was rejected. Hence, the model considered for the further 
analysis contains a constant restricted to the 0 space. Furthermore, 
11 centered seasonal dummies are included as well as four unrestricted 
impulse dummies ¿738 (1 in August 1973; -1 in September 1973; and 
0 otherwise); <¿754; ¿798; and ¿921010 were included. Hence, the coin
tegrated 1 (2 ) model considered - with k =  2 lags - is in the ECM:

A 2Xt = q(/3', p[) (  * ‘- 1 J  -  TA X.-i +  $ 0S, +  9idt +  e„

where X[ =  \puk,pus,exc]t is the data matrix, px is an r x 1 vector 
of coefficients, St are the seasonal dummies, dt includes the impulse 
dummies, and et ~  ¿«¿(0,fl). Misspecification test of the models in
dicated no autocorrelation in the residuals. The Lagrange Multiplier 
test for non-autocorrelation of order one and four were accepted the 
p — values 0.09 and 0.32. Tests for Gaussian distributed errors were 
rejected mainly due to excess kurtosis in the price series, and also tests 
for ARCH could not be rejected. However, since normality and ARCH 
are not crucial for the results obtained below, the model is considered 
well-specified for the purpose here.

7.2. Statistical analysis. To get a first insight into how many 
unit roots there might be in the process, we take a look at the roots of 
the companion form matrix. These are given in Table 4.10 for different 
restriction on r =  rank(U).

9Testing and estimation was done in CATS in RATS, see Hansen and Juselius 
(1995). The ƒ (2) testing and estimation was done with routine made by Clara 
J0rgensen which is available from Estima’s homepage at www.estima.com.

10The three last mentioned dummies are constructed with the same pattern as 
¿738.

http://www.estima.com
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Table 4.10. Roots of the companion form matrix
Unrestricted r =  2 r =  1

0.99 1 1
0.99 0.99 1
0.96 0.97 0.99
0.60 0.60 0.60
0.39 0.38 0.35
0.31 0.32 0.35

It seems that three unit roots are present in the process. When 
imposing the restriction r =  1 the third root moves up a bit closer 
to one. Three unit roots could be a case with three independent 7(1) 
trends (and hence no cointegration) or one common 7(2) trend and one 
7(1) trend. The joint rank tests for the number of r and $\ are given 
in Table 4.11.

Table 4.11. Rank tests for the joint hypotheses Q(r, $i)
r Q (r,si) Q(r)
0 378.59 229.84 96.24 84.64

(70.87) (54.53) (42.91) (34.80)
1 166.36 21.81 18.11

(36.12) (26.00) (19.99)
2 67.88 6.22

(12.93) (9.13)
S2 3 2 1 0

Note: Numbers in brackets are 95% quantiles from Paruolo (1996) 
Table A1 and Johansen (1996) Table 15.2.

In accordance with the number of unit roots in the process the evi
dence from Table 4.11 suggests one 7(2) and one 7(1) trend, (r, $i, $2) —
(1,1,1). Given this choice the loadings from the 7(2) process are es
timated. Normalizing the vector on the first coefficient, the estimate 
is

¡§X2 =  [ 0.65 ] .
\  0.07 j

The coefficient for the exchange rate is very small and there seems 
to be no 7(2)ness in this variable. On the other hand, both prices 
seem to be affected by the 7(2) trend. Whether the impact is the 
same is more questionable. To test this, we assume for a minute that 
the impact is the same and consider the transformed system X[ =
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[pufc —puat exc, Apufc]t and perform rank tests on this.11 These are given 
in Table 4.12.

Table 4.12. Rank tests for the joint hyphotheses Q(r,si)
r Q (r,si) Q(r)
0 1027.72 327.76 190.04 114.55

(70.87) (54.53) (42.91) (34.80)
1 246.54 110.90 43.51

(36.12) (26.00) (19.99)
2 138.65 7.70

(12.93) (9.13)
52 3 2 1 0
Note: See Table 4.11.

Indeed it seems like the 7 (2)ness has been removed from the system. 
However, in the transformed system the rank tests indicates r =  2 
cointegrating relations and not one, suggesting that the transformation 
could have removed two unit roots. The roots of the companion form 
matrix in new system are given in Table 4.13.

Table 4.13. Roots of the companion form matrix
Unrestricted r =  2 r =  1

0.99 1 1
0.95 0.99 1
0.67 0.67 0.73
0.47 0.45 0.53
0.20 0.17 0.28
0.01 0.03 0.13

In the transformed system two unit roots seems to be present and 
also it seems that the 7(2)ness has been removed. Thus, despite the 
rank tests it seems more likely that the transformed system includes 
r =  1 cointegrating vector and therefore that it is a fair approximation 
of the original 7(2) system. In other words, evidence from this part of 
the analysis is that the UK and the US have had the same underlying 
inflation (Definition 4B) in the period considered. Furthermore, the 
scenario which might describe this situation is described as case 4 in 
section 5.2 (case 3 if the exchange rate unexpectedly turns out to be 
stationary). The estimated (3 vector is

11 Tests indicate no evidence of autocorrelation in the transformed system. The 
tests for non-autocorrelation of order one and four were accepted with p — values 
0.17 and 0.39.



puk — p * 3 exc const.
/ ? = (  1 —8.6 884.0 1.5 )

The next step of the analysis is to determine if the PPP (maybe 
with adjustment) holds between the countries. Relevant hypotheses 
and test statistics are given in Table 4.14. The hypotheses H\ and H7 

concern stationarity of the exchange rate and the inflation rate. The 
latter is a kind of sensitivity test to see if it was a mistake to consider 
the inflation rate to be 7(1). The two next hypotheses Hz and Ha 
concern Definition 5 and 6.
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Table 4.14. Tests on the cointegrating vector
exc A  puk c p-val.

Hi: sp{ 0 1 0 * )=sp(ß) X *(2) =  42.52 [0.00]
H2 : sp( 0 0 1 * )=sp(ß) X2(2) =  15.56 [0.00]
Hz: sp( 1 - 1 0 * )=sp(ß) X*(2) =  36.17 [0.00]
H a: sp( 1 - 1 * * )=sp(ß) XJ(1) =  3.10 [0.08]

The hypotheses Hi — Hz are rejected implying that indeed it was 
the appropriate choice to treat the system as being integrated of order
2. Furthermore, there is no evidence that the PPP holds between the 
UK and the US. The hypothesis Ha is accepted suggesting that the 
PPP with adjustment (Definition 4) holds between the two countries. 
Tests of hypotheses regarding weak exogeneity (zero rows in the a  
vector) suggested that the price differential and the inflation rate might 
be weakly exogenous. The hypotheses that both variables are weakly 
exogenous, however, was strongly rejected. The joint hypothesis of 
H4 and puk — pus weakly exogenous were accepted with p — value =
0.10, implying that short-run adjustment to the stationary relations 
is through the variables exc and Apuk. The identified cointegrating 
vector (with standard errors in brackets) implies the relation

puk =  +  exc -  154.92Apuk -  0.034
(14.84) (0.079)

The evidence from the empirical analysis suggests that the under
lying inflation have been the same in the UK and the US and thus 
disagreeing with the result of Crowder (1996b). The reason for the 
difference can probably be attributed to the tools applied but maybe 
also to the longer span of data used in the present analysis. The re
jection of the hypotheses of the PPP is in line with most other studies 
on these two countries. Finally, it does seem that the price levels have 
been adjusting.
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7.3. Param eter stability. As discussed in section 3, empirical 
work including price variables might be affected by parameter insta
bility when a longer period of time is considered. Tests for constant 
parameters in the cointegrated VAR have been suggested by Hansen 
and Johansen (1999). Here, two test are made: one that tests whether 
the estimated /? vector has been constant and one that tests whether 
the non-zero eigenvalue is constant. The tests are based on recursive 
estimates and the first third of the period is used for the initial esti
mate. Hence, the recursive estimations start in January 1982 and one 
observation is added each time.

The test for constant ft vector consist of testing whether the full- 
sample estimate 0 T are contained in the all the sub-sample estimates 
0t. The test statistic is x* distributed with (p—r)r degrees of freedom. 
The test statistic are calculated both with and without re-estimating 
the short-run parameters. The results are given in Figure 4.7, where 
the test statistics are scaled by the 5% critical value and BZ  is the 
test statistic with re-estimation of the short-run parameters and BR 
is without. In none of the case does the test statistic exceed the 5%



critical value indicating the indeed the estimate of 0  is constant in the 
period.

The recursively estimated non-zero eigenvalue with 95% confidence 
bands is given in Figure 4.8. At no point does the point estimates of the 
eigenvalue exceed values higher than the m in im um  of the upper band 
or values lower than the m axim um  of the lower band. Hence, given the 
evidence from Figure 4.7 and 4.8, there is no reason to believe that the 
parameters should not be constant in the sample analyzed.
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8. Summary and conclusion
When inflation rates are non-stationary, testing of PPP relations in 

the cointegrated VAR model becomes more complicated. On the other 
hand, admitting that inflation rates are not necessary stationary gives 
the possibility to take advantage of the VAR model for J(2) variables, 
which in turns can reveal more information about the price processes.

The PPP has been tested in many applications within the last cou
ple of decades and, in general, the results have been quite negative. 
This might have to do with the fact, that prices are adjusting toward a
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sustainable level, in which case the statistical properties of the series are 
not necessarily in accordance with the traditional PPP requirements. 
When variables are ƒ(2) the multicointegrating relations can capture 
this phenomena and in the present chapter (and the previous one) this 
is defined as the PPP with adjustment. An economic interpretation is 
given with an optimization problem for policy makers aiming at market 
integration.

That inflation rates indeed might not be stationary was demon
strated in an analysis applying US data for a period of 88 years. Tests 
were conducted in a univariate framework with monthly, quarterly and 
annual observations. Strong evidence was found that parameters were 
not stable over the sample suggesting different regimes of inflation. 
Furthermore, for several of the subsamples, where parameters could 
be constant, it could not be rejected that the inflation rate was non- 
stationary.

A scenario analysis was made in order to explore different situation 
which can arise when testing the PPP in the cointegrating VAR model. 
The cases with stationary inflation rates was shown to be quite simple 
to handle compared to the situations where price levels were integrated 
of order 2. In these cases it was demonstrated how appropriate trans
formations could be made in order to perform estimation and testing 
in the ƒ (1) model. Focus was on exploration of the multicointegrating 
relations and interpretation with respect to underlying inflation rates 
and the PPP. Also an example of a scenario with three countries was 
provided in order to demonstrate how it could be the case, that two 
countries are at a sustainable PPP level whereas the third one is still 
adjusting.

In an empirical application evidence was found that the underlying 
inflation in the UK and the US was the same. Tests revealed, however, 
that the PPP did not hold but that prices have been adjusting to each 
other. Future research might focus on PPP tests allowing prices to be 
potentially described by ƒ (2) processes.
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CHAPTER 5

7(2)-to7(l) transformation and deterministic terms

A bstract: This chapter is concerned with an explicit formulation 
for the deterministic terms in the 7(1) and 7(2) models. Explicit links 
are found between the models we find by transformation from 7(2) 
to 7(1). It is shown that the deterministics change when making the 
transformation. Furthermore, it is argued that testing for determinis
tics should be done in the original system and a procedure for simulta
neously testing for presence of deterministic terms and the number of 
cointegrating relations is proposed.

1. Introduction
The present chapter discusses the role of the deterministic terms 

when transforming a cointegrated 7(2) vector autoregressive (VAR) 
model into the 7(1) space. Hence, this study is related to the literature 
discussing deterministic terms of the VAR models and transformations 
which decrease the order of integration from two to one.

The role of the deterministic terms in cointegrated VAR models has 
been discussed by other authors. Johansen (1994) discusses different 
restrictions for the deterministic terms in the 7(1) and 7(2) models. In 
the same paper, and in Johansen and Juselius (1990), it is discussed 
how to test for the presence of deterministic terms. Paruolo (1996) 
discusses how to find the number of 7(2), 7(1) and 7(0) trends under 
different assumptions of the constant term, and Rahbek et al. (1999) 
discuss the case of trend stationarity. Rahbek (1997) finds explicit 
expressions for the deterministic terms in the 7(1) and 7(2) models.

Transformations of cointegrated 7(2) systems into the 7(1) space 
have been applied by many authors. This has turned out to be useful, 
for example, when examining systems of variables including nominal 
variables such as prices, money, and GDP. For examples of studies 
making such transformations, see Juselius (1995) and Kongsted (1998).

Kongsted (2002) describes a general procedure of making ”nominal- 
to-real” transformations and how to test it. The wording ’’nominal- 
to-real” refers to the fact, that the systems examined often include 
nominal variables which are 7(2) - for example money and prices -
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and a transformation which might eliminate the 7(2) trend could be 
made in order to consider an 7(1) system including real money and 
inflation rate. In the present chapter the terminology ”1(2) to 7(1)” 
transformations will be used, since in earlier studies, see chapter 3 and 
4, it has proven useful to consider a transformation of two series of 
prices where the price differential is 1(1). Kongsted deals with the 
stochastic part of the VAR models when making transformation. This 
chapter differs from his paper by focusing on the coefficients for the 
deterministic terms.

In the next section the deterministic terms of the 1(1) model is 
discussed, and Section 3 deals with the deterministic terms in the 1(2) 
model. The coefficients for the linear drift and the constant are derived 
in all directions. These are summarized in tables, which are useful when 
discussing transformation of an 1(2) system into the 7(1) space. This 
is done in Section 4 where the relationship between the cointegrating 
vectors in the 1(2) and 7(1) cases are derived and simple examples are 
given. The role of the deterministic terms in the transformation is also 
discussed in this section. It turns out that there is a clear relation 
between the models for the deterministic terms in the 7(1) and the 
1(2) cases, which leads to a proposal for a strategy of testing outlined 
in Section 5. Section 6 concludes the analysis.

In general the following notation used: otx denotes an orthogonal 
complement such that a'a± — 0, and a  — a (a 'a )-1 such that a'a =  7r.

2. The deterministic term s in th e  1(1) model
We consider the cointegrated VAR(2) model in error correction form 

(ECM):1
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A X t — a 0 fX t_i + TiAXt-i + + £t,

with the data vector Xt of dimension p, and where aff  and Ti includes 
parameters to be estimated. The matrices a  and ¡5 have full rank r, 
and Tj i s a p x p  matrix. It is assumed that rank(a!xrfl^) =  p ~~ r, 
where T — Ip — Ti, such that Xt is not 7(2). The process has errors et 
which are iid with mean zero and constant variance-covariance matrix 
fi, and the deterministic terms (a constant and a trend) are collected 
in Mi: fh ~  Mo+ Mi** The parameters /x0 and are decomposed in the 
a  and a i  directions:

(2.1) ^  = a p i +  a x 7 i^  =  0>l>

1For simplicity we consider models with only k — 2 lags.



where p{ are r-vectors and 7 * are s-vectors. It follows that p{ =  a'Pi and 
7 i =  Three model for the deterministic terms are considered:2

(2.2) H*(r) +

(2.3) Hi(r) :pt = p0i

(2.4) H fc )  : pt =  ap0.
Hence, the following restriction are imposed on the deterministic 

terms: H*(r) : a,±p l =  0; Hi(r) : =  0; and Hi(r) : pj =  0 and
af±po =  0. The model (2.2) includes a trend restricted to the coin
tegrating space, (2.3) includes a unrestricted constant, and (2.4) con
tains a restricted constant. With these restrictions on the deterministic 
terms, the ECM representations can be reformulated to respectively

JT(r) : A X t = a t f ,  Pl) f X ,~l ) + W . ,  +Mo + *.> 

iii(r )  : AXt — ûftX t-i +  TiAXt-i +  p$ +

Hi(r) : A X t = a(0’, Po) ( X ‘- ' ) + r1AX,.1 +e„

We see that the model Hi(r) coincides with H*(r) for p1 =  0. 
The moving average (MA) representation for the most general model, 
ii*(r), is given by

t
(2.5) 17* (r) : Xt — C ̂   ̂s* + C(L)£t + tq H- Tit + A,

i - i
where C =  P±[<*,jJ'/3±)~1a,± and A depends on the initial conditions 
and satisfies ¡3'A =  0. In this model, r directions are stationary, ffX t ~  
7(0), and s =  p —r directions are integrated of order one, 0 1 * . ~  1(1). 
Rahbek (1997) shows that the vectors tq and Ti are given by3
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(2.6) r0 ~(3ci (rC -  Ip)p0 +  @"dp]

(2.7) T1 = (c r - ip )P p l +  CpQ,

where t? =  ctTCYfi — Ir — cxTp. As demonstrated in Appendix A, 
To and Tit refer to that part of the deterministic terms that does not 
depend on the initial conditions. It should be noted that p*±A ^  0.

2The models are given the same names as in Johansen (1996).
3See also Appendix A.



First we consider the model H*(r). Inserting p0 given in (2.1), we 
find that the coefficients for the deterministic terms are given by

r 0 =  {tâVCotxlo -  PPo +  PtiPi *
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ri =  (CT -  Ip)Ppx +  Cq i70.

The combinations 0 X t are trend-stationary, with the coefficients 
for linear trend and constant given by

P'tx =  - p x,

P '.T q =  ô /r C a ± 7 0 -  Po +  tfpi*

In the 1(1) directions, 0xX u there are no constants, 0 ±ro ~  0, and the 
coefficients for the linear trends are given by

0 x r i =  0 x c (Q J.7o  +  fpPÙ -

We now turn to the model H i(r), i.e. we impose the additional 
restriction px — 0. The coefficients in the MA representation (2.5) are 
then given by

T0 =  /? a  r C a j _ 7 0 -  /?p0

Ti = Co:j.70.

The stationary combinations are 7(0) around constants given by 

/?V0 =  aTCarj.7o“ Po,

and the 7(1) directions have no constant, P^To =  0, but deterministic 
trends with the coefficients

#i_Ti = 0±Ca±nro.

In the last model, H ;(r), where the restrictions on the deterministic 
terms imply p x =  0 and 7 0 =  0, there is no trend in any directions, 
T\ =  0. The stationary directions contain constants given by

P r o  =  - P o ,

whereas there are no constant in the 7(1) directions, 0 ±Tq =  0.
The coefficients for the deterministic terms in the 7(1) model are 

summarized in Table 5.1.
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Table 5.1. Deterministic terms in the 1(1) model
Model Direction Coeff. linear trend Constant
H’(r) $  Xt ~I(Q) -Pi otVCa±‘j 0 -  p0 +  tfpi
(2.2) PLXt ~ n  1 ) f t c ( a i 7 o +r/3pi) 0

Hi(r) p x t ~ / ( 0 ) 0 ôT C a j/ïo  -  p0t
(2.3) P '± C a ^0 0

H!(r) p x t ~ J (0 ) 0 ~~PQ
(2.4) 0 '±Xt - ƒ ( ! ) 0 0

3. The deterministic terms in the 1(2) model
In this section three models are considered: H*(r, Si) which allows 

for a linear trend in the stationary and difference-stationary directions; 
Hi(r,Si) which only allows for trend in the difference-stationary di
rections; and Si) which allows for a constant in the stationary 
relations only and thus no linear trends.

In the 1(2) case the ECM is formulated in accelerations, differences 
and levels. For the cointegrated VAR(2) it is

(3.1) ùP'Xt =  cxfi'Xt-1 — TAXi_i +  ¿¿o +  ¿¿it +  Sti

with rank(a^ r/^ ) =  ranh(£rf) =  Si < p — r. Now, define 9 — 
r w r  +  r ,  and a±i =  â i f ,  a ±2 =  Q-l£ x , =  P±r), and =  

such that sp(a,oc±i, a±2) ~  sp(/3,/5Xi,/?±2) — R p. The condition 
ranfc(aX20/?±2) =  $2 =  p — r — Si secures that Xt ** /(3 ).

As in the 1(1) case, the term p0 is decomposed in the a and a± 
directions:

^ i  =  a p i +  a  i 7 4, i  =  0 , l ,

In order to avoid accumulation to a quadratic trend, not only the lin
ear drift but also the constant needs to be restricted. This can be 
accomplished with the restrictions (see appendix B)

(3.2) =  aply and aX2p0 +  a'±2fp p 1 =  0.

The ECM representations can then be written:

(3.3) H*(r, s ,) : A 2*« =  a (0 \ Pl) (  X*~l )  -  T A X ,., + Po +  et,

(3.4) Hi(r, S j): A2Xt =  q/3'X«., -  TAX«., + Po + e„



(3.5) H;(r, Sl) : A2X t =  a(ir, p0) (  )  -  T A X ,., +  eu

where fi0 in 7f*(r, s x) fulfills the requirement (3.2) and in Hi(r, sx), 
a'±2^o =  0. The MA representation for 7f*(r, sx) is given by

t a  t
(3.6) X t = C2 EE £» ■+■ Ci +  C*(L)st +  tq +  T it +  A +  Btj

«=1 t= l  i= l

where C2 — 0 19 ±2 ) 0  ^ 1  =  ^ 1^ 2) ~  ûj_i(7—0C2),
C"(z) is convergent for | z |<  1+v, for some >  0, A and B depends on 
initial values andsatisfy P’A — c? T0 ±2 0 ±2 ^ =  0» and (0,0±xyB  =  0.

Let S =  In the 7(2) model, 0fXt -  60'12AXt ~  7(0). If
r >  S2> we decompose 0  in the 6 ± and 6  directions, such that 0 Q =  
¡38 f3l =  08 and 0 — 0 OT± 4* 0 X7 .  We see that a/?' =  a(6±0'o +  
60[) — ao/?o +  a i/5i» where ao =  oc<5_l and a i =  ad. Hence, 0foXt — 
b'Jfi^A X t =  0oXt ~  7(0) and f tX t-ô ’SP'^AXt ~  7(0), i.e. 0'oXt are 
0*7(2,0) relations whereas 0 fxX t are C(2 , 1 ) but multicointegrate. Note 
that in general, 0 X and a i have dimension p x s2. This is, however, only 
the case if r >  S2* If r <  S2 the dimension is p x  r. Hence, the correct 
number of ’real’ multicointegrating relations axe min(r, $2). Besides the 
stationary relations, Si directions are <77(2,1 ), 0'±xXt ~  7(1), and S2 

directions are 7(2), /?1 2^ 2  ~  7(2).
As in the last section, To and r xt refer to that part of the determin

istic terms, which does not depend on the initial conditions. It should 
be noted that 0 ±i-A, 0 ±2^  and P’xzB might be different from zero.

Let tt* = c?(Ip — r /^ i lV j /Z o  -  (7r +ôT7? - ’̂ T01^ a ,1 T0)ôt (iXr 
In Appendix B it is shown that the coefficients for the deterministic 
terms in (3.6) are given by

(3.7) T0 -  - 0 k\

(3.8) t 1 =  - 0 ± £ ol±IXq +  (0±£oi±r0 ~ 0)ctp i-

In the 7(2) directions it is not possible to separate the linear drift 
from the initial conditions, so we have imposed the restriction 0 \ 2tx =  
0. Furthermore, it is not possible to separate the constant from the 
initial values in the 7(1) and the 7(2) directions. This implies the re
strictions 0 ,±xTo =  0 and pf±2r o =  0, which are fulfilled by assumption.

Let us first consider the model H * ( r ,  Sj). The r — s2 directly cointe
grating relations have linear trends and constants with the coefficients

0 qti “  Poffith. =  ~ô±Pii
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PqTo =  =  -6'xk\
For the $2 multicointegrating relations the coefficients for the de

terministic trends are P[ti =  —6rp1 and the constants are given by

P[r0 -  -  0 =  -6 'k*.
In the Si 1(1) directions the deterministic trends have the coeffi

cients

=  - | V ±/i0 + 1  a^r/joV i 
=  -îa 'j_a± lo+ T °[,±r PPi-

We now turn to the model H ifoS j) in which the restriction px =  0 
implies

(3.9) pt j =  0 and ot^Mo — 0

The coefficients in the MA-representation (3.6) are given by

r 0 =  -0*1 ,

r l — "~Æ_li£ Otxip,0l

where nx =  Ôt(Ip—Tp±^ a'x l)/z0 and we have used the fact that a xp0 =  
a liAio + a ±2/io- Neither the directly nor the multicointegrating relations 
contain a deterministic trend: ft0r x =  pxr x =  0. The constants in the 
stationary relations are given by respectively

P’qTo =  - P qPki =

P\to ~  S,Sp/±2r x -  ~P[Pki -  0 =  -6'nx.
The 1(1) directions have linear trends with coefficients given by

P[u n  =  -foixiM o =  -T f3 ± û ± 7 o  =  “ 7o*
For the model H J ^ S j) the following restrictions are imposed:

(3.10) pi — 0, and (q'i =  0.

Hence we have pt — ap0. The coefficients in the MA-representation
(3.6) are given by

To =  -P& po =  -P p 0y 

Ti =  0.

Hence, no linear trend is present.
The CI(2,0) and the multicointegrating relations contain constants 

given by respectively P'qTq =  —¿xp0 and p [rx — —¿Vo*
The findings above are summarized in Table 5.2.

3. THE DETERMINISTIC TERMS IN THE 1(2) MODEL
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Table 5.2. Deterministic terms in the 7(2) model
Model Direction Coeff. lin. trend Const.

7T (r,S i) fa x , ~  1(0) -¿ ¡iP i —6'±k*
(3.2) f tX t -  6'SffL2AJT, ~ 7(0) -<5V

/? ! ,* .  ~  7(1) t&'JFPPi -a_L70) 0

i7i(r,S i) PaXt ~  7(0) 0 —
(3.9) f iX .-6 'S ff 'L2A X t ~ 7(0) 0 -&KX

P uX t ~  7(1) “ 7o 0

t f i( r .s i ) ¡?aXt ~  7(0) 0 -&±Pq
S p t(3.10) P[Xt -  S 'S ^ A X t  ~ 7(0) 0

l?±iXt ~  7(1) 0 0

4. ”I(2 )-to -I(l)” transform ation
In this section we try to answer the question ”can we find relations 

between the stationary and non-stationary relations in the original 7(2) 
system and transformed 7(1) system?”. And furthermore, ”do the 
deterministic terms change when transforming the model?”.

We consider the cointegrated VAR model for variables integrated of 
order two. In the MA representation (3.6), p±2 represent the loadings 
from the common 7(2) trends into the process. Hence, a matrix b 
satisfying the condition sp(b) =  sp((/3±2)±) =  sp(p, fi±l) can be used 
to transform Xt into the 7(1) space. However, b'Xt only has dimension 
p — s2, and in order not to loose the dynamics of the original system, 
i/A X t is added to the new one, where v is of dimension p x  s2 and 
satisfies the condition | v'{3±2 1^ 0- Hence, the transformed system is4

An obvious choice is to set v =  /?X2- This certainly fulfill the re
quirement. Another - perhaps more relevant for practical purposes - 
is to choose v such that sp(u) =  sp(752,0p_52), where the 'l's in the 
columns correspond to a non-zero entry in the same column in /?L2*

The ECM for the transformed system is

(4.2) A  Xt =  UXt-i +  T iA X t-i +  Ho +  p it  +  £*,

4In what follows will denote matrices related to the transformed 7(1) system
such that, for example, ¡3 X t 1(0).
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where the explicit expressions for II, Ti, p0, 5 i 211^ e* are given in 
appendix C (see also Kongsted, 2002). Since there is an extra lag in 
the transformed model, an implicit restriction of zeros is put on IV  

To find a relationship between the cointegrating vectors in the 7(2) 
and the 7(1) systems, we first have to find the coefficients for u'AXt. As 
we are considering an 7(2) model, $2 >  0- Thus, if cointegration exists, 
at least one of the relations will be multicointegrating. The coefficients 
for the difference part in the 7(1) model are given by cj =  - ( /^ u ) " 1̂ . 
To see this consider the stationary relations 0 X t — dft^AXt fSJ m . 
We want to rewrite this to include the terms b'Xt and v'AXt.

We can write

(4.3) P_i_2 =  va0 +  bciit
where sp(b) =  sp(p, p LX) and a* (t =  1,2) are matrices of suitable 
dimensions. Premultiplying (4.3) with p'±2 we find

PliP 12 “  Pl2VaQ
Cq = {P±2V) =  {Pl2V) 1-

Since b =  (/?,/?x l), P = bb'P so that the stationary relations are given 
by Pfbb,Xt — 6(q,qv' +  afflAX t. Since b'AXt ~  7(0), we have

P'bb'Xt -  Siv'P^yW A X t ~  7(0).

Hence, the cointegrating relations in the transformed system are given 
by

(4.4) 3 = ( ^ f ) ,

where w — —(P±2V)~1&' If r > s2, we can multiply (4.4) with (£,<$_l) 
from the right, which gives us

Before turning to the non-stationary directions, let us consider a 
couple of examples.

Exam ple 1: Consider a system of dimension p =  3 with (r, s i, s2) =  
(1,1,1) and let =  (1,1,1)', i.e. the impact from the common 7(2) 
trend is the same on all variables. That means, that the impact from 
the common 7(1) trend on A X t is the same on all variables too. The 
matrix tf is of dimension l x l  and we set 5’ =  d. First, choose v — P12' 
Then v’AXt =  AX\t +  AX& +  AX^. Furthermore, a0 =  1 such that 
cj =  —d.



Now choose v — (1,0,0)' such that t/A Xt =  A X U- We find that 
clq ~  3 such that u — —3d.

E xam ple 2: Let again p =  3 but now (r, si, S2) =  (1,0,2). Let the 
impacts from the two common 1(2) trends be given by
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Le. — 2X2t — X 3t ~  / ( l )  so that A Xu  — 2 A.X2t — AXi^ ~  /(0) In
this case $2 >  r and 6' has dimension 2 x 1 .  We set 6' =  (di,d2y  

First, choose v =  /312 such that the variables entering the trans
formed system are 2AXlt +  AJK2t and A X lt +  A X 3i. We find that 
ao =  Ia2 and u — ~~(di,d2y.

Now choose

so that Xu~2X2t—X 3t-(5d i+ 2d2)AX2t-2 (d i+ d 2)AX3t is stationary.

To see if we can find a relationship between the non-stationary 
directions, we first note that the non-stationary relations in the trans
formed system are given by (3±Xt ~  / (  1), where ¡3± has dimension p x s 
(s — si 4- s2)* Let the general be given by

^  = ( b )-
where A has dimension (p — s2) x  s and B has dimension $2 x s. Then 
A and B  have to fulfill the requirements

(4.6) fobA =  0(r_52)xi

(4.7) {3[bA +  0,w,B =  0a3Xa

The solution of (4.6) is A =_fc'(/?6,/?±1). Then we see that (4.6) is 
fulfilled, PQbb'(pS, p ±1) -  6'±l3'(f30, ¡3±1) -  0. Inserting A in (4.7) yields

6'i?bb'(pô, 0 ±l) -  6*6(vj3X2)~lB =  0 

B = v,@±2v(IS2,0S2xsl)-
Hence, we find that the relationship between the non-stationary rela
tions in the original and the transformed system is given by

/  m  w ± i \
\  V>0±2 /

(4.8)
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We see that indeed p P± — 0 and we have found the link between
the stationary and the non-stationary relations when making a trans
formation from the 7(2) space into the 7(1) space. Note that in (4.8) 
the CI(2,1) relations given by /?'x lXt in the original system are main-

Before investigating the role of the deterministic terms, we consider 
a couple of practical examples, to illustrate the results given above.

In the following the notation given in (4.1) is used. Hence Xt ~

4.1. Stylized exam ples. The following - very simple - examples 
are inspired by the one in Kongsted (2002). Consider a vector consist
ing of three nominal time series: money stock, nominal income, and the 
price level, Xt =  {m*, and all variables are assumed to be 7(2)
with the same impact, p12 =  (1,1,1)'- Two cases are considered: one 
with one multicointegrating relation (r =  1), and one with one directly 
cointegrating as well as one multicointegrating relation (r =  2).

C ase 1: (r, Si, S2) =  (1,1,1). The chosen transformation is made 
with the matrices

system (r,s) =  (1,2). Let us assume that the multicointegrating rela
tion is the inverse velocity with inflation, mt —yt +  dApt ~  7(0). Hence, 
we have

tained in p'Xt in the transformed model.

7(2), X u AXt ~  7(1), and A X t, A2Xt ~  7(0).

(4.9)

such that Xt =  {mt — Vt,Vt — Pu Apt} ~  7(1). Note that in the 7(1)

Expressed in terms of the transformed system we find

Hence the matrix used for the transformation of the cointegrating 
relations is



...................... " " m
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Case 2: ( r ,s i ,s 2) =  (2,0,1). Again the matrices b and v given 
in (4.9) are used to make the transformation. Let us assume that the 
multicointegrating relation is a relation between real money and the 
inflation rate, and that the real GDP is (perhaps trend-) stationary. 
I.e. mt -  pt +  kApt ~  1(0) and yt — pt ~  1(0). The cointegration 
relations in this system can be expressed by the matrices

0 = ( 0 O,0 i) =
0
1

- 1

1
0

- 1
, 0±x —  0.

We calculate

0i2v — 1/3,

and with 6' = (dx, d2);, we can use (4.4), (4.8), and the transformation 
matrix b given in (4.10) to find the matrices in the transformed system

0 =

0 1 \  -  if d2
1 0 M x  = dx

—Zdx -3 d , /  'i 1/3

Note that in this example where r >  s2 we can decompose 0  in the 
directions of 6± and 6 as done in (4.5). Thus it follows that dx =  0 
such that the first column in 0  contains the (7(2,0) relation from the 
original system.

4.2. T he d eterm in istic  term s. In this section we investigate the 
role of the deterministic term in the transformation from the ƒ (2) space 
to the 1(1) space.

In the MA-representation of the ƒ (2) model given in (3.6), we see 
that AXt contains a constant, r Xi given in (3.8). However, AXt has no 
drift such that implicit zero restrictions are put on the coefficients for 
the trends in the transformed model. Furthermore, the last s2 columns 
in the matrix Pi in (4.2) are zeros, and the restriction (3.2), carried over 
from the original model, implies a seemingly unnecessary restriction on 
the parameters in the transformed system (see Appendix C). Because 
of this, the transformed model is not a ’star’ model, and testing for rank 
and presence of deterministics should be done in the original model. It 
is, however, an approximate ’star’ model, and will be treated as such 
in the following.

We consider the most general model, H*(r,$x). As argued above 
and in Appendix A, the deterministics in the MA-representation are
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given by

T0 = f 3 ( r  C - /p ) /J o + f? p lf

T\ =  ( c f  -  Iv)ffpx +  CJi0.
In Appendix D these are expressed in terms of the parameters of 

the original 7(2) model. We find that the coefficients for the trends in 
the stationary directions axe given by

¡3 r i =  -P 'fp i -  Pi,
which are the same as in the original system. The constant terms, 
however are different. They are given by

¡3 t0 =  p’a  ( f C -  Ip)Ji0 +  p'&Pn

where the ƒ? is given in (4.4) and the individual terms of pâ  TC'y.0,
fiaJÎQ, and fifipi can be found in appendix D. Also the coefficients for 
the trends in the non-stationary directions are different from those in 
the original model. They axe given by

PaJ \  =  $J?T$p1 +j§x^Mo*

where is given in (4.8) and CTpfp1 and CpQ are given in appendix 
D.

Hence, it can be concluded that when transforming an 1(2) model 
into the 1(1) space, also the deterministics axe transformed. In other 
words, the ’cost’ of the transformation is that the coefficients for the 
deterministic terms change. This should be taken into account if the 
interpretation of the deterministics is based on the 7(2) system. Note, 
however, that the restriction =  0 is invariant to the transforma
tion since a ±pi — a ,_L(6,u),_1(6,u)Vi =  Also the restrictions in 
the models Hi and HI are invariant since Hi = 0 => Jil =  (6, t/) V i =  0 
and olJ Iq =  0^(6, v)'”1 (6, v)Vo — This means that the trans
formation of an H*(r,Si) model is (approximate) H’(r)y the model 
Hi(r,$i) becomes 7fi(r), and J7f(r,si) becomes Hi(r).

Because of the restrictions on the transformed system, carried over 
from the 7(2) model, it is suggested that testing for the model of the 
deterministic terms should be done in the 7(2) model, i.e. before trans
forming the system into the 7(1) space. Since the critical values for the 
rank tests depend on the presence of the deterministic terms, determi
nation of rank and deterministics should be done simultaneously. A 
simple strategy is proposed in the next section.



5. Testing hypotheses for the determ inistic terms in the 7(2)
model
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Rahbek et aI. (1999) show that the asymptotic distribution of the 
cointegration parameters is mixed Gaussian such that given (r,si) in
ference on these are asymptotically x 2 distributed. In the models con
sidered in this analysis, the deterministic terms are restricted to the a  
space such that tests for significant coefficients can be performed on 
the ¡3 matrix.

The following strategy for testing is proposed: (1) Assume the 
model is H*(r,Si) and find r and $i; (2) Given (r, Si) =  test
the hypothesis that the model is sj) against the alternative of
77*(r*,sJ); (3) If the hypothesis in step (2) is accepted, determine 
(r, Si) =  (r,s7) given the model is 77i(r, $i); (4) Test the hypothesis 
that the model is 77f (r, sj) against the alternative of Hi (r,sT); (5) If 
the hypothesis in step (4) is accepted, determine (r, Si) given the model 
is H i ^ s j ) .5

Test of hypotheses for the number of cointegrating relations and 
common stochastic 7(1) trends are outlined in Rahbek et al. (1999) 
for the case of H*(r, si) and in Paruolo (1996) for the models H\(r, si) 
and H*(r, sj). Simulations of critical values are also supplied in these 
papers.

Procedures for testing different models for the deterministic terms 
in the 7(1) model are given by Johansen and Juselius (1990) and Jo
hansen (1994). Since - as mentioned above - the distribution in the 7 (2) 
model is mixed Gaussian too, the standard likelihood ratio tests can 
be applied. The hypothesis of model sj) against the alternative 
of H*(r*,$*) can be formulated as 770 • Pi =  0 against 7ia : p\ ^  0. 
From the representation (3.3) we see that this is a test on the /? matrix 
and the likelihood ratio test statistic is x 2 distributed with r degrees 
of freedom. The hypothesis of model HI(r, $T) against the alternative 
of 77i(r, sT) can be tested with the test statistic

LR =  - T  £  In
i = T + l

1 — A,

1 - A  <

where and \ i  are the p — r smallest eigenvalues in the eigenvalue 
problem arising from the reduced rank regression which can be used

5Note that the model i7*(r, Si) applies for all values of px and p2. Hence, one 
can expect to find (r*,si) =  (r, 5i). I think, however, it is a good idea to follow the 
steps to confirm the results from the first rank test, especially if it turns out to be 
a borderline case.
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to estimate the model.6 The test statistic is x2 distributed with p — r 
degrees of freedom.

6. Conclusion

The purpose of this analysis was to discuss the role of the deter
ministic terms when making transformations from the 7(2) to the / ( l )  
space. Explicit formulations for the drift and the constant were found 
for the 1(1) as well as the 7(2) model in stationary and non-stationary 
directions. These were used to discuss the role of the deterministics 
when making transformations.

Also the 7(2)-to-7(l) transformation was discussed and explicit 
links between stationary and non-stationary directions were found. It 
turned out, that there exist matrices by which one can go from one 
space to the other - and back again - supporting the view that if a valid 
transformation can be made, then there is no loss of information and 
inference on the stationary relations and the adjustment coefficients 
can be made in the 7(1) model. Also links between the deterministic 
models in the two spaces were found. It was shown that when making 
a transformation also the deterministic terms are transformed. It was 
argued, that testing for presence of deterministics should be done in the 
original 7(2) system, as implicit restrictions are put on the transformed 
model, such that this is not a ’star’ model.

Based on these observations a strategy for simultaneous determina
tion of the presence of deterministic terms and the number of cointe
grating relations was proposed.

7. A ppendix A

The following is based on Johansen (1992) and Rahbek (1997). We 
consider the cointegrated VAR(fc) model for 7(1) variables in the ECM 
form:

fc-i
(7.1) AXf =  aftX t-i +  TjAXt-i +  pg +  Mi* +  £t,

i = 1

and let T =  Ip — I\. The characteristic polynomial for (7.1) is
given by

Jt—l
(7.2) A{z) =  4 (1  -  z) -  a&z -  £  r ,(z i -  zi+1).

1 = 1

The analysis is based on the following assumption:

6See Johansen (1996) for details.



A ssum ption: Assume that the wots of A(z) are either one or lie 
outside the unit circle.
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Hence, we consider only systems which do not have explosive roots. 
With (7.2) in hand, we find that

A{z) =  f -A (z )  =  — a ft — ¿ r . i z - 1 + X > ( i  +  l ) z \
i=l t=l

i ( z )  =  =  ¿ r ^ » -  i2)z*~2 +  + i) z ‘ l .
a Z  i - 1 1 = 1

The expansion of A(z) around z a l i s

(7 . -a (¥ X t -  { r a p  -  T)AXt +  $A 2Xt +  A*(L)AzX t =  e,
&  -o ip X t  +  (a ?  +  T)AXt +  $ A 2X t +  A*(L)AzX t =  et,

where $  =  Y%=i *r*, et =  p0 +  ocp\t 4- et and A*(z) is a suitable 
polynomial.

Premultiplying (7.3) by o' and 7Y± respectively yields

(7.4) - p X t +  p A X t +ôfTA X t +  c;$A 2Xt +cÜA*(L)A*Xt = o /et,

(7.5) ■ôtJ'à.Xt + cf^A^Xt + a LA’{L)A3X, =  c^e,.

Now, define the process

(  Yt \  _  (  f f X t 
\ U t ) ~ \  P ± A X t

We use the fact that A X t =  (3ffAXt +  Ppf±AXt and rewrite (7.4) 
and (7.5)

(7.6) -Y t +  AYt + tfrl3A Y t + & r 0 ±Ut +  & 0 xAUt +  ... =  cteu

(7.7) ôtLTPAYt ^ôf1VP1U t + ^ P LAUt + ... =  û le t,

where ’...’ refers to terms which are unimportant in the following. Writ
ten in matrix form we see that (7,6) and (7.7) is the expansion of the 
characteristic polynomial for (Vi, Ut)} named B (z), around z =  1:

(  - I r oT/3_x Yt \  (  Ir + oT/? 0?$/^ \  f  AYt \
V 0 ^ T p ± o l Tp c?±$ 0 ± ) \ A U t )

+B'(L) (  )  =  ( ff .f f j 'e , =  B(L) (  J  Y
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Since Xt ~  1(1), <Y±r0 L has full rank and B(z) is invertible (see 
Johansen, 1992). Hence, (Yt,Ut)' =  B(z)~1et. We find that

¿(l)r,1 = Ir + ST/3 -  <?rj±(Tï1fë 1)-'â'J'0
m z i  =  - f a r j ^ r p
m i l  =  -(z5 'r£L)(5'i .r ^ L)-* -(5 'r£ )(5 'ri3 x2(5 'A ^x)-1 

-(5'i^J.)(ô'i T/3i )-1 + (5T/3x)(ô'xr/3x)-1 _ 
[(5ir̂ )(3'r/3xKô'xWx)-1 + (5'x'ï>/?x)(5'xr/3x)-1] 

é ( i ) £  =  (5'xr/3x ) - I(ô'xr/J5'r/3x + 5 'x $ (sx )(û'x r i8x ) - 1.

We can always write Xt =  £ { _ ,  AXt +  X 0. Decomposing this in 
the {30 and (3L0L directions, we find

We can now find the deterministic terms in the (3Yt directions:

(P ,0) [B(l)_1(a, a x)'(/io + ap\t) -  B (l)-1(a, ax)'api]
(7.9) =  + 5 'r ^ x(75T/Sx)-15'x)(po +  <*PÎ£)-P(ir+s-r/3 -  5T£L(ô'xi^x)-1s'xr/3)s'<v1

= 0ct(-ir+rc)it0+p&t+p(—ir -  ztrp+a'rcr^pi,
where we have used the fact that sp(a) =  sp(a) for all variables such 
that sp(j3±(cE^r/Tj- 1 =  sp(C). The same
way we can find the deterministic terms in the j3±Ut directions:

(7.10)

(0,/3x) [B(l)_1(c«,5'x)'(p0 +  apit) - B ( l ) _1(“ . “ x)'“ Pi]
=  ^ x (o'1r/îx ) - 1â'x (Mp+ opjt)) + ? x [(s'xr ? x ) - 1ô'x r^ô' 

+(̂ xr/3x)-1(ô'xr/35'r/3x +â'x4>/3x)(5'xr/3x)-1ô'x]ap'1
— Ofi0 — c r p t i ,

Inserting (7.9) and (7.10) in (7.8) we find that the deterministic 
terms are given by (2.6) and (2.7). Also we see that A =  0±0±Xo hi 
the MA representation (2.5) such that 0 A — 0.

B(i)-* = -B(1)-‘A(i)B(1)-‘ - - ( | [ ; |  f g g

where

x, = p0 xt+p±0_ H , a*<+p±0±xo
=  0Y, + Z L i 0 i V> + 0±0±Xo.
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8. Appendix B

We consider the ECM form of the cointegrated 1(2) model (also 
given in (3.1))
(8.1) A 2X t = aP'X t.i -  TAX, +  li0 +  / i ,t  +  e„
and set

(8.2) Xt =  To +  T \t+  Yt,
where

(8.3) A2r* = a ffY t- i -  TAYt-! + tf(.
We see from (8.2) that Yt- \  =  X t- i-r © —T i(t-1 ) , AYt. x =  A X t_ i-T i, 
and A 2Yt =  AXt. Inserting this in (8.3) we find

A2X t = atf3'Xt-i  -  affiro -  n  +  n t )  -  TAXt^  +  Tti +  et,

and comparing with (8.1) that

(8.4) p0 = —ol$ ( to -  ri) + Tt i,

(8.5) p x =
To solve these two equations we need to assume cn,Lpx =  0. Hence we 

can write px =  apXl where px is a r-vector, which is the first restriction 
in (3.2). We find when premultiplying (8.5) with o' and a'± that

(8 .6 )  =  -& 't x.

Premultiplying (8.4) with Cc and yields

(8.7) ctp0 =  o -  tO +  5 T n

(8.8) =  a l r n .

Decomposing t x in the and /3±Pf± directions and using (8.6) we 
get

(8.9) TX =  ~$$TX +  J3±P±TX =  -]& ? !  +  /Jx/SjTj,

Inserting (8.9) in (8.7) and (8.8) we find

(8.10) Cl f t q —  — 0 T o  — Cl p x —  c t T f f S t p x +  C r̂/?x/?'±Ti

(8.11) «xMo =  -« x r /fo V i  +  ,

where we have used the reduced rank condition ± =  £7/  in (8.11). 
Premultiplying (8.11) with (£,£±)' and applying (3±l =  ‘¡31_ti yields

(8.12) T<*iPo = -Tot'JWctpx + ffjjiTi,
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(8.13) =  -£±.o!1T(3aL /ii-

Note that (8.13) is the second restriction in (3.2). Rewriting and 
reorganizing (8.12) and (8.10) we find

(8.14) Æ in  = T a ,±M o+?'û±r^â//i1)

(8.15)
f t  T o -  ô T  /312^ 12t 1 -  -S 'M o -  (/r + ô T /? ) â V 1 +  ûT / ^ / ^ T i ,

where we have used the fact that =  /?X1/?'±1 +  ̂ ±2^x2' Now, in 
the /(2) directions it is not possible to separate the linear drift from 
the initial conditions. Since we are only interested in the deterministic 
terms, which do not depend on initial values, we set /?x2r i =  0* With 
this in hand, we separate Ti in the /?/?' and directions

r 1=]0/3V1+ ^ xl/?,11ri,

and insert the expressions (8.6) and (8.14) to find

t \ =  ]i± if ollho -  /^ V i-

Premultiplying (8.15) with /? and inserting (8.14) and the restriction 
Æl2ti — 0 yields

r 0 = - 0 3  Mo -  0(£r +aTP)ciLLi + paT p j^^a^tio  + X
-/3c?(Ip -  r/3xl£ a 'L)/i0 -  0(Ir + aT 0  -  3 T 0 ±1l;dArp)c?fi1. 

9. Appendix C

We consider the cointegrated 1(2) ECM model given in (3.1)

(9.1) A 2̂  =  afi'Xt-1 — rA X t_i +  /io +  Mi* +  £*.

In the transformed system, given in (4.1), we set X \t =  b'Xt and X 21 =  
v*AXt such that AXlt =  b'AXu A2X U =  VA2X t, and AX^ = v'A2X t. 
Then we can write

AXt =  v^b'vJ-'V A X t + b^ v’b J - 'v ’AXt 
K } =  v^ V vJ -'A X u  +  bj_(v'b±)-'X 2tl
and the same way

(9.3) A 2X, =  vJ_(b'v_L) - lA2X lt +  6± (v'6j. ) - 1A X 21.



Inserting (9.2) and (9.3) in (9.1), we find

v±(Vv±) - lA 9Xu  +  b±(v'b±)~lAX2t 
= a(IT, 0)Xu-i -  T(v±(Vv±) - lAXu-i  +  b ^ b ^ X ^ )  

+ f l 0 +  f x { t  +  s t i

where we have used {3'Xt- i  =  0 W X t- \  ~  (Ir, 0)Xu_i since

& = = ( .̂ o) -

Applying A2X lt =  A X „  -  A Xtt- i  and M & V O '^ x K ix ) '1]-1 =  
(6, v } \  we find

[»x(Vt>x)-1, ix(t>'6x)_I] A A t

=  [a(/„ 0), — r6x(i''l,x ) -1]-^i-i 
- [ ( r - y K ^ x ) - 1, » ] ^ « . ,

+ f l 0 +  {X^t +  £ t

A X t =  (61v),[o(/r,0 ) f -r6j.(v '6 j.)-1] i i - i
- (* ,  v)’[(T -  Ip)(v± (V vj.)-\ 0]AX*-i 
+(&, v y l v o + ^ t +£*)•

Hence, the parameters in the transformed model can be expressed as

n  =  (6 ,vy[a(/r>o ) , - r 6 J.(f/dJ.) -1]
^  =  - ( ^ v y K r - j p j K ^ v j - S o ]
Po =  (M )'Po
Pi =  (M ) 'a*i =  (M)'<iPi
£t =  (6, u)'ff(.

Note that r  — Ip — Tx so that
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r  = (6, vyiwj.î wj.)“1,6j.it/6jL)-1] -I- (6,i;y[(r -  ip)(t;x(̂ x)“x, 0] 
=  (6,v)'[rvj.(6't;i)~1,6x(v'i>±) 1]-

Furthermore, since C =  P±(a,±rp±)~1G±, we find

C  =

a ^ ( 5 ,  v )‘-

(  brj36 b'{3± i \
V V'fi±2 0  /

a'x[rnx(b'vx)-1,6x(»'fcx)-1] ( J |
/  m  &7?xi \
\  v'0Li 0 [
[a'±\rv±(Vvi ) - 1V0S + 0l i , r v ±(l/v±r 1b’0 ±{l]-a '1(b,vY-K

vps
i±2

W xi
0
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It can be verified that Xl/3± =  0. Since II =  a0  such that a  =  
110(0 0J"1, we can also find

5  =  (6, «)'[«(ƒ,, ^  )  ( i M P  +  u ' u ) - 1

=  (6, v)'[a (Ir, 0)7/3 -  dSfB _l i {viPla r iu} ( /r +  u /u ) - 1
=  (6 , v ) ' [ a ( / r , 0 0  +  +  w 'w ) ’ 1

=  (6, v)'a{Ir +  a/u;](/r +  u/w)"1 
=  (M )'a .

Thus it follows that

S i  =  (6,t))'"1ax.

To investigate the implications of the restriction (3.2), we express the 
parameters in the original model in terms of the parameters of the 
transformed model. It is straightforward to find

Mo =
M i =  ( M ) ' _ 1Mi  
a  =  (£>, u ) '_1a  
a ± =  (b}v)ax.

Since =  (» 1 1 , 0 12 ) it follows that

» 1 2  =  (M )5 x (0 ,/ia)'.

From (4.4) we find

(6,0)3 = 67/3 = 0.

Given the expression of II and F we find

—(6,t>)'-1fi(0 , w)' = r6x(u'61)-1v' 
(6, v)'_1f(6,0 )' = rv1(6'vi )-16',

such that

r = (6,v)'-1[r(6',o)-n(o,v)'].
The first part of (3.2), n1 =  ap1} then implies

(m ), - im 1 =
=» Pj =  5plt
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which has the same consequence as in the original system. The second 
part, a'X2(//0 + T0px) =  0, implies

(0,/„)5'x

=  ( 0 J .3)51

Th +  [f(6', 0) -  R(0, t))'](6,0)0 (~0 g )  f j

*> + F( o* o ) ^ ( ? ( ?  o )^ ) ’1̂ 0-

Pi

which is a seemingly unnecessary restriction on the transformed pa
rameters, which is carried over from the ƒ (2) model.

10. Appendix D

In this appendix we find the coefficients for the deterministics in 
the MA-representation for the transformed model expressed in terms 
of the parameters of the original 7(2) model. We separate (i =  0,1) 
in the a  and ci± directions:

P< =  o ft +  S ±7f
=► (6, =  (6, vYapi +  (6, tO^axTi-

Hence, we find

pi — [a'Aaj^a'A/q

where A =  (b,v)(b,vY. The coefficients for the constants and the drifts 
are then given by

(10.1) T o = f ë \ T 5 - I r)iïo + 0dpu

(10.2) T i ^ i C T - I j f p ^ C p o ,

where i? =  aTCT(3 — Ir — ctTj3.
We consider each term in(10.1) separately:

pdT C ik (  )  (Jr+w'w) 1[a,Ao]

(6, K{vfbLY^pL1]
+  (3±2i Tv±{Vv±r lV0±1]]_1 cfjjio,

(Jr +u?'w) l [û,Aa]“la /A^0i
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p a 'r c rp p !  = i ̂  ) (Ir +w'w)'1KAa]-1a'A

[ r v ^ b ' v j - W f f s + j ^ r v ^ b ' v j - ' v p j  
K  [rv± (Vvx ) - ' W  + 0 L7, Tvx (hfv± )~lb'0± l]]
oi,±[Tv±(bfv±)~1Vj3ibx(vrbj_)~1ui](Ir +  u/u;)“1 
[a'AaJ^a'A^,

^  ^ (Ir +  a/a;)“1[a,Aa]“1a ,(i»Jv)

[Tv^VvjLy'VpM v’bxr'u W r  +  u/u;)-1 
[ot/Aa]_ la ,A/i1.

We now make the same exercise for (10.2):

c m x (  b’06  b’p ±l \
\  tfP n  0 /
[a,1[Tv1,(i/v±)~1l/p6 +  p±2, rv i(6 /u±) - 16//311]] 
o:l[rt;j-(6 /t;x )-1? /? ,6 x { t/6 j.)“ 1u;](/r +  u /u ;) -1
K(&, u)(6, v)Vi,

- P p i  =  ”  (  ^  )  ( / r + u /u ;)“ l [a 'A a] V A / i j ,

cHo =  ( ^  i / oJ-1 ) K [ r ^ ( 6 ' v J. ) - 1f c ® + ^ 2

ruj.(6'ux)-1^ xl]]"1Qf!LMo-
With the restriction of the H m(rtsx) model, px — apx, we get

[a /A c tJ^ a 'A ^ j 
=  [ a 'A a j - ^ 'A a p j  

=  Pi-
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Conclusions

When making analyses in the field of economics, one tries to answer 
some questions, which might be completely new, or find support for 
or against existing results. Often the process of the analysis raises 
new questions which could be interesting to look into. This chapter 
summarizes some of the conclusions and suggestions for future research 
outlined in the previous four chapters.

Chapter 2 dealt with the issue of integration of stock markets. It 
was shown that if stocks are priced according to the CAPM, then it 
is possible to find evidence for or against market integration by look
ing for common stochastic trends in the time series for the market 
portfolios. Common trends, however, is not enough. Also we need to 
identify the cointegrating relations. An advantage of testing integra
tion with a cointegrated VAR model is, that we might also be able to 
say something about whether the stochastic trend comes from some of 
the markets considered. An empirical example suggested integration 
of the US and the Danish stock markets, which was due to the fact 
that the Danish market followed the development in the American. 
An interesting question is if we can apply common trends analysis if 
stocks are not priced according to the CAPM but maybe by another 
theoretical model such as the APT. Finally, in the conclusion, it was 
suggested that timing of market integration could be investigated by 
recursive analysis. This issue has to do with the question of constant 
parameters, which was also discussed in chapter 4, and it is certainly 
important when discussing integration of markets.

Chapter 3 contained an analysis of the PPP within the borders of 
the US. Contrary to traditional analyses of the PPP, this one did not 
include an exchange rate. The prices were found to be integrated of 
order two, which raised the issue of how to interpret the multicointe- 
grating relations in this context. This could be done with an LQAC 
model in which policy makers seek integration of markets and try to 
minimize inflation. It was argued that when in doubt whether prices are 
ƒ(!) or 1(2), then it is better to treat them as ƒ (2). Three definitions
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were introduced, of which two are new in the literature. They relate to 
underlying inflation - same stochastic variation - and PPP with adjust
ment. The latter takes into account that even though the PPP does 
not hold, it might be the case that prices are adjusting toward a sus
tainable PPP level. The empirical analysis provided evidence that the 
underlying inflation is the same in the four areas considered and that 
the PPP with adjustment holds between the three areas geographically 
closer to each other. The obvious question to ask after this analysis 
is, if similar conclusions can be made for the euro area, or other areas, 
where the exchange rate is fixed.

Chapter 4 generalized the analysis in chapter 3 by including the 
exchange rate. This makes the analysis somewhat more complicated. 
Three definitions of price parities generalized those of chapter 3 and, by 
means of an empirical illustration, it was argued that when considering 
a long span of data for prices, there is a high risk of non-constant param
eters. There was some indication that the US inflation rate might have 
been stationary in the pre-1960 period but non-stationary in the recent 
period. A scenario analysis exposed possible cases when analyzing coin
tegrated VAR systems of variables including prices and exchange rates. 
An empirical analysis in this chapter suggested that the PPP with ad
justment holds between the UK and the US, when analyzing data from 
the post Bretton woods period. The parameters seemed to be stable 
for this sample. Since inflation rates are often non-stationary future 
research in theoretical macroeconomics might take this into account. 
For example, the price mechanism could be described by an LQAC 
model.

Chapter 5 was concerned with the role of the deterministic terms 
when making transformations from the 7(2) space to 1(1). The deter- 
ministics were expressed by the parameters in the 7(1) as well as the 
7(2) model. Then followed a discussion of the 7(2)-to-7(l) transfor
mation and the parameters in the transformed model were expressed 
by the 7(2) parameters. A discussion of the deterministic terms in the 
transformed model was then given. It turned out that the drifts in the 
stationary directions were unchanged by the transformation whereas 
the constants, as well as the drifts in the non-stationary directions, 
changed. Because of implicit restrictions on the transformed model, 
carried over from the original model, it was suggested that tests for 
rank and deterministic terms should be carried out in the 7(2) model.
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